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PREFACE 
This report, in conjunction with Ref. 1, forms a comprehensive docu- 
mentation of the Block I11 (Rangers VI-IX) attitude control system. 
As necessary, information is included from the attitude control systems 
of Block I (Rangers I and IZ) and Block I1 (Rangers ZIZ-V) which is 
pertinent to the evolution of the Block 111 system. 
X 
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a 
ABSTRACT 
This report,in conjunction with JPL Technical Report No. 32-663, 
forms a comprehensive documentation of the Block I11 attitude con- 
trol system. Descriptions, requirements, test plans, and results of the 
attitude control system and the various subsystems that comprise it 
are included. 
1. DESCRIPTION 
The basic attitude control system is a nonlinear, three- 
axis control system mechanized as shown in Figs. 1 
and 2. The switching amplifier establishes an electrical 
deadband, which is translated into an angular position 
deadband by the celestial sensors and a rate deadband 
by the gyroscopes. The controlling torques about each 
axis are supplied by a cold-gas expulsion system, which 
is actuated by the switching amplifier. An articulated 
hinge servosystem is utilized to point the spacecraft 
transmitter high-gain antenna at the Earth. 
A. Mission Requirements 
(4) Provide a measure of spacecraft velocity during 
the motor bum period in order to control the mag- 
nitude of the midcourse velocity vector. 
(5 )  Orient and maintain the spacecraft axes so that 
the spacecraft television camera optical axis is 
aligned in a predetermined direction, and to con- 
tinue to point the spacecraft high-gain antenna at 
the Earth during the maneuver. 
6. Operational Configurations 
1. Acquisition 
The primary requirements of the attitude control sys- With the exception of the gyros and their respective 
electronics, the attitude control system is turned off dur- tem are to: 
(1) Provide three-axis orientation and stabilization of 
the spacecraft with respect to the Sun (primary 
reference) and the Earth (secondary reference). 
(2) Deploy the spacecraft transmitter high-gain an- 
tenna to some predetermined angle prior to Earth 
acquisition and, after Earth acquisition, to track 
the Earth so that the high-gain antenna remains 
pointed at Earth. 
(3) Orient the thrust vector of the midcourse motor in 
a predetermined direction in space and maintain 
the orientation during powered flight. 
ing the launch and separation phases. At Sun acquisi- 
tion, the power to the attitude control system is turned 
on, and the system configuration is: 
(1) Excitation to primary and secondary Sun sensors 
is turned on, .thus establishing a &-sterad field of 
view. 
i- 
(2) The system is on gyro-rate control (nonderived 
rate). 
(3) The Earth sensor remains off so that the only in- 
put for the roll switching amplifier is the roll gyro. 
L 1 
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(4) The antenna servosystem is turned on; the antenna 
actuator drives the antenna from its nested posi- 
tion to the first preset angle. 
Sun sensors indicate that the Sun is within the angular 
position deadband. At this point, the roll-axis rates are 
reduced to the roll-rate deadband limit. Once the posi- 
tion and rate error signals are reduced to their normal 
deadband limits, a limit cycle mode of operation is estab- 
lished about the pitch and yaw axes. 
Upon the application of power, the spacecraft will 
accelerate or decelerate to the acquisition rates until the 
I 
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Fig. 1. Mechanization of attitude control system 
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At approximately 3% hr after launch, the power to 
the Earth sensor is switched from the Earth sensor heater 
to the Earth sensor power supply. The input to the roll 
switching amplifier is then connected to the roll-search 
generator, resulting in a negative roll search. When the 
Earth sensor detects light in excess of a specified level, 
the fooiiowing functions occur: 
(1) The roll switching amplifier input is switched from 
the roll-search generator to the roll error signal 
from the Earth sensor. 
(2) The hinge amplifier input is switched from the 
preset angle circuit to the hinge error signal from 
the Earth sensor. 
(3) A 180-sec timer is started in the switching ampli- 
fier to transfer the switching-amplifier-rate feed- 
back signal from the gyros to the derived-rate 
networks at timer expiration. 
(4) Thc secondary Sun sensors are turned off, so that 
the field of view is reduced from 4r sterad to ap- 
proximately 40 deg off of the negative roll axis of 
the spacecraft. 
These functions allow the attitude control system to re- 
duce the roll rate and position signals to within their 
deadband limits before the system is switched to derived- 
rate control. 
2. Cruise 
The cruise mode of operation is one in which the system 
is in derived-rate control and in limit-cycle operation. 
The hinge servosystem tracks the Earth within its dead- 
band limits. 
3. Maneuvers 
During the normal sequence of events, two maneuvers 
are planned for the spacecraft: midcourse and terminal. 
The two maneuvers differ in that the midcourse maneuver 
is accomplished with a roll and pitch turn; the terminal 
maneuver is accomplished with a pitch, yaw, and second 
pitch turn. The terminal maneuver has the added re- 
quirement that Earth lock be maintained through the 
maneuver to impact. 
a. Midcourse. This manuver orients the spacecraft to 
some predetermined direction prior to the midcourse 
motor burn period. The following events occur when the 
midcourse motor has been started by the roll turn: 
(1) The derived-rate networks are disconnected from 
the switching amplifier inputs; the gyro-rate sig- 
nals are reconnected. 
(2) The roll error signal from the Earth sensor is 
switched out, and the position input to the switch- 
ing amplifier is grounded. 
(3) Capacitors are inserted in the roll gyro output, SO 
that the gyro-rate signals are integrated and give 
a rate-pius-position error signal to the switching 
amplifier. 
(4) The Earth sensor is turned off. 
(5 )  The high-gain antenna is driven to the exit posi- 
tion so that the antenna is removed from beneath 
the midcourse motor; it then rotates the Earth 
sensor beneath the Sun shield, where it is protected 
from possible exposure to direct sunlight. 
The turn itself is initiated and controlled by the central 
computer and sequencer (CC&S) and is accomplished 
by timing the application of a command current gen- 
erator to the roll gyro, and selecting the polarity of the 
generator. 
The pitch turn occurs in a similar manner to the roll 
turn, with the Sun sensor position error signals replaced 
by the rate-plus-position signals from the gyros. 
b. Terminal. This maneuver orients the TV optical axis 
to some predetermined direction. It is initiated by the 
start of the first pitch turn; the following events occur: 
(1) The derived-rate feedback signals are replaced 
with the gyro-rate signals. 
(2) The pitch and yaw gyros have their integrating 
capacitors inserted so that their output is a rate- 
plus-position signal. 
These turns are once more initiated and controlled by 
the CC&S in a manner identical to that for the mid- 
course maneuver. 
4. Powered Flight 
The midcourse autopilot system is used to control the 
attitude of the spacecraft during the midcourse motor 
burn period. The autopilot is mechanized as shown in 
Fig. 3. The system utilizes the rate-plus-position signals 
from the gyros and feedback signals from the jet vanes 
to adjust the jet vane angular positions. Since these vanes 
are mounted downstream of the midcourse motor ex- 
haust, non-zero angles of the jet vanes result in con- 
trolling torques about the spacecraft principal axes. 
4 
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PITCH - 
GYRO 1 i r  
ROLL 
GYRO 
I I I  r 
Fig. 3. Midcourse autopilot 
A digital accelerometer is used to give a measure of 
the spacecraft velocity, allowing the CC&S to determine 
the midcourse velocity increment magnitude. 
C. Interfaces 
1. Mechanical 
The spacecraft coordinate system is as shown in 
Fig. 4, and is used to define various alignments and 
PLANE A DEFINED BY 
FEET A ,  C. AND E 
2-2 DEFINED NORMAL 
TO PLANE A AND PIERCES \ '  ' - 
A AT THE CENTER OF \ANTENNA HINGE 
THE BASIC BOLT CIRCLE 
Y-J' DEFINED PARALLEL 
TO BOTH PLANE A AND 
X--X DEFINED REFERENCE PLANE 
PERPENDICULAR TO 
BOTH y-y AND 1-2 
I += I 
AFT 
I 
Fig. 4. Spacecraft reference planes and coordinates 
locations of attitude control assemblies. In general, the 
spacecraft coordinate system is defined on the basis of 
two reference planes. The primary reference plane is 
defined by three of the six spacecraft mounting feet: 
A, C, and E (Fig. 4). The secondary reference plane is 
the mounting plane of the attitude control assembly. 
The spacecraft coordinate system consists of three 
mutually perpepdicular reference lines: pitch (x), yaw (y), 
and roll (2); these lines form a conventional Cartesian 
coordinate system. The roll reference line is defined 
normal to the primary reference plane with + z  aft, and 
it passes through the center of the basic bolt circle. The 
yaw reference line is defined parallel to the reference 
plane with t y  opposite the directional antenna. The 
pitch reference line is then defined such as to form a 
right-hand system. The reference lines intersect at the 
origin, which is located so that the primary reference 
plane becomes z = 500. These definitions are shown in 
Fig. 4. 
Positive pitch, yaw, and roll angles and moments are 
defined as clockwise when looking from the origin along 
the positive reference lines. This is a conventional right- 
hand coordinate system in all respects (Fig. 5). 
CENTER OF /- GRAVITY 
7.- 1.02 in. 
F =  -26.2 in 
Fig. 5. Coordinate axis system (a standard right-hand 
coordinate system) 
--x 
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The jet vane angle definitions are shown in Fig. 6. Re- 
quired alignment tolerances are: 
(1) Attitude control mounting surface. The secondary 
reference plane (Fig. 4) is the mounting plane of 
the attitude control system. This plane surface is 
machined perpendicular to the primary reference 
plane within 0.005 in. in 20 in. (0.25 mrad). 
(2)  Location of the center of gravity. The center of 
gravity of the spacecraft must be located within 
1.0 in. in the x-direction and 1.5 in. in the y -  
direction relative to the roll (2) reference line. The 
center of gravity must be 23'; in. from the center 
of lift of the jet vanes. The midcourse motor must 
be mounted so that the undeflected thrust vector 
passes within 0.1 in. of the actual spacecraft center 
of gravit 
(3)  Antenna hinge axis. The antenna hinge axis must 
be parallel to the base reference plane to within 
0.88 mrad and perpendicular to the secondary ref- 
erence plane to 0.88 mrad. 
(4) Earth sensor mounting. The Earth sensor mount- 
ing surfacc sha!! be peipefididar io the anteiiiia 
hinge axis to within 0.58 mrad. 
( 5 )  Sun sensor mounting. The pitch and yaw primary 
Sun-sensor mounting surfaces shall be perpendicu- 
lar to the primary reference plane within 0.8 mrad. 
(6 )  Jet vane actuator alignment. The axes of the jet 
vanes must be aligned parallel to the pitch and 
yaw reference lines within 20 mrad. 
(7) Gas jet valve mounting. The mounting surfaces of 
the gas subsystem jet valves are aligned so that the 
cross-coupling torques due to misalignment are 
in the midcourse configuration. less than 20%. 
I 
a 
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2. Command 
The attitude control system accepts and acts upon 
commands received from the command and CC&S sub- 
assemblies. These commands are: 
r~~T~~NL\ - 
I 
I ACTUATOR 
ANTENNA 
DEMODULATOR + DRIVE 
(1) Ground commands received by the spacecraft and 
transmitted to the attitude control system for the 
initiation of immediate action [designated as real- 
time commands (RTC)]. 
(2) Ground commands received by the spacecraft and 
stored in the CC&S for future attitude control use 
[designated stored commands (SC)] . , 
(3) Commands generated by the CC&S in the normal 
sequence of events. 
a. Real-time commands. The following real-time com- 
mands are used during standard and nonstandard se- 
quences of events: 
(1) RTC 1: roll override/Earth sensor power on. Prior to 
Earth acquisition, this command is used to turn on 
the Earth sensor and place the spacecraft in an 
Earth-search configuration. After Earth acquisi- 
tion, in the event that a celestial body other than 
the Earth is acquired, this command is used 
(Fig. 1) to break optical lock in the roll channel 
and switch in the roll-search generator so that the 
spacecraft is returned to a roll-search mode. In 
the event that the celestial body had caused the 
hinge servo to track off of the preset angle, the roll 
override command would return the antenna to 
the first preset angle. 
(2) RTC 2: antenna hinge angle override. There are 
eight preset hinge angles that can be selected by 
sending this command. The hinge preset circuit 
functions as follows (Fig. 7): 
(a) The hinge ratchet advances one position for 
every command. 
(b) The ratchet is continuous, so that the eighth 
command returns it to its starting point. 
(c) With power application, the hinge ratchet re- 
turns to its first angle, thereby neglecting all 
commands previously sent. 
(d) During Earth-acquired periods, the hinge 
ratchet is disconnected from the hinge servo, 
so that the preset angle may be changed with- 
out disturbing the system. 
~~ ~ 
I I 
EARTH 
EARTH GATE 
HINGE OVERRIDE 
ROLL MANEUVER 
COMMAND 
J 
Fig. 7. Hinge servo loop 
(3 )  RTC 8: maneuver override. This command is used 
to terminate a maneuver (either midcourse or ter- 
minal) sequence either prior to or during the 
maneuver, and to return the spacecraft to a Sun- 
the excitation from the CC&S relays so that the 
maneuver sequence is brought to an immediate 
end. In the event that a terminal maneuver is not 
desired, but backup functions (such as TV power 
on, etc.) initiated by the terminal maneuver com- 
mands are required, then the maneuver is pre- 
ceded by an RTC 8, which allows the CC&S to 
proceed with the maneuver sequence without af- 
fecting the attitude control system. 
In the event that this command is sent during 
a nonstandard maneuver, and a second attempt 
at a maneuver is desirable, then the excitation for 
acquire squence. The coiiiiiiaiid (Fig. E) icii;evcs 
SWITCHING 
AND LOGIC 
-26v-l--5L 
SUN REACQUIRE 
BACKUP ( RTC 8) 
CAPACITOR CHARGE 
(STORED COMMAND) 
26-v RETURN 
I 
,TO CCBS COMMAND 
RELAYS 
Fig. 8. Sun-reacquire backup details 
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Spikes Ripple Frequency Harmonic Load 
peak-to-peak, peak-to-peak, tolerance, distortion, maximum, 
mv mv x W W 
the CC&S relays can be restored by repeating the 
midcourse sequence (capacitor charge), 
Remarks 
b. CCGS commands. The following are the stored 
commands and the normal sequence of events generated 
by the CC&S. All commands utilize magnetic latching 
relays iii the CC&S which switch -26 v from the attitude 
control DC converter on the specified signals. The com- 
mands are grouped by lowercase letters representing 
specific relays; the first transfer of contacts is listed as 
(1) and the return transfer of contacts is listed as (2). 
(a> 
(b) 
(1) Sun acquisition. 
(1) Earth acquisition. 
(2) Break Earth lock. 
(1) Reacquire Earth. 
(4 
(1) Connect roll capacitor and exit antenna. 
(2) Switch out roll capacitor and reposition antenna. 
(4 
(1) Turn on autopilot, accelerometer, and jet vane 
(2) Turn off autopilot, accelerometer, and jet vane 
actuators. 
actuators. 
300 50 
300 60 
200 20 
(e) 
(1) Positive polarity command. 
(2) Negative polarity command. 
(1) Start roll turn. 
(2) Stop re!! turn. 
(1) Switch out Sun sensors and connect pitch and 
(2) Switch in Sun sensors and disconnect pitch 
(f ) 
(g) 
yaw capacitors. 
and yaw capacitors. 
(h) 
(1) Start pitch turn. 
(2) Stop pitch turn. 
(1) Start yaw turn. 
(2) Stop yaw turn. 
(9 
15.5 
20.0 
11.5 
0.5 
Two additional functions performed by the CC&S, but 
(1) Capacitor cycling pulse to the gyros, which comes 
from an isolated transistor switch in the CC&S. 
(2) Acceleration information supplied to the CC&S by 
the attitude control system in the form of a driven 
transistor switch. 
which do not use relays, are: 
26 + I 8  400 fO.O1 610 
-12 
26 10 400 kO.01 430 
Table 1. Attitude control system power input requirements 
18.5 
7 
Voltage Voltage 
Frequency. IRMS), tolerance, 
~ 
Attitude control power 
Autopilot power 
Gyro electronics 
Commond current generoto 
Three-phase sine wove 
power for gyros 
Single-phose sine wove 
power for ontenno 
octuotor modulators and 
demodulators, 
accelerometer electronics 
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c. Hydraulic backup timer. As a backup command to 
the CC&S-initiated Sun acquisition, an hydraulic timer 
is used which is initiated at spacecraft separation. The 
timer is set so that the redundant Sun-acquire command 
is issued at spacecraft separation plus 60 min ( 2 2  min). 
tem maintains the temperature limits given in Table 2. 
(The Earth sensor, which uses a 5-w heater prior to 
turn-on, is the exception.) 
Table 2. Temperature limits for subsystems 
3. Power 
The attitude control system power requirements are 
given in Table 1. 
4. Temperature Control 
Temperature control for the subsystems of the attitude 
control system is achieved through the use of a passive 
temperature control system. By controlling the spacecraft 
internal heat-transfer capabilities and by the correct 
selection of surface finishes, the temperature control sys- 
Unit 
Case IV electronics 
Earth sensor 
Sun sensors 
Primary 
Secondary 
Antenna actuator 
Gas 
Active elements 
Gas supply 
II. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
The performance characteristics of the attitude control 
system are discussed in three parts: (1) spacecraft mission 
requirements as needed by the spacecraft in order to 
perform the Block I11 missions, (2) functional design 
requirements as necessary to ensure mission requirements, 
and (3) system design performance requirements as 
necessary to accomplish detail hardware design. 
A. Spacecraft Mission Requirements 
The spacecraft attitude control requirements, as defined 
in the design characteristics and restraints for Block 111, 
are: 
(1) Separation rates. The method of separating the 
spacecraft from the Agena adapter should not 
impart an angular rate greater than 3 deg/sec about 
each of the three principal spacecraft axes. 
(2)  Solar panel orientation. The solar panels should be 
oriented normal to the incident solar radiation 
within k2.0 deg. 
(3 )  Midcourse maneuver accuracy. The spacecraft 
should be capable of taking up and maintaining a 
commanded direction in space within 138 mrad. 
Operating temperature range, "C 
+13 to +46 
-IO to +38  
+13 to $46 
-75 to $75 
-24 to $125 
+5 to +70 
+5 to $35 
(4) Midcourse velocity increment accuracy. The veloc- 
ity increment errors due to the resolution accuracy 
of the accelerometer should be within the range of 
+0.6 ft/sec. . 
(5 )  Terminal maneuver pointing accuracy. The space- 
craft should be capable of taking up a commanded 
orientation in space within 90 mrad (5.15 deg). 
(6) Terminal maneuver orientation hold. From the 
completion of the orientation maneuver in the 
terminal phase, the attitude control system should 
be capable of holding the initial orientation within 
45 mrad over a 26-min period. 
6. Functional Design 
In order to accomplish the mission requirements, the 
following functional requirements were established: 
(1) Pointing error of the roll reference line in cruise: 
(2) Pointing error of the antenna axis in cruise: 5 deg 
(3) Pointing error of the thrust vector in midcourse 
8.7 mrad (3 sigma). 
(3 sigma). 
maneuver: 35 mrad (3 sigma). 
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(4) Pointing error of the roll reference line in the 
terminal maneuver: 35 mrad (3 sigma), 
C. Design Performunce Requirements 
,-.r.nr.L.. L ;L, in d e r  io iiiiixiiiiiLe :lie iikeiihood oi  mission 
As seen from Figs. 1 and 2, simplicity was given a high 
success. In order to achieve simplicity, the following re- 
straints were estahlished: 
(1) No premaneuver mode. Limit cycle size changes 
were made for pitch and roll control during the 
commanded turn mode only. 
(2) No signal switching between the autopilot and the 
cruise attitude control mechanism. 
(3)  No turnoff of cruise attitude control during auto- 
pilot operation. 
(4) No extra switching to provide rapid Sun acquisi- 
tion or modified dynamic characteristics for the 
command turn or autopilot modes. The required 
dynamic changes were provided by the same 
switching function that removes the optical posi- 
tion signal and inserts the gyro position control, 
and by multiple taps on a single rate-plus-position 
network in each gyro loop. 
Redundancy in the gas subsystem and in the primary 
commands (Sun acquisition, Earth acquisition, control 
over maneuvers) was accomplished. The gas subsystem 
was mechanized using two identical half gas systems, 
with each half system having its own gas reservoir and 
regulator. The system was mechanized so that controlling 
torques about each axis were established by actuating a 
valve from each half system. In the yaw and roll axes, 
the valves operated as a couple; in the pitch axis, they 
operated as a pair. 
This mechanization also had the advantage that a 
failure of any valve in the open position did not abort 
the mission. As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, any open valve 
vvvuIu 1 c ; J U l L  Lilt: iwu opposing valves being actuated, 
so that a total of three valves would be expelling gas. 
Therefore. all of the gas in the malfunctioning half gas 
system could be expelled and attitude control maintained 
by depleting one-third of the gas supply of the remaining 
half system. The gas subsystem reservoirs were sized 
with this type of failure in mind. 
..,-..lA ..,.-..lL .- LL - 
Redundancies in the Earth and Sun acquisitions and 
the capability of terminating any maneuver by ground 
command were also incorporated. 
An additional increase in the overall reliability of the 
system and an increase in the margin of the stored gas 
were accomplished on Rangers VI11 and ZX by the use 
of the derived-rate system. Because the derived-rate sys- 
tem did not require the gyros, gyro electronics, or the 
three-phase inverter to operate, the overall reliability 
was increased. (This is a significant factor because normal 
operation of the three-phase inverter requires that it 
obtain a three-phase synchronizing signal from the power 
system synchronizer. All other inverters and converters 
have the capability of free-running without their respec- 
tive synchronizing signals.) The margin for the stored-gas 
system was increased as a result of a lower velocity in- 
crement of the derived-rate system. 
The derived-rate system also enhances spacecraft reli- 
ability, since a probability exists of not performing a 
terminal maneuver after a successful midcourse ma- 
neuver. On lunar impact trajectories, the ability to salvage 
basic mission requirements with existing spacecraft mal- 
functions was enhanced. 
1 0  
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111. COMPONENT SELECTION AND CONTROLS 
A. Selection 
The selection of the components of the attitude control 
system and their operating margins was accomplished 
through the use of the JPL Preferred Parts List. In in- 
stances where special components were required and did 
not appear on the Preferred Parts List, specifications for 
the components were written with the approval of the 
Component Evaluation Group. All non-Hi-Re1 compo- 
nents were burned-in and screened by either the com- 
ponent manufacturer or by JPL. When component 
performance varied beyond specification limits, the test 
data was reviewed by the Component Evaluation Group 
and the parts dispositioned. 
Components which affected the flight hardware in 
(1) Daleohm resistors. The " G  series resistor resist- 
ance element was opening when operated at low 
power levels and when exposed to humidity. Since 
applications, these resistors were replaced with 
another type (Allen Bradley). 
(2)  Fairchild diode quads. The FSP 126 diode quads 
had questionable bonds between the diode chips. 
These bonds were screened by submitting the diode 
quads to a 20,OOO-g centrifuge test. 
( 3 )  Sprague 3500 (Hi-Rel) capacitors. All capacitors 
that had been screened to an early specification 
required replacement. The early specification re- 
quired a temperature shock which may have been 
detrimental to the capacitor. 
(4) Triad transformers ( S P  21, SP 22). A manufacturing 
defect in the technique of welding the fine 
transformer wire to the lead material required 
transformer replacement of early lots. 
(5) Continental Devices diodes. An internal gold flak- 
ing problem required replacement of all Continen- 
tal Devices diodes. 
general and which required replacement were: 
&I. - r- .I 
U I ~ :  la~iut: iilode WLS catstiopFiic fGi a! C ~ C Z ?  
1. Requirements 
All of the following component performance require- 
ments are relative to spacecraft coordinates and apply 
under all environmental conditions. 
a. Earth sensor specification. The Earth sensor char- 
acteristics are shown in Table 3. 
b. Sun sensor specification. The Sun sensor subsystem 
must have a pointing accuracy of 3.5 mrad and have a 
field of view over the complete sphere about the space- 
craft. The Sun sensors, consisting of primary and second- 
ary pairs, are interconnected to produce these correct 
error characteristics, which must lie within the limitations 
shown in Table 4. 
To explain items in the following specifications, the 
two-axis Sun sensor orientation is shown. The Sun sensor 
location on the axes is as follows: primary pairs located 
on the bus, and two pairs of sensor elements in each sec- 
ondary sensor located on the solar panels. 
c. Attitude control gyro and g y o  loop specification. 
The pitch and yaw gyro loops are shown in detail in 
Fig. 9; the characteristics are given in Table 5. 
d. Hinge servo specification. The hinge servo (Fig. 7) 
should have a Sun-probe hinge angle-tracking capabil- 
Illt: S C l V U  JllUUlU pu.mu"*I -1- 
antenna to the preset angles within an accuracy of +3 deg. 
Characteristics and tolerances are given in Table 6. 
ity 22 mraG II,a~lllw,, .  --- -L---lJ -.-...:t:#... tLO 
e. Switching amplifier specifications. Two different 
switching amplifiers were flown in Ranger Block 111. An 
hysteresis system (characteristics shown in Table 7) was 
used on Rangers VZ and VZZ; a derived-rate system was 
used on Rangers VZZZ and ZX. Aside from the derived- 
rate feedback within the amplifier, the derived-rate sys- 
tem differed from the hysteresis system in that it is a 
minimum on-time amplifier, which has a lower design 
value for the velocity increment. For Rangers VZ and 
VZZ, the velocity increment was 60 +30 prad/sec; for 
Rangers VZZ and ZX the velocity increment was 20 +2 
prad/sec. The position and rate deadbands remained the 
same. 
f .  Nominal performance characteristics. A summary of 
nominal performance characteristics and scale factors 
follows: 
(1) Scale factors. 
Position: 
Pitch, 18 v/deg. 
Yaw, 18 v/deg. 
Roll, 4.5 v/deg (midcourse). 
Hinge, 2.0 v/deg. 
11 
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2 4 5  dog 
f30 dog 
0 
Table 3. Earth sensor characteristics 
2 5  dog (max) 
f 5  dog (max) 
f40  mrod’ 
Quantity 
Roll null offset 
Electrical 
Mechanical misalignment perpendicular to hinge axis 
iiinge nuii oiirei  
linearity 
Roll 
Hinge 
Null drift rate 
Roll 
Hinge 
Noise 
Roll 
Hinge 
Noise slope 
Roll 
Rise time to step input (5 to 95% of final response) 
Roll 
Hinge 
Hinge-axis saturation for up lo f2-mrad e O . 1  15 deg) roll error 
Scale 
Roll 
Hinge 
Nominal value 
0 
0 
0 
Monotonic in %22.5-rnrad 
(1.29-deg) ronge 
Monotonic in -2.5- to 
+2.5-deg ronge 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 pradlsec (mox) or such that multiple switching at end of limit cycle 
does not increase design limit cycle velocity 
0.2 sec (rnax) 
0.2 sec (mox) 
28 mrod (min) 
(1.605 dog) 
8 v/deg f 8  Yo 
2 v/deg f l 5  %. 
Table 4. Sun sensor characteristics 
Quantity 
At midcourse and terminal maneuver 
Mechanical misalignment 
Front null electrical offset 
Front null electrical offset at other times 
Rear null electrical offset 
linearity 
Null drift rote 
Noise 
Noise slope 
Rise time to a step input (5 to 95% of final response) 
Primary and secondary Sun sensor field of view 
Primary Sun sensor field of view 
In plane of control (pair) 
In plane perpendicular to control plane 
Misalignment of null planes to vehicle reference planes 
Tolerance 
8.0 mrad (0.458 deg), 3 sigma 
1.73 mrod e0 .099  deg), 3 sigma 
217.5 mrad ( 2 1  dog), 3 sigma 
2 pradlsec, 3 sigma 
2 prad/sec, 3 sigma 
0.2 mrad peak-to-peak (max) 
1 mrod peak-to-peak (max) 
Nominal value 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Monotonic in the -0.86- to 
+0.86-deg range 
0 
0 
Tolwonco 
20.1 26 dag, 3 sigmo 
f0.16 dog, 3 sigma 
2 1 . 1  45 dog’ 
f20 deg (max) 
f 1 0 %  change in slope tokO.115 dog 
from front null 
2 prodlsec, 3 sigma 
0.2 mrad peak-to-peok (mox) 
1 prodlsec (mox) or such thot multiple switching at end of limit cycle 
does not increase design limit cycle velocity 
0.2 sec (max) 
4 w  sterad 0 (absolute requirement) 
*Specifications are not critical and changes are  possible. 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table 5. Pitch and yaw gyro characteristics 
1.53 mmd, 3 sigma 
1.53 mmd, 3 sigma 
1.53 mad, 3 sigma 
1.53 mmd, 3 sigma 
1.53 mmd, 3 sigma 
1.53 mmd, 3 rigma 
Quantity 
Fixed torque drift after compensation 
Steady-state response of spacecraft to turn command 
Deviation from mlibmted turn response including variations of 
all components 
Gyro linearity deviation 
0 to 0.5 mmd/sec 
0.5 to 7.0 mmd/sec 
Calibrated point, kO.1 mrad/sec 
Monotonic over range 210  mrod/sec 
Gyro-loop angle storage capacitor random leokage 
Satumtion turning rote 
Torquing amplifier voltage saturation 
Damping ratio (gyro loop) 
rQA K, product 
Acquisition and cruise mode, pitch and yaw axes 
Acquisition and cruise mode, roll axis 
Command turn, al l  axes 
Ground command 
Null drift rote 
Noise 
Noise slope 
Rise time (from application until 95% of steody-state 
gyro loop output) 
Pitch gyro misalignment in yaw from all sources 
Pitch gyro misalignment in roll from all sources 
Yaw gyro misalignment in roll from all sources 
Yaw gyro misalignment in pitch from 011 sources 
Roll gyro misalignment in pitch from oll sources 
Roll gyro misalignment in yaw from al l  sources 
Rate: 
Pitch, 2.6 v/mrad/sec. 
Yaw, 2.6 v/mrad/sec. 
Roll, 2.6 v/mrad/sec. 
(2) Deadbands. 
Position: 
Pitch, ltrr2.9 mrad. 
Yaw, k2.9 mrad. 
Roll, k S . 0  mrad (midcourse). 
Hinge, r+20 m a d .  
All axes, 1 mrad/sec. 
Rate: 
Nominal value 
0 
3.5 mmd/su  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 mrad/su (min) 
53 mrad (min) 
0.4 (min) 
3.2 sec 
5.45 sec 
5.45 s u  
3.82 sec 
0 
0 
lolemnce 
4.8 pradlsec, 3 sigma 
r+j% 
a . 3  X, 3 sigma 
k4.85 prod/= (noxl 
-8.5 pmdlrsc (max) 
k1 .5  pradlsec (max) 
5.0 mrad, 3 sigmo, for any turn 
up to 31 50 mmd 
2 2 0 %  
+20% 
f2OX 
*20 % 
2 pmd/sec (or 2/rQn prod/=?, 3 sigma 
0.2 mmd (or 0.2/rG, nmd/sec) 
peak-to-peak (max) 
1 prad/sec (max) or such that multiple switching at end of limit cycle 
docs not increase design limit cycle velocity 
100 msec (max) 
(3)  Commanded turns: 3.5 mrad/sec. 
(4) Roll-search rate: -3.5 mrad/sec. 
(5) Acceleration constant: 0.72 mrad/secz. 
(6) Velocsty increment: 20 X 
(7) Switching amplifier on-time: 20 msec. 
(8) Time auoWed to eliminate tumbling rates: 15 min 
mrad/sec. 
(maximum). 
(9) Time allowed to turn spacecraft to face Sun: 22 min 
(maximum). 
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Table 6. Hinge servo characteristics 
Quantity 
Pointing of preset angles 
Preset angle 
Exit angle 
Misalignment of hinge oxis i n  yaw 
Misolignment of hinge oxis in roll 
Switch-on angle 
Switch-off angle 
Turning rate 
Turning rate rise time (from receipt of electricol signal to 
90% of full turning rote) 
Drive backlash: must cause less than 0.1-mrad spacecrafl 
reaction angle 
Switching amplifier noise (referred to input) 
Potentiometer linearity 
*Specifications are not critical. 
Nominal value 
-C3 deg (mox) 
46 
135 
123 
110 
97  
84 
71 
58 
180 
0 
0 
&20 mrod 
2 1 0  mrad 
5 mrad/sec 
10 sec (max)" 
0 
f35 mrad 
~ 
Tolerance 
2 3  
f3 
5 3  
&3 
f3 
2 3  
5 3  
f 3  
-+3 
2.6 mrod, 3 sigma 
2.6 mrad, 3 sigma 
&2 mrad 
f2 mrad 
+ 50 % 
-0 
1 mrod peak-to-peak (max) 
Table 7. Switching amplifier characteristics 
Quantity 
Roll dead zone in acquisition, cruise, and command turn 
Pitch and yaw dead zone in acquisition and cruise 
Pitch and yaw dead zone in command turn 
Hysteresis (Rongers V I  and VII) 
Pitch and yaw axes 
Roll axis 
Rate deodbond, all oxes 
Null offset 
Null drift rate 
Noise 
Noise slope 
Rise time (from rapid crossing of switching line to 95% output) 
Fall time (from rapid crossing of switching line to 5 %  output) 
.Specifications are not critical. 
Nominal value 
5.0 f0.5 mrod, 3 sigma 
2.9 k0 .29  mrod 
5.0 c 0 . 5  mrad, 3 sigma 
70 prod 
160 prad 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 prad/sec (max) 
200 mrad/sec (mox) 
50 rnradlsec (max) 
Tolerance 
f50 % 
k 5  0 
-+20% 
*1 mrad", 3 sigma 
2 prodlsec. 3 sigma 
0.2 mrad peak-lo-peak (mox) 
1 4  
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v - PHASES A-C 
t 
SIGNAL 
AC PREAMPLIFIER DC AMPLIFIER 
FILTER 
Fig. 9. Ranger gyro loops 
- PICKOFF 
B .  Quality Control 
+RATE SIGNAL 
800 cps - OUTPUT 
A quality control organization was used by  the manu- 
facturer and included technicians and engineers in in- 
spection and testing phases. 
i rn I 
I 
I -  GIMBAL 
TORQUER 
A 
1. Process Bulletins 
- 
-,. .-.-., PRECISION 
CURRENT REVERSE * 
REGULATOR 
rU~Mnl  I 1 7.2 momp COMMAND 
REIAY 
A -
All applicable JPL specifications were reviewed by the 
manufacturer and were rewritten according to the 
individual format. Such documents were called Pro- 
cess Bulletins, and were used as working procedures 
for the manufacturing personnel. All Process Bulletins 
were approved for compliance with the original JPL 
specifications. 
50 mamp 
I 
2. Test Work Orders 
Detailed testing procedures for the flight hardware 
were written by the manufacturer and approved by JPL. 
3. Flow Diagrams 
Assembly sequence and schedule flow diagrams were 
generated, which allowed coordination of JPL surveil- 
lance and support during the assembly schedule. Typical 
flow diagrams may be seen in Figs. 10 through 13. 
4. Inspections 
As can be seen from Figs. 10 through 13, each JPL 
inspection was preceded by a vendor inspection. Com- 
plete JPL inspection was required at the manufacturer 
and at all subcontractor levels. 
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5. Failure Reports 
Failure reports were required of all malfunctions, at 
all levels and for all causes. These failures were reported 
by the manufacturer on his own form. JPL failure report- 
ing forms were used by JPL inspectors and the manufac- 
turing field teams which performed all systems and flight 
acceptance tests; these JPL forms were, in turn, used for 
on-Laboratory distribution. Failure analysis was per- 
formed by the manufacturer's enginecring staff and the 
JPL cognizant engineer. Disposition and retest of flight 
hardware were defined by the JPL cognizant engineer. 
6. AIRBooks 
All subassemblies had AIR (assembly, inspection, and 
record) books, which were compiled and maintained 
with the flight hardware. The AIR books listed in detail 
the following items: 
(1) Configuration record. Logging of the drawings and 
(2) Inspection sheet. Signed and dated summary of all 
inspections required according to the flow dia- 
grams. 
drawing revisions used during manufacture. 
( 3 )  Assembly operation sheet. Chronological listing of 
operations performed during manufacture and 
place of performance. 
(4) Inspection pickup. Listing of all inspection dis- 
crepancies and their subsequent rework and ac- 
nr \ -Cn- -n  
C L p L C I I I L C . .  
(5) Assembly/part travel history. Logging of the travel 
history (chronological). 
(6)  Failure records. Section containing all failure re- 
ports and subsequent failure analyses. 
(7) Inspection records. Section containing copies of all 
vendor and JPL inspection reports. 
(8 )  Hi-Re1 component serial number record. Logging 
of the serial numbers of all components used dur- 
ing manufacturing. 
(9) Test data record. Section containing a copy of all 
the test data. This section also contained a record 
of the operating time of the unit. 
IV. SUBSYSTEMS 
A.  Earth Sensor 
The Earth and Sun sensors are used for angular atti- 
tude reference on the Ranger spacecraft. Sun sensors are 
energized at approximately 1 hr after launch in order to 
provide two-axis error signals (pitch and yaw) to the 
attitude-control switching logic and gas jets, which then 
act to null the Sun-sensor error signals. The third or roll 
axis position of the spacecraft is controlled by error 
signals from the Earth sensor, which is energized approx- 
imately 3.5 hr after launch. The directional, or high-gain, 
radio antenna is then servoed toward Earth by a com- 
bination of spacecraft roll positioning and a fourth 
(redundant pitch) axis called hinge. 
1. Description 
The Earth-sensor optical mechanism uses a variable- 
aperture shadowing technique. The detectors are three 
0.75-in.-diameter Dumont end-on photomultiplier tubes 
arranged so that their outputs can be resolved 'into two- 
axis error signals. The expected variation of Earth light 
intensity is in the range of from 0.06 to 40 ft-cd. 
Figure 14 shows how the apertures in front of the 
three photomultiplier tubes inside an Earth sensor are 
shaded in an electrical null configuration. Under an 
electrical null condition, one-half of the C photomulti- 
plier tube aperture is shaded; one-quarter of each of the 
A and B photomultiplier tube apertures is illuminated 
with light. A positive roll error signal results when more 
than one-half of aperture C is illuminated; a positive 
hinge error voltage occurs when more of aperture B is 
illuminated than aperture A. All three apertures have the 
same dimensions: 0.0685 by 0.137 in. The Ranger Block I 
and I1 Earth sensors have a total field of view of 60 deg 
in hinge by 40 deg in roll; the Block I11 Earth sensors 
have a total field of view of 20 deg in hinge and 10 deg 
in roll. 
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The initial Ranger I Earth sensor electronic design 
used three photomultiplier tubes excited with a 150-v 
ripple on 1200 v DC; six flight Earth sensors using this 
design were built and operated satisfactorily. However, 
it was decided to modify this design to improve photo- 
multiplier gain stability on the Ranger I flight Earth 
sensors. The photomultiplier tubes in the new design are 
excited with DC instead of the DC and AC ripple that 
had heen i1wd ~reviously. With the improved photo- 
multiplier gain stability, the DC model has improved null 
stability and threshold characteristics. The excitation to 
the tube is filtered DC, giving DC outputs. These out- 
puts are then mixed and modulated to give the hinge 
(A - B), roll (A + B - C), and control (A + B + C) 
outputs. The control output is used to control the tube 
excitation so that the three tubes give a total output of 
. 
1-pamp current. Figure 15 is a block diagram of the 
Block I Earth sensor. 
RECTIFIER PHASE 
FILTER - DETECTOR 
I 
An electrostatic shield (which extends the life of the 
photomultiplier) was added around the cathode portion 
of the tube (Fig. 16) during the development period; this 
modification significantly improved the life characteris- 
tics of Earth sensor photomultiplier tubes in both versions 
(A - C and D - C). 
CATHODE AT -1200 v CLEAR P L A s n c  r \\ INSULATOR CUP 
1 
NEW TYPE 
LOOSELY WOVEN FINE 
TUNGSTEN MESH SCREEN 
AT -1200 v 
OLD TYPE 
HOUSING AT 
GROUND POTENTIAL 
Fig. 16. PMT electrostatic shield 
The Block I1 spacecraft configuration permitted a 
larger size Earth sensor; consequently, electronic design 
improvements were made to increase its reliability and 
performance characteristics. However, the input and 
output voltages of the Earth sensor remained unchanged. 
The input voltages to the Earth sensor are + and -26 
Fig. 15. Ranger Block I Earth sensor 
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v DC and a 4OO-cps, single-phase, 26-v-RMS signal. The 
output voltages from the Earth sensor are an acquisition 
signal, roll error, hinge error, Earth light-intensity signal, 
and temperature transducer readout. Although design 
improvements were made to the Block I1 Earth sensor, 
its basic mode of operation was similar to that of Block I. 
A light hood was attached to the Block I1 Earth sensor 
so that it could track the Earth at Earth-probe-Sun 
angles of 73 deg or greater during terminal maneuver 
when the Earth sensor's optics might not be shaded by 
the Earth sensor Sun shield. (Without a light hood, the 
Earth-probe-Sun angle during terminal maneuver would 
have to be greater than 93 deg.) The light hood was made 
out of silastic rubber with embedded piano wire springs 
with thin Teflon film strips bonded onto the three areas 
that would touch the Agenu B adapter before adapter- 
spacecraft separation. Separation tests were performed; it 
was found that the tip-off rate of the spacecraft, due to 
the light hood making contact with the adapter during 
adapter-spacecraft separation, was negligible. A light 
hood was type-approval tested and each flight light hood 
special temperature tests were performed because of the 
wide range of temperatures to which the light hood 
would be exposed. The following temperatures were esti- 
mated during a Ranger flight: 0°F at the time of Agenu B 
adapter-spacecraft separation; a minimum temperature 
of -200 to -300°F during cruise; and a maximum tem- 
perature of 140°F while in sunlight. The light hoods 
were sterilized at 326°F for 2, hr and passed all of the 
mentioned tests without any failures experienced. 
wgs cl;nht-acceptaoee "'b"' tested. 12 zd&t;,cfi t~ thpp tests, 
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Fig. 17. Error signal and light intensity versus roll angle 
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Although further design improvements were made on 
the Block I11 Earth sensors, the initial improvements to 
the Block I1 Earth sensors were: 
(1) New shadow cover assembly with a reduced field 
of view. 
(2) Solithane conformal coating. 
(3) No heat sterilization. 
(4) Miscellaneous hardware changes. 
So that changes in acquisition preset hinge angle 
would not be necessary during any launch period, a large 
field of view was used in the Block I and I1 Earth sen- 
sors; however, it presented many constraints to the 
Ranger terminal maneuver and picture-taking mission. In 
order to circumvent these constraints, the field of view 
was reduced to t 5  deg in roll and to +lo deg in hinge 
for Ranger VZ and all subsequent missions (Rangers VZZ 
through ZX). An eight-position antenna preset-hinge- 
angle update system was incorporated to make the small 
field of view possible. With the smaller field of view, 
the light hood of the Earth sensor did not touch the 
Agenu adapter. 
A series of evaluation tests was performed on the re- 
designed Earth sensor in order to verify this modification. 
These tests consisted of a dynamic offset response curve, 
null-axis response data at light intensities which corre- 
spond to Earth sensor first turn-on, midcourse and 
terminal maneuvers, Earth-probe-near limb light Moon 
angle measurements, light reflection tests from the space- 
craft into the Earth sensor, and type-approval environ- 
mental tests. 
Figure 17 shows the effect of roll-axis angular offsets 
at a null hinge angle; it includes roll error voltages, 
Earth sensor light-intensity voltage outputs, and acquisi- 
tion threshold points of the reduced field-of-view Earth 
sensor. The redesigned Earth sensor can operate safely 
within tolerance at Earth-probe-Sun angles of 47 deg 
or larger during terminal maneuvers; previously, modi- 
fication on the Earth-probe-Sun angle constraints during 
terminal maneuver was 73 deg or larger. The reflection 
measurements indicate that the maximum antenna angle 
during Earth search is 140 deg; previously, it had been 
126 deg. 
The effects of light reflection (which is intense enough 
to produce an acquisition signal in the Earth sensors) 
into the 40- by 60-deg field-of-view design and into the 
35 40 45 50 f 
SUN-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE, deg 
Fig. 18. light reflection effects 
reduced field-of-view Earth sensors are shown in Fig. 18. 
The Block I11 Earth sensor is shown in Figs. 19 and 20. 
The Earth sensor is mounted on the left half of the 
yoke on the antenna drive assembly, which is near leg C 
of the spacecraft structure just to the left of the antenna 
gear box, and shades the “optics” of the Earth sensor 
when the spacecraft is oriented toward the Sun. The 
internal heater of the Earth sensor is powered by the 
4OO-cps, single-phase, 26-v input to the Earth sensor 
when the spacecraft is launched. At approximately 1 hr 
after launch, when the Sun sensors are first energized, 
the + and - 26-v DC is applied to the Earth sensor. 
At this time, the high-gain antenna is also rotated to its 
preset hinge angle so that the Earth will lie within the 
correct cone angle when the Earth sensor is first com- 
pletely energized. At 3.5 hr after launch, the %v, 4OO-cps, 
single-phase voltage input to the Earth sensor is switched 
(Fig. 21) from the heater to the electronics of the Earth 
sensor; this completely energizes the Earth sensor, and 
the spacecraft rolls about its roll axis until the Earth 
sensor indicates Earth acquisition. The Earth sensor pro- 
vides a two-axis error signal (roll and hinge) to the 
attitude control switching logic and gas jets, which then 
act to null the error signals of the Earth sensor. Once 
the Earth has been acquired, the spacecraft is stabilized 
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Fig. 20. Block Ill Earth sensor 
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Fig. 21. Earth sensor power switching 
in its roll axis, and the high-gain antenna is pointed 
toward Earth. The Earth light-intensity telemetry output 
from the Earth sensor helps to verify that the Earth 
sensor has acquired the Earth. A normal midcourse ma- 
neuver occurs at approximately 16 hr after launch. At 
that time, the 400-cps input signal to the electronics of 
the Earth sensor is switched to the internal heater of the 
Earth sensor. With the Earth sensor de-energized and 
the Sun sensor signals switched out of the attitude control 
electronics, the high-gain antenna is rotated to an antenna 
angle of 180 deg, and the midcourse correction is made. 
After that, the Sun and Earth are reacquired. During 
terminal maneuver, the Sun sensors are switched out of 
the attitude control electronics, and the spacecraft per- 
forms a pitch-yaw-pitch maneuver to align the TV 
cameras on the spacecraft to the velocity vector of the 
spacecraft. During this time, the Earth seiisor continues 
to track the Earth until the spacecraft impacts the hloon. 
Table 8 is the expected power dissipation of the Earth 
sensor under various power inputs to the Earth sensor 
during thc different stages of flight. The following arc 
approximate nominal Earth angular diameters during 
various phases of the flight; 12 deg at first Earth acqui- 
sition, 4.4 deg at midcourse maneuver, and 1.9 deg at 
terminal manuevc’r. 
All flight Ranger Earth sensors must remain within 
operating tolerances during all performance tests and 
flight-acceptance environmental tests. A two-dimensional 
plot of the Earth sensor’s output is shown in Fig. 22. 
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Table 8. Power dissipation 
rime from 
launch 
W, hr 
A = O  
A + l  
A -k 3.5 
A + 16 
Function 
Heater on 
Heater on; 
DC on 
Heater off; 
DC on; 
AC on; 
Event 
launch 
Start of Sun 
acquisition 
Start of Eorth 
ocquirition 
No light 
First acquisition 
Midcourse 
At acquisition 
threshold 
Power dissipation, w 
Voltage input, X 
Yominal -10 +lo  
1.4 1.1 1.6 
3.2 2.6 3.9 
3.4 2.9 4.6 
2.7 2.3 3.2 
3.0 2.4 3.3 
3.2 2.0 3.7 
2. Fabrication 
The Earth sensor housing consists basically of a frame 
housing which contains the photomultiplier tubes, the 
taining the optics. 
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The electronics housing is heat-treated and machined. 
After machining, the housing is liquid-honed and gold- 
plated. The cover assembly consists of the following parts 
in the order that they extend outward from the frame 
housing surface where the faces of the photomultiplier 
are located: the aperture plate, cover base containing 
lower and upper baffles and shadow bar plate, and light 
hood. The aperture plate is made out of a conetic shield; 
the rest of the cover assembly, except for some stainless 
steel dowel pins and screw caps, consists of machined 
6061-T6 aluminum alloy. The front and inside of the cover 
assembly are dull black anodized except for the aperture 
plate which is chemically blackened; the external sides 
are polished for temperature control reasons. 
a. Photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier tube 
(PMT), used in all Ranger Earth sensors and in the 
Mariner Venus long-range Earth sensor, is basically the 
Dumont type industrial photomultiplier tube without the 
potted base and with certain special mechanical and 
electrical requirements. It is a ten-stage tube employing 
silver magnesium dynodes. It has a flat end-window type 
photocathode, which has an S-11 response with a peak 
output at a wavelength bf 4400 A and cuts off at 3OOO 
and 6750 A. 
This PMT has undergone a continual upgrading with 
the cooperation of Dumont during its use in the Ranger 
Earth sensor. Essentially, the changes represented better 
quality control measures in the fabrication of the tubes 
and tighter, more specific, electrical requirements. 
Electrical output characteristics. After 24 to 72 hr of 
aging under input conditions, the tube had the following 
characteristics : 
(1) 95% of the total tube drift occurred within the 
&st 30 min when operated at 0.5 to 1.5 pamp 
(Fig. 23). 
(2) Dark current did not exceed 0.05 pamp at 1260-v 
excitation (105 v/stage). 
(3) Output had a minimum of 60 pamp at input con- 
ditions of 0.1 ft-cd of 6000°K illumination through 
an aperture at the tube cathode of 0.06 cm’ and 
centered on the first dynode grid, and a total tube 
excitation of 1100 v (Fig. 23). 
There were 19 Westinghouse PhlTs tested in order to 
compare their performance with the Dumont tube used 
in the short-range Earth sensor. The two tubes were 
comparable in size, gain, and spectral response. 
The tube matching data revealed a fairly linear cathode 
response over the 0.1- to 4-ft-cd interval over which the 
tubes were tested. Therefore, the voltage necessary to 
produce 1 pamp of output current is an inverse function 
of the dynode gain of the multiplier. Under high-level 
conditions, the Dumont tubes required 10% more voltage 
to produce the same output; thus, Westinghouse tubes 
have higher dynode gain than the Dumont tubes, but 
show a greater variation in dynode gain necessary to pro- 
duce a given output, with 4 ft-cd of incident light, than 
the Dumont tubes. 
Conclusions. 
(1) Dark current of Dumont and Westinghouse PMT’s 
was within acceptable tolerances. 
higher than Dumont tubes. 
(2) Sensitivity of Westinghouse tubes averaged 20% 
(3) Dumont and Westinghouse tubes changed radically 
in sensitivity after 100-hr run-in period; however, 
direction of change was random. 
(4) Fatigue of Dumont tubes was lower than Westing- 
house tubes by a factor of two. 
(5) Stability of Westinghouse tubes improved after 
100-hr run-in; fatigue of Dumont tubes increased. 
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(6) Dynode gain of Westinghouse tubes was higher 
than Dumont tubes; Dumont tubes had smaller 
variation in dynode gain for sample lot. 
(7) Dumont tube yield of tubes suitable for use in an 
Earth sensor was two times higher than Westing- 
house sample. 
A comparison was made of two RCA, Dumont, and 
Westinghouse PMT’s after Ranger type-approval vibra- 
tion and shock tests (Table 9). The percent change in 
tube microampere output under the same test conriiuom 
was made comparing after type-approval vibration to 
before any environmental testing and after the type- 
approval shock test to after the type-approval vibration 
test. These two environmental tests are considered to be 
the most severe environmental tests for the tubes; how- 
ever, more tests must be performed before any real 
comparison can be made. 
Table 9. PMT type-approval test comparisons 
Tube tested 
Change of miuoampere 
output after type-approval 
vibration, X 
Westing house 
Tube 1 
Tube 2 
RCA 
Tube 1 
Tube 2 
Dumont 
Tube 1 
Tube 2 
- 3  
-21 
-41 
-16 
4 
1 
Change of microampere 
output after typbapproval 
shock, % 
0 
11 
- 5  
0 
-22 
-22 
Figure 24 shows a Dumont PMT in flight configura- 
tion; its dynode resistors and electrostatic shielding are 
installed on the tube inside a Teflon spool which fits 
against a Teflon cap attached to the back of the PMT. 
Teflon insulation is used on the wires to guard against 
O I 2 -
I 1 I 
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Fig. 24. Dumont PMT in flight configuration 
any potential cold iiow conditions that might exist during 
assembly of the dynode resistors into the spool. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
These preliminary tests are functional checks and cal- 
ibrations of the Earth sensor and adjust the following 
I nnrnmetars: hinge amplifier gain setting, roll amplifier 
gain setting, acquisition threshold setting, PMT current 
level setting, balance of PMT’s, and high-voltage telem- 
etering output setting. 
An Earth simulator, which is a constant brightness 
collimated light source, simulates the Earth at its color 
temperature, various sizes, and light intensities at 
midcourse and terminal maneuvers. The Earth sensor, 
mounted on top of a mechanical alignment fixture and a 
T-2 theodolite, can be rotated to any desired angle with 
respect to the Earth by means of the theodolite; the 
mechanical null position of the Earth sensor with respect 
to the Earth can be determined with the mechanical 
alignment fixture. The small telescope on the mechanical 
alignment fixture is adjusted parallel to the mounting 
reference surfaces on the Earth sensor using autocollima- 
tion techniques. Figure 25 shows the Earth sensor on top 
of a T-2 theodolite looking at an Earth simu1ator;’Fig. 26 
shows the test facility for the Earth sensor using an 
Earth simulator. 
After an Earth sensor has been calibrated and func- 
tionally checked, the following tests are performed: 
short-term stability, light-intensity variations, voltage 
variations, acquisition threshold, a long time operating 
drift test, hinge and roll characteristic curves, light- 
intensity telemetry, offset response curve, power dissipa- 
tion measurements, temperature transducer and heater 
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checks, 24hr burn-in, Earth-probe-Sun angle measure- 
ment, and Earth-probe-near limb light Moon angle 
measurements. 
a. Test tolerances. The short-term stability test is run 
(1) Roll scale factor: 8 v/deg ~ 8 % .  
(2) Hinge scale factor: 2 v/deg +15%. 
(3) Roll saturation: + and - 10 v &2 v at + and 
- 3 deg, respectively. 
(4) Hinge saturation: + and - 5 v +1 v at + and 
- 5 deg, respectively. 
(5) Read and record hinge and roll null offset at a 
given light intensity. Hinge null: 0 k0.4 deg; roll 
null: 0 k0.2 deg. 
(6) Record room temperature and resistance of tem- 
perature transducer. 
under the following tolerances : 
b. Test conditions. The short-term stability test is run 
under the following conditions: 
(1) Ambient conditions of temperature and pressure. 
(2) Nominal power inputs. 
(3) Light intensity of 0.1 ft-cd at color temperature 
between 5000 to 6000°K. 
(4) Light source angular diameter between 1.5 and 2 
deg at full phase. 
For the light-intensity variation test, short-term sta- 
bility tests are performed at the following light intensi- 
ties in the indicated order: 
(1) 10 ft-cd after 0.5-hr warmup at 10 ft-cd. 
(2) 2ft-cd test after Earth sensor has been exposed to 
(3) 0.1-ft-cd test after Earth sensor has been exposed 
At 2- and 0.1-ft-cd light intensities, the Earth sensor has 
the tolerances stated in the description of the short-term 
stability test. At 10 ft-cd, the Earth sensor has the toler- 
ances given in Table 3. 
2-ft-cd light intensity for 1 hr. 
to 0.1-ft-cd light intensity for 1 hr. 
The voltage variation test consists of short-term sta- 
bility tests at 0.1, 2, and 10 ft-cd for k23.4, +26, and 
k28.6-v input to the Earth sensor. The Earth sensor 
tolerance must be within the values indicated in Table 3. 
The acquisition threshold level is measured at ~ 2 3 . 4 ,  
t26, and ~t28.6 v. At nominal power inputs, the acqui- 
sition threshold should be within 0.01 k O . 0 2 5  ft-cd. 
For null hinge angle, a roll output voltage versus roll 
angle curve should be made to check the linear range 
through null, the saturation levels, and backside charac- 
teristics. A similar curve should be made for hinge out- 
puts at a roll null. This test should be performed under 
ambient conditions, nominal power inputs, and 10-ft-cd 
light intensity. 
Temperature transducer and heater resistor resistance 
measurements should be made and their values checked 
against calibration values. 
Figure 27 is an offset response curve. Its value should 
lie within the tolerances noted in Fig. 22. 
A light intensity versus Earth sensor telemetry voltage 
output curve should be made as a flight calibration curve 
(Fig. 28). 
An Earth-probSun angle measurement should be 
made of the Earth sensor. The light intensities of the 
simulated Earth and Sun should be at the correct ratio 
of values. Voltage inputs to the Earth sensor should be 
- +28.6 v; yaw angles of 0, +90, and e180 deg should be 
tested. The sensor must limit cycle within a safe margin, 
and its null offset value should not exceed the value 
given in Table 3. The smallest Earth-probe-near limb 
light Moon angle at which the Earth sensor can pass the 
mentioned conditions must be recorded. 
Two curves should be made of the hinge and roll 
output voltage versus angular deflection throughout the 
linear range at simulated midcourse and terminal distant 
Earths. 
A power dissipation measurement should be performed 
and recorded as shown in Table 8. An operating time 
estimate should be made on all units during each test, 
and a total operating time estimate made upon delivery 
to JPL. 
All Earth sensors should be burned-in for 24 hr under 
ambient conditions and nominal power inputs to the 
sensor at a light intensity somewhere in the range of 0.1 
to 4 ft-cd. 
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TELEMETRY OUTPUT. v 
Fig. 28. light intensity versus Earth sensor 
telemetry voltage output 
4. Qualification for Flight 
a. Flight-acceptance testing. All flight Earth sensors 
must perform within flight tolerances during and after 
subjection to all flight-acceptance (FA) tests. 
A short-term stability test is performed before and 
after FA vibration and temperature tests. In order to 
pass these tests, the Earth sensor must perform within 
prescribed limits. There are four groups of readings dur- 
ing the temperature test: 
(1) Under ambient conditions before the test. 
(2) After soak at the minimum temperature. 
(3) After soak at the maximum temperature. 
(4) Under ambient conditions after the test. 
The Earth sensor is energized only at atmospheric pres- 
sure or at a pressure less than mm Hg; an energized 
flight Earth sensor must not be subjected to temperatures 
above 95°F. 
Table 10 is a summary of flight Ranger Block I11 Earth 
sensor performance tests and FA tests. The table shows 
the average magnitude change, the average value change, 
and the RMS (1 sigma) dispersion from the average value 
change of null offset in degrees and of scale factor in 
volts per degree from one test condition to another test 
condition. All values of null offset and of scale factor for 
each test condition are within the short-term stability test 
tolerances. 
b. Type-approval testing. All flight Earth sensors must 
perform and operate satisfactorily after subjection to all 
type-approval (TA) tests. 
A short-term stability test is performed before and 
after each of the following TA environments: handling 
shock, transportation vibration, humidity, shock, static 
acceleration, low-frequency vibration, complex wave vi- 
bration, temperature test, and thermal shock. In order to 
pass these tests, the Earth sensor must operate within the 
Earth sensor limits given in Table 3. 
The TA temperature test is performed in the same 
manner as described m the FA temperature test except 
at different temperature soak times and at different tem- 
perature levels. 
A flight Block I11 Earth sensor and a flight Block I1 
Earth sensor with a Block I11 shadow cover assembly unit 
were TA tested for Ranger Block 111. Table 11 is a TA 
test summary for the two Earth sensors. 
A reworked Block I1 Earth sensor (S/N 40) was TA 
tested because a Block I11 sensor was not available to 
start TA testing. It can readily be seen from a comparison 
between the reworked Block I1 Earth sensor and a Block 
I11 Earth sensor that the sensor of Block I1 would be less 
likely to pass the TA series of tests. Thus, from the results 
of the TA testing of the reworked Block I1 Earth sensor, 
it was confidently felt that the Block I11 Earth sensor 
could pass TA testing. 
Test results showed that: 
(1) The Earth sensor suffered a large scale factor 
change from transportation vibration. 
(2) The PMT's in this Earth sensor were able to with- 
stand TA flight vibration surprisingly well; how- 
ever, from experience, this does not indicate that 
other PMT's could do as well. 
3 1  
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Null offset, deg 
Average Average 
change change 
magnitude value 1 -sigma 
change 
Table 10. Ranger Block Ill Earth sensor performance and FA test summary 
Scale factor, v/deg 
Average Average 
change change 
1 -sigma 
change 
magnitude value 
Condition 
0.067/0.1 15 
0.0380/0.102 
0.0173/0.0306 
0.0100/0.0345 
0.0077/0.248 
0.0082/0.0298 
0.0095/0.0205 
0.0101/0.0276 
0.0651 /0.144 
0.0456/0.105 
0.103/0.208 
-0.0065/0.0782 0.081 2/0.134 0.352/0.189 -0.345/0.0162 0.360/0.244 
-0.0088/0.0206 0.0465/0.1 19 0.1 60/0.0900 -0.0200/0.0025 0.223/0.1 21 
0.01 28/0.0071 0.0215/0.0451 0.269/0.141 0.166/-0.0012 0.306/0.216 
-0.0055/0.0185 0.01 1 1  /0.0510 0.335/0.186 -0.335/-0.186 0.246/0.213 
0.0020/ -0.0068 0.01 02/0.031 1 0.1 76/0.0624 -0.0362/0.575 0.21 1/0.0667 
-0.0078/0.0122 0.0079/0.0332 0.401 /0 .0850 -0.319/-0.0475 0.318/0.0618 
0.0040/0.0082 0.01 06/0.0312 0.221 /0.0625 0.0662/0.0525 0.277/0.0604 
-0.0081/0.01 16 0.01 21 /0.0299 0.372/0.100 -0.372/-0.100 0.140/0.632 
-0.0103/ -0.01 07 0.081 5/0.186 0.1 66/0.186 -0.0800/ -0.0686 0.1 68/0.226 
-0.0284/0.0408 0.0485/0.132 0.1 38/0.0762 -0.0550/0.0138 0.1 79/0.0942 
-0.0284/--0.0168 0.1 17/0.296 0.215/0.149 -0.070/0.0612 0.268/0.153 
From 0.1 to 10 ft-cd 2 2 6  v DC 
From 0.1 to 2 ft-cd f 2 6  v DC 
From 10 ft-cd f26 v DC to 
10 ft-cd f28.6 v DC 
From 10 ft-cd 5 2 6  v DC to 
10 ft-cd f23.4 v DC 
From 2 ft-cd 2 2 6  v DC to 
2 ft-cd k28.6 v DC 
From 2 ft-cd 5 2 6  v DC to 
2 ft-cd f23.4 v DC 
From 0.1 ft-cd f26  v DC to 
0.1 ft-cd f28.6 v DC 
From 0.1 ft-cd 5 2 6  v DC to 
0.1 ft-cd k23.4 v DC 
From before to after 24-hr 
run-in test 
From before to after FA vibration 
test 
From before to after FA spoce 
temperature test 
NOTE: 
(1) All teats were performed on an Earth aimulotor with a 1.9.des-diameter Earth at  fu l l  phose. 
( 2 )  The numerator reprerents ro l l  valuea; the denominator repreaenla hinge values. 
(3) The run-in tests and the FA teala were performed on an Earth simulator with a 0.1-ft-cd Earth and o f26-v-DC input lo the Earth aenror. 
(4) A f 2 6 - r R M S .  ainple-phose, 400-cpa input to the Earth sensor was used in  a l l  of theae tests. 
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Laboratory test 
time, hr Spacecraft 
(3) The Earth sensor could withstand the bench han- 
dling test; therefore, it would be performed in the 
proper sequence for the Block I11 Earth sensor TA 
test. 
(4) Large null offsets were resulting from the PMT’s; 
thus, it was decided to stop the thermal vacuum 
test at 109°F. The sensor recovered well at lower 
System test Total test 
time, hr time, hr 
Table 12. Operating time of flight Earth sensors 
Ranger VI  
Ranger VI1 
Ranger Vl l l  
Ranger I X  
267 234 501 
191 468 659 
257 2 79 536 
144 234 378 
NOTE: The lab test time doer not include the 100-hr PMT burn-in time. I 
Channel Tube 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
temperatures. This once again substantiates a max- 
imum temperature of 95°F for flight units. 
(5) The failure that occurred after the last TA flight 
vibration test was easily corrected by insulating 
the high-voltage wire at the questionable -26-v 
terminal. This failure could not occur on a Block I11 
sensor because the corresponding wire was routed 
a little differently and contained a glass braid. 
The Block I11 Earth sensor (S/N 301) successfully 
passed the Ranger Block I11 TA environmental tests. The 
values of the Earth sensor remained within the tolerances 
given in Table 3. 
c. Life testing. Table 12 lists the operating times re- 
corded on the BIock 111 flight Earth sensors. 
A total of 24 Dumont PMT’s, housed in four groups 
(each with six PMT’s), in Ranger. flight configuration have 
Table 13. Test parameters of PMT life test at last test 
Color tempera- 
ature, O K  
5400 
5400 
5400 
5400 
5400 
5400 
5200 
5200 
5200 
5200 
5200 
5200 
5400 
5300 
5200 
5400 
5300 
5200 
5400 
5400 
5400 
5400 
5400 
5400 
Light 
intensity, 
ft-cd 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
16.5 
17.8 
19 
16.5 
17.8 
19 
Filter 
transmission 
0.0548 
0.1825 
0.1 825 
0.0548 
0.1825 
0.1825 
0.1 334 
0.1 365 
0.1 365 
0.1 334 
0.1 365 
0.1365 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
1 .o 
Aperture area, 
ft2 
3.18 X 
3.18 x io-’ 
3.18 x 10.’ 
3.18 x io-’ 
3.18 x 10.~ 
3.18 X 
1.59 x 
1.59 X 10.’ 
1.59 x 10.’ 
1.59 x io-’ 
1.59 x 10.’ 
1.59 X 10.’ 
6.37 X lo-’ 
6.37 X 10.’ 
6.37 X 10.‘ 
6.37 X 10.‘ 
6.37 X 
6.37 X lo-’ 
6.37 X lo-’ 
6.37 X 
6.37 X lo-’ 
6.37 X 10.‘ 
6.37 X 10.’ 
6.37 X 10.’ 
Volts 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
-1100 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
750 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
- 750 
~ 
Anode net 
current, 
x 10’ 
9.4 
1.8 
3.3 
6.8 
3.2 
5.3 
3.6 
2.6 
1.8 
1.6 
1.3 
2.65 
5.0 
5.7 
5.35 
5.05 
5.1 
7.2 
4.4 
2.6 
4.6 
4.6 
3.5 
5.6 
Cathode net 
current, 
v x lo* 
0.28 
4.19 
1.86 
2.35 
4.97 
6.2 
1.03 
1.53 
1.52 
1.71 
1.56 
1.46 
43.00 
25.00 
30.00 
46.00 
31.00 
29.00 
26.00 
21.00 
2 1 .oo 
29.00 
17.00 
14.00 
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rube 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
undergone a life test. The four PMT housing assemblies, 
located in a light tight compartment, face a single light 
source. Each tube has an aperture in front of it and a 
neutral density filter. Table 13 shows the test parameters 
at the last test. During bum-in, the light intensity at the 
tubes is approximately 0.4 ft-cd at 5900°K color temper- 
ature. While the tubes are being evaluated, the light 
intensity at the t u k s  is above 27 ft-cd at 5300°K. Table 
14 shows the change of tube gain during a life test; Table 
15 shows the variation of tube sensitivity during the test. 
At 
0 hr 
12.5 
60.0 
33.0 
70.9 
52.0 
59.4 
23.3 
39.2 
40.7 
41.7 
38.4 
30.0 
25.6 
17.4 
21.2 
27.0 
20.3 
19.0 
32.7 
33.5 
30.8 
32.5 
22.7 
19.8 
Table 14. PMT life test (gain) 
At 
768 hr 
11.7 
51.8 
16.7 
43.9 
35.5 
56.4 
18.6 
33.8 
37.9 
30.6 
47.4 
43.1 
26.3 
17.5 
22.58 
28.1 
21.2 
19.7 
I I Goin measurements: various life test operating times 
Ai 
1705 hr 
10.2 
42.3 
20.9 
66.0 
46.3 
50.8 
17.5 
25.4 
41.6 
36.0 
27.9 
39.8 
30.1 
17.0 
19.8 
30.0 
20.3 
19.4 
At 
1705 hr 
277000 
6400 
15300 
29550 
10380 
8900 
33800 
15830 
11300 
9440 
22200 
978 
1855 
1443 
914 
1218 
2080 
1083 
705 
1535 
1365 
1370 
3550 
i n n m  
At 
3750 hi 
274500 
5890 
18900 
27800 
7970 
8620 
34000 
15900 
11900 
10000 
a890 
19950 
1090 
2100 
1666 
1103 
1500 
2270 
1561 
978 
1926 
1495 
1765 
3470 
'L 
C 
D 
At 
5256 hr 
2 10390 
3 7547 
4 10490 
5 !!!2!? 
6 14360 
1 932 
2 1394 
3 929 
4 657 
5 975 
6 1682 
1 761 
2 316 
3 992 
4 1032 
5 867 
6 1646 
333300 
4296 
17790 
28940 
6439 
8550 
34920 
16990 
11860 
9357 
8333 
18150 
1164 
2259 
1784 
1098 
1621 
2452 
1696 
1216 
2148 
1608 
2030 
391 6 
12540 
7909 
11690 
!!?_sn 
19170 
1027 
1605 
1032 
703 
967 
1676 
852 
389 
1052 
1068 
882 
2054 
Two Block 11 Earth sensors with Block I11 optics have 
17200 
11670 
11130 
1nnsn 
14750 
1026 
1691 
1171 
846 
1154 
1863 
1027 
542 
1212 
1244 
1075 
2692 
- 
been continuously operated for over a year without any 
malfunctions at ambient temperature and pressure. The 
Earth sensors are being energized at the same time in- 
terval as they would be in flight with a flight cycle of 
67.9 hr. Table 16 gives the test parameters of the life test. 
Results of short-term stability tests performed at vari- 
ous intervals during the life tests are given in Table 17. 
These tests were run after 1 hr of operation on a constant 
brightness collimated Earth simulator with a 0-deg phase 
Channel 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Table 15. PMT life test (sensitivity) 
Sensitivity measurements at various life test 
operating times, pamp/lumen - 
At 
336 hr 
9.87 
-
34.9 
20.2 
25.5 
30.2 
49.8 
10.3 
28.4 
31.8 
28.8 
28.9 
20.9 
27.6 
18.7 
25.3 
32.9 
24.5 
22.8 
37.8 
38.4 
36.7 
38.9 
27.9 
23.3 
At 
1750 hr 
11.2 
45.0 
18.8 
79.6 
54.0 
64.2 
19.0 
27.5 
26.8 
33.7 
29.1 
26.8 
32.9 
19.2 
22.4 
32.9 
23.2 
22.3 
37.7 
33.8 
36.0 
44.0 
27.4 
24.8 - 
Table 16. Earth sensor life test parameters 
Event 
launch phose 
First Sun acquire 
First Earth search 
First cruise 
Midcoune maneuver 
Second cruise 
-7- 
Timefrom OSE 
launch, hr lights 
4 to 4.5 
4.5 to 16 
16 to 16.5 
16.5 to 67.9 
At 
i256 hr 
16.2 
72.2 
32.0 
135.0 
85.7 
107.0 
20.3 
29.3 
29.1 
33.7 
29.9 
28.0 
22.9 
13.1 
15.2 
24.5 
16.3 
14.9 
24.7 
18.9 
17.7 
27.2 
15.3 
11.8 
-
- 
Inputs to Ea& sensor 
Heater 
400 cps 
i j ~  i, 
On On 
~ On 
angle, a 1.9-deg angular diameter, and a 0.2-ft-cd light 
intensity. Table 18 shows the test results of Earth sensors 
S/N 39 and S/N 42 (run, respectively, before the life test 
and after 1 yr of the life test). Finally, Fig. 29 shows the 
difference in sensitivity of Earth sensor S/N 39 from 346 
35 
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I 
Number 
of 
missions 
(cycle: 
67.9 hr) 
I 
Table 17. Earth sensor life test 
Saturation 
Voltage Null Scale 
output, offset, factor, +so -3' +5" -5' 
V deg v/deg (Roll), (Roll), (Hinge), (Hinge), 
V V V V 
~ 
0.01 310.425 
-0.027/1.01 
0.003/1.09 
0.1 4810.740 
0.210.274 
0.2561-0.140 
0.2791-0.049 
0.3161-0.342 
0.3461-0.486 
0.3421--1.045 
0.0211.65 10.7 
0.1311.61 10.9 
0.1 611.54 10.7 
0.1 / I  .47 10.0 
8.4411.40 10.0 
0.14/1.57 10.0 
0.19/1.50 10.0 
7.7311.55 10.0 
0.1611.44 11.0 
0.3411.32 1 1 . 1  
Acquisi- 
tion 
threshold, 
ft-cd 
- 
3.0 
4.0 
4.1 
4.2 
4.4 
4.41 
4.4 1 
4.45 
4.4 
4.43 
0 
346 
937 
2070 
3930 
441 1 
5009 
5903 
7753 
9026 
-0.05/0.7 
-0.9611.23 
- 1.111.4 
- 1.3511.7 
- 1.02/1.40 
-2.2511.31 
- 2.211 . I  9 
-2.1311.42 
-2.1612.0 
- 2.712.0 
-0.006/0.376 
-0.1 2110.542 
-0.1 3910.636 
-0.1 7310.757 
-0.24610.596 
-0.309/0.517 
-0.29710.49 
- 0.296/0.504 
- 0.20 610.794 
-0.41910.762 
7.7 
7.7 
0.0 
0.0 
7.9 
0.0 1 
0.02 
7.57 
0.02 
0.0 
4.5 
5.1 
5.3 
5.3 
5.4 
5.42 
5.4 1 
5.55 
5.05 
6.0 
0.009 
0.0 1 
April 24, 1964 
May 14,1964 
June 3, 1964 
July 21, 1964 
October 0, 1964 
October 20, 1964 
November 25, 1964 
December 29, 1964 
March 16,1965 
May 5, 1965 
0.01 2 
0.0000 
0.0002 
0.000 
0.0 1 
0.01 1 
0.0 1 
7.412.40 
7.2912.53 
Serial Number 42 
April 24, 1964 
May 14,1964 
June 3, 1964 
July 21, 1964 
October 0, 1964 
October 20,1964 
November 25, 1964 
December 29, 1964 
March 16, 1965 
May 0, 1965 
0 
5 
13 
30 
50 
65 
75 
07 
114 
132 
0 
346 
937 
2070 
3930 
441 1 
5009 
5903 
7753 
9026 -
0.1 10.7 
0.022/1.60 
1.69/0.405 
2.001 -0.232 
2.281-0.074 
2.441 -0.53 
2.91 -0.70 
2.051- 1.30 
-0.2211.62 
1.211.1 
9.3 
9.45 
9.6 
9.3 
9.4 1 
9.62 
9.0 
0.95 
9.6 
9.0 - 
4.2 
4.5 
4.30 
4.0 
3.70 
3.25 
3.45 
3.1 
3.2 
3.0 
3.4 
3.45 
3.4 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.45 
3.45 
3.5 
3.0 
0.01 2 
0.01 
0.01 1 
0.0 1 
0.0097 
0.0092 
0.01 3 
0.01 3 
0.015 
10:54 
1740 
16:lO 
17:OO 
13:OO 
NOTE2 
The numerator represents roll valuei; the denominator represents hinge values 
IO 
1.0 
01 
TELEMETRY OUTPUT, v 
Fig. 29. Earth sensor life test results (S/N 39) 
AFTER OPERATING FOR 346 hr 
I .o 
0.11 I I I 
-0.1 -0.15 -0.2 -0.25 -0y3 -0.35 -a4 -045 
TELEMETRY OUTPUT, v 
Fig. 30. Earth sensor life test results (S/N 42) 
hr of continuous operation to after 9026 hr; Fig. 30 indi- 
cates the change in sensitivity of Earth sensor S/N 42 at 
the start of the test, after 346 hr, and after 9026 hr of 
continuous operation. 
tested at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena. 
Flight calibration curves are also run on these Earth 
sensors. 
The flight Earth sensor calibration curves and data are 
contained for each flight in a memorandum, which con- 
tains information about an Earth light-intensity monitor 
d. S p e d 1  calibrations. Before the flight and 0ight 
spare Earth sensors are transported to AMR, they are 
36 
9.7 
10.0 
10.0 
9.9 
9.2 
10.0 
9.6 
10.0 
9.5 
9.8 
9.1 
9.9 
9.3 
9.8 
9.8 
9.7 
8.9 
9.6 
4.65 
4.2 
5.2 
4.2 
4.2 
4.2 
4.6 
3.65 
4.7 
3.7 
4.1 
3.62 
4.2 
3.0 
4.5 
3.0 
3.8 
3.0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
4300 
4600 
4300 
4600 
4300 
4600 
5100 
5000 
5100 
5000 
5100 
5000 
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Table 18. Earth sensor life test: variation of Earth light intensity and DC 
- 
8.1 
8.4 
8.4 
8.45 
7.5 
8.4 
7.95 
8.35 
8.4 
8.4 
7.45 
8.3 
7.6 
8.0 
8.3 
8.0 
7.2 
7 9  
Before life test 
After 1 yr 
Before life test 
After 1 yr 
Before life test 
After 1 yr 
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The numemtor represents roll values; the denominator represents hinge values. 
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(Fig. B), a hinge output versus hinge angle for a roll 
mechanical null angle (Fig. 31), a roll output versus roll 
angle for a hinge mechanical null angle showing satu- 
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ration values (Fig. 32) and showing the limit cycle region 
for each launch day for a nominal midcourse maneuver 
(Fig. 33), an offset response curve for terminal maneu- 
ver (Fig. 27) and for midcourse maneuver (Fig. 34), a 
roll scale factor versus the apparent Earth diameter 
(Fig. S), and a null offset peak-to-peak in percent of 
apparent Earth diameter versus the Earth phase angle 
(Fig. 36). In order to obtain greater accuracies during the 
midcourse maneuver, separate plots of the roll null axis 
error signals are plotted for each of the launch days. 
Another table contains the roll null offsets, hinge null off- 
sets, hinge scale factor, and roll scale factors of the Earth 
sensor for normal midcourse maneuvers during each of 
the launch days and for the terminal maneuver. All of the 
Earth sensor calibration curves except for Figs. 27, 34,35, 
and 36 used the TA attitude control system and the Ranger 
flight single-phase inverter. All the angles in the graphs 
are with respect to spacecraft coordinates. The roll 
mechanical null values of the Earth sensor are with 
respect to the center of light illumination from the Earth 
and have a roll null offset 3-sigma tolerance of k0.3 deg 
about the roll null values given in the table. The roll 
3-sigma null offset tolerance for this Earth sensor might 
he fiirther reduced a few hours after the sensor has been 
fully energized in flight once the temperature of the unit 
and the Earth light intensity have been determined. 
EARTH: 
5 . 4 O  ANGULAR DIAMETER 
SOo PHASE ANGLE 
I.l-ft-cd ILLUMINATION 
I 1 1 I I I I 1 
min 
I I I I I I I I 
-4  -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 I 
H ,  v 
Fig. 34. Offset response for midcourse maneuver 
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All mechanical nulls are with respect to the reference 
mounting legs of the Earth sensor, and do not include the 
Earth sensor mounting surfaces on the yoke. 
The Earth sensor test rack was used in Figs. 27, 34, 
35, and 36; thus, the results in these graphs should not be 
considered as flight calibration points. However, they can 
be used with the flight calibration curves to investigate 
hinge and roll cross-coupling during midcourse and 
terminal maneuvers to see how the roll scale factor will 
change as the apparent Earth diameter changes, and to 
see how the rotation of the painted globe simulator 
affected the null offset of the Earth sensor for various 
Earth phase angles at a midcourse size Earth. 
The painted globe Earth simulator is a l%in.-diameter 
globe painted in such a manner that the land masses 
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have a reflectance of 0.5 and the mater areas have a 
reflectance of 0.3. The Mariner ZZ fiight to Venus indi- 
cated that the land masses on Earth had a larger albedo 
than the water areas, most likely because there was more 
cloud cover over the land. The painted globe was SUS- 
pended by a thin wire from the ceiling and illuminated 
by a 3500°K temperature light source. An Earth sensor 
was mounted on a theodolite and looked at the illumi- 
nated globe (Fig. 37) at various distances and phase 
angles. 
The Ranger VZZZ flight Earth sensor roll scale factor, 
as measured on the painted globe simulator and on the 
constant brightness source collimated simulators, is com- 
pared to the roll scale factor calculated from the Ranger 
VZZZ flight roll-rate gyro telemetry data in Fig. 38. The 
following formula was used to calculate the roll scale 
factor from the roll-rate gyro data: 
E2 - E ,  
J”& dt sin H + (Y, - Y,) cos H S F T O I I  = 
where 
E - Earth sensor roii error voitage 
Y = yaw angle 
i = roll rate 
H = hinge angle 
t = time 
Figure 38 shows good agreement of roll scale factor, as 
measured on the Earth sensor looking at the painted 
globe simulator, and the values calculated from the 
Ranger VZZZ flight data. 
Figure 35 shows how the Ranger ZX flight roll scale 
factor, as measured on the painted globe simulator, varies 
with apparent Earth diameter and phase angle. The 
change in hinge scale factor for the Ranger ZX flight 
Earth sensor, as a function of apparent Earth diameter 
and phase angle, is shown in Fig. 39. 
The painted globe was rotated and the peak-to-peak 
null offset change was noted for the Ranger ZX light 
Earth sensor in Fig. 36. The maximum null offset change 
at nominal midcourse size Earth for the Ranger IX flight 
unit was 0.15 deg, and for the flight spare unit was 0.25 
deg. The values can be compared to the midcourse ma- 
-neuver &sigma roll ser& albedo asymmetry value of 
0.55 deg. 
Fig. 37. Illuminated globe seen by Earth sensor 
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Fig. 38. Roll scale factor 
The rounding of the curves in Figs. 31 and 32 near the 
saturation points is due to the finite size of the Earth. 
If the Earth were a point of source of light, the curves 
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Fig. 39. Hinge scale factor 
would be a straight line saturating at 1.25 deg for roll 
and 2.5 deg at hinge. The finite size of the Earth causes 
these intersecting lines to curve in a region of plus and 
minus the radius of the Earth from the saturation points 
of the point source. This is readily seen in Fig. 32. 
Because there is only a half-illuminated Earth in the 
hinge direction in Fig. 31, this effect is very much dimin- 
ished, If the Earth moves away from null on a line not 
along either axis, the performance becomes truly two- 
dimensional. Note from Fig. 24 that, as the Earth moves 
in the positive 0 roll direction, the hinge error signal 
weakens because there is less exposure of the cathode 
A and H PhlT’s. For motion in the hinge direction, how- 
ever, the gain on the roll axis remains essentially con- 
stant. In reality, neither of these conditions will be 
preciscly true because of variations in sensitivity over the 
PMT cathode surfaces. The actual experimental situation 
is illustrated in Fig. 27. The coordinate axes are roll and 
hinge DC error signals. The vertical lines are lines of 
constant hinge angle e,,, and the horizontal ones are 
constant roll angle Or<. The nonsymmetry of the actual 
two-axis output plot cannot be justified entirely by varia- 
tions in cathode sensitivity, and thus remains unexplained 
at this time. 
5. Hardware Limitations 
a. Environment. Because of the high voltage in the 
Earth sensor (a 1300-v maximum under nominal power 
inputs), there was concern over the possibility of high-, 
voltage arcing and the probable consequences. 
Whenever there was a circuit change involving any 
portion of the high-voltage area, the Earth sensor was 
operated in a partial vacuum to see whether the high- 
voltage arcing could cause an Earth sensor failure. There 
have been no DC Ranger Earth sensor failures while op- 
erating in a partial vacuum. 
A detailed test was performed on the Ranger 1 TA 
Earth sensor, which was operated at a maximum voltage 
in a bell jar, Arcing inside the Earth sensor occurred 
1 min after the bell jar started pumping down at a pres- 
sure of 800 p and continued untiI the bell jar was at a 
42 
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pressure of 75 p ,  10.5 min later. The current in the plus 
and minus DC volt lines from the Earth sensor was mon- 
itored, and the current levels, because of the arcing, in 
the lines were not of sufficient magnitude to cause any 
trouble in the attitude control system. The Earth sensor 
continued to operate satisfactorily after the arcing had 
stopped. 
The Ranger I T,4 Earth sensor did not have any holes 
in its housing for pad gas sterilization purposes. The 
Block I1 and I11 Earth sensors had three holes in the 
housing for pad gas sterilization reasons; thus, this fur- 
ther decreased the likelihood of a difference of pressure 
existing inside and outside of the Earth sensor. The most 
important point is that the Earth sensor is first energized 
in flight 3.5 hr after launch. 
Even though it mas felt that there was no chance of 
the high voltage in the Earth sensor arcing over in flight, 
testing in a partial vacuum was continued when any 
change had been made to the Earth sensor's electronics. 
After the shroud has been ejected from the spacecraft 
and after Agcnu-spacecraft separation, suniight could fall 
upon the Ranger Earth sensor PMTs as the spacecraft is 
tumbling in space before Sun acquisition. This could not 
occur during midcourse maneuver because the Earth 
sensor Sun shield shades the optics of the Earth sensor 
from direct sunlight. Therefore, tests were made on two 
Earth sensors to see whether there was exposure of sun- 
light on the PXfT faces while the sensor was energized 
(which could occur before the first Sun acquisition of the 
spacecraft) and while the sensor was energized with DC 
voltage only (which would occur during midcourse ma- 
neuver). There appeared to be no significant degradation 
in the two Earth sensors after exposure to the maximum 
expected exposures of sunlight on the tubes. 
The effect of temperature has been periodically tested 
on Ranger Earth sensors; this test is shown in Fig. 40. 
The Earth sensor was tested at a wide range of tempera- 
tures with a wide range of test results. One sensor oper- 
ated satisfactorily from 130 to -4°F; another Earth 
sensor operated satisfactorily from 95 to -30°F; how- 
ever, at 110°F. the hinge and roll scale factors decreased 
approximately 2.5%. This Earth sensor stayed at that low 
scale factor at 120°F. and returned to a satisfactory value 
at ambient temperature. Problems began on one Earth 
sensor at  temperatures above 109°F during the TA ther- 
mal vacuum test. On the basis of these tests and other 
temperature tests, the maximum flight Earth sensor tem- 
Fig. 40. Earth sensor during temperature test 
perature was set at 93°F. The cesium photocathode of 
the tube starts to migrate at temperatures above 100°F. 
b. Traiectory. The following is a summary of the pres- 
(1) The Ranger Earth sensor must not be turned on 
until Sun acquisition is complete. (Xormally, this is 
ensured 1 hr after the acquire-Sun command is 
given and the spacecraft is in full sunlight.) 
ent Block I11 Earth sensor trajectory constraints: 
( 2 )  The Earth sensor must be energized only at atmos- 
pheric pressure or pressures less than lo-' mm Hg. 
(3) During Earth search. the antenna angle should be 
less than or equal to 135 deg. 
(4) The Earth-probe-Sun angle should be greater than 
40 deg at the time of first Earth acquisition, and the 
calculated Earth flux at the spacecraft should be 
greater than 0.7 ft-cd. 
( 5 )  For high accuracy during periods of flight such as 
pre-midcourse and prc-terminal maneuvers, the an- 
tenna angle (during Earth lock) should be less than 
150 deg -10 des -- one-half apparent Earth 
diameter - : 3 3  = 
135.5 deg - one-half apparent Earth diameter 
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(The 3.5 deg is for Sun sensor null offset, Earth 
sensor limit cycling, Sun sensor limit cycling, hinge 
Earth sensor null offset.) 
(6) In order to prevent the loss of Earth lock due to 
the Earth sensor Sun shield blocking the Earth 
sensor’s view of the Earth, the antenna angle shaiilrl 
be less than 
150 deg - one-half apparent Earth diameter 
-3.5 deg = 
146.5 deg - one-half apparent Earth diameter 
(7) The preset hinge angles on the spacecraft should 
provide overlap of the 20-deg field of view of the 
Earth sensor within the normal flight working 
range of the Earth sensor. 
(8) The calculated Earth flux at the spacecraft should 
always be greater than 0.06 ft-cd and less than 
(9) When the spacecraft has lost Sun lock during ter- 
minal maneuver, the Earth-probe-Sun angle should 
be greater than 47 deg. 
(10) During terminal maneuver, the Earth-probe-near 
limb (light side of Moon) angle should be greater 
than 15 deg. (There has been limited testing for 
this constraint; many Earth sensors should be 
tested before this constraint becomes firm.) 
40 ft-cd. 
(11) During terminal maneuver, the antenna angle 
should be less than 137 deg. 
c. HandZing and shipping. The Earth sensor should 
always be hand-carried in its carrying case in order to 
protect it from transportation vibration, shocks, extreme 
storage temperatures, and stray light. 
Because of the great difference in light intensities be- 
tween the Earth sensor and the Sun, the Earth sensor is 
greatly susceptible to stray light reflections. Stray light 
tests were performed in which a high light-intensity light 
beam illuminated that portion of the Proof Test Model 
spacecraft in the vicinity of the Earth sensor (Fig. 41). 
The Earth sensor was energized and looking at an Earth; 
the ratio of the high-intensity light beam to the intensity 
of the artificial Earth was in the same ratio as the inten- 
sity of the Sun and the minimum allowable Earth in- 
tensity while in flight. The light reflections from various 
areas on the spacecraft were decreased, and the effects 
on the Earth sensor outputs were noted. These tests were 
also run without an Earth to simulate the Earth-search 
phase of the flight. From these tests certain areas on the 
Fig. 41. Proof Test Model spacecraft illuminated by high 
light-intensity light beam during stray light tests 
spacecraft were either painted with a flat black paint or 
covered with an especially evaluated black cloth to re- 
duce the intensity of reflections into the Earth sensor. 
6. Operations Summary 
a. Flight performance. The function of the Earth light- 
intensity telemetry signal from the Ranger Earth sensor 
is to verify that the Earth sensor is tracking the Earth 
and not the Moon. This requires that the Earth light- 
intensity telemetry signal be within an order of magni- 
tude of the theoretically predicted Earth light intensity. 
This tolerance condition for the Earth light-intensity 
signal from the Earth sensor has been satisfied for all 
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Ranger flights in which the Earth sensor has been ener- 
I gized. It is, therefore, a mistake to consider it a failure 
or a problem if the Earth light-intensity signal from the l 
’ I
1 
1 from the theoretical prediction. 
flight Earth sensor does not agree exactly with the theo- 
retical Earth light-intensity prediction for that flight, as 
long as the agreement is within an order of magnitude 
There are many possible causes for disagreement be- 
tween the theoretical prediction and the telemetered 
signal for Earth brightness: telemetry signal uncertain- 
ties, variations in Earth albedo, Earth simulator calibra- 
tion, disagreements between theoretical predictions, and 
as a function of planet phase angles, and the disagree- 
ments between theoretical predictions. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
experimental observations made by other experimenters 
Figures 42 and 43 show the Earth light intensity in 
foot-candles as a function of time from launch in hours, 
radii, and Earth phase angle in degrees for the Ranger 
VZZZ and ZX telemetry data from the Earth sensor and 
for the predictions from the attitude reference program 
and computer program 5501. A hand-calculated approxi- 
mation would lie between the attitude reference predic- 
tion and the computer program 5501 prediction. All 
predictions assume the Earth to be a perfectly diffuse 
(lambert) reflector. The equation for the hand-calculated 
approximation is of the following form: 
I 
I spacecraft distance from the center of the Earth in Earth 
%L R’ sin+ +  COS+ H = -  
3 ( R  + h)’ (11.43 X lP)r 
(foot-candles) 
where 
a = Earth albedo 
, L = solar constant at 1 AU 
+ = Earth phase angle 
R = Earth radius 
h = distance from the surface of the Earth to the 
spacecraft 
The predictions from the attitude reference program 
and the hand-calculated approximation should be used 
only when the distance of the probe to the planet is much 
greater than the radius of the planet (h > 10 R).  
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The angular diameter of the Earth was larger than the 
roll field of view of the Earth sensor until 5.5 hr after 
launch, so one would not expect that the telemetry data 
would be a true indication of Earth intensity for the 
first few hours after Earth sensor power turnon. It is 
believed that, after that time in flight, the Earth light 
intensities, telemetered back from the Earth sensor during 
the Ranger flights, were accurate (taking into considera- 
tion a possible 0.6 of a cycle uncertainty factor in the 
telemetry signal). The Earth light-intensity calibration 
curve for the Earth sensor had 1.77 to 1.81 correction 
factor included to compensate for the difference in spec- 
tral characteristics as seen by the Earth sensor of the 
light reflected from the Earth and the Earth simulator, 
which is used to calibrate the Earth sensor. 
The Ranger VZZZ flight gives Earth light intensities for 
phase angles from 133 to 122 deg; the Ranger ZX flight 
shows Earth light intensities for phase angles from 110 
to 95 deg. This information could then be combined with 
Earth light intensities obtained from the Mariner ZZ flight 
to Venus for Earth phase angles from about 10 to 45 deg. 
TJp to and including the Ranger VI flight, the Earth 
simulator and the Earth sensor test rack were used to 
calibrate the Earth light-intensity curve. For Ranger VZZ, 
the Earth sensor test rack and Star Planet Simulator 2 
were used ti3 calibrate Earth light intensity. This simu- 
lator had a recent spectral measurement made of its 
output. It was found that the wave distortion of the 
N-cps ,  single-phase input to an Earth sensor made a 
difference of approximately 10% to the Earth light- 
intensity calibration curve using the Earth sensor test 
rack versus the Block 111 TA single-phase inverter. There- 
fore, for Rangers VZZZ and ZX, the respective flight single- 
phase inverters were used with Star Planet Simulator 2. 
The following is a discussion of how the correction factor 
was obtained using the Earth simulator. 
If an optical sensor such as an Earth sensor is to be 
accurately threshold calibrated and it is not possible or 
is inconvenient to calibrate on the actual planet, a simu- 
lator must be used. Ideally, the simulator should have the 
same absolute spectral “output” as the planet outside the 
Earth atmosphere. This is difficult, since present sources 
have spectral characteristics much different than a typical 
planet or star. This report indicates a practical approach 
of relating tracker response on one source to that on 
another source through an intermediate calibration 
(which would logically be the foot-candle or other con- 
venient standard). 
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b. Assumptions. Star or celestial reference “output” at 
the tracker location 
= K2f (A) w/cm? - p 
where 
f 2  (A) = Sun (A) Earth albedo (A) 
Laboratory simulator output 
= Kif, (A) w/cm2 - p  
Tracker response versus wavelength 
= K,f., (A) amp/w 
where f3(h) is for an S-11 PMT response. Area of collect- 
ing optic 
= A in square centimeters 
Star or celestial reference output in foot-candles at the 
tracker location 
= [930] 685K2 lw f2 (A)  v(A) d 
Simulator output in foot-candles 
= [930] 685 K I L w  /,(A) V(A) d 
Eye response normalized to 1 at peak 
= v(A) 
c. Computations. If tracker output operated against 
simulator is to be equal to its output against the star, then: 
and if simulator foot-candle flux equal R times the star 
foot-candle, then: 
[930] 685K, lw f l (A)  V(A) dh = 
[930] 685RK2 lw f 2 ( A )  V(A) dA (2) 
which implies 
RK, lw f 2 ( A )  V(A) dA 
Ki = (3) 
The simulator should, therefore, be set to a foot-candle 
level that is R times the star foot-candle level. When this 
is done, the sensor response to the simulator will be equal 
to its response on the star. 
Conversion factor from watts per square centimeter to 
foot-candles. The assumptions of albedo invariant with 
wavelength and Sun spectrum equivalent to that of a 
6000°K blackbody make it possible to calculate a standard 
conversion factor of watts per square centimeter to foot- 
candles for all the planets of our solar system. This is 
done by calculating the luminous efficiency of a 6000°K 
blackbody. 
6 8 5 L w F ( h )  V(A) dh 
Luminous Efl = iw F ( A )  dA 
= 94.2 lumen/w for 6000°K blackbody 
where 
F ( A )  = emitted energy of a 6000°K blackbody, 
w/cm2-p 
V(A) = normalized human eye response 
Since 1 ft-cd equals 1 lumen/ft?, it is possible to further 
derive that 
1 ft-cd = 11.43X lo-‘) w/cm2. 
Equations used. The following equations have been 
used in this report: 
Null offset = NO 
Scalefactor = S F  
Average magnitude = av mag 
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Average value = av value 
xj 
j=i 
RMS deviation = 1 sigma = RMS 
(4) 
PMT sensitivity = 
(light cathode current) -(dark cathode current) 
,- -_ . _. . .  
(foot-candles) (filter transmission) (aperture area) 
PMTgain = 
(light anode current) - (dark anode current) 
(light cathode current) - (dark cathode current) 
(7) 
Percent difference = %A 
Change = A 
= ( X f t d )  - (Xinitia!? (9) 
The Earth sensor functioned in Rangersl-Ill andVZ-IX. 
On Rangers N and V, the Earth sensors were never ener- 
gized. Rangers 1 and 11 operated in a low Earth orbit; the 
Earth sensors indicated acquisition on lighted objects. 
(Ranger 1 gave more information.) The Earth sensor ap- 
peared to be operating correctly even though its tempera- 
ture was close to the maximum allowable Earth sensor 
temperature, and the intensity of the Earth was ten times 
brighter than expected on normal Ranger trajectories. 
Ranger I l l  provided the first good in-flight evaluation 
of Earth sensor performance. This evaluation indicated 
that the sensor performed as intended during flight. A 
spurious pitch command at terminal (Moon distance) 
caused the spacecraft to pitch in the direction of Earth, 
eventually bringing the Sun shade between Earth sensor 
and Earth; this caused a loss of Earth acquisition. From 
this point on, the spacecraft performance became quite 
confused; further Earth sensor performance cannot be 
adequately stated. 
On Rangers VZ-ZX, the Earth sensors operated within 
tolerance and once again -provided good in-flight data. 
7. Reliability 
All Ranger Block I11 Earth sensor failures and problems 
have been recorded starting from the initial functional 
checks of a unit and extending through all of the space- 
craft system tests. 
8. Engineering Change Requirements 
A brief description of the Block I11 Earth sensor change 
requirements that occurred after Block I1 are given below. 
(1) Change of cadmium-plated items in the sensor to 
(2) Change from allocated-to-actual weights of the 
assembly. 
(3) Application of black cloth and black paint to various 
areas on the spacecraft to reduce intensity of light 
reflections into Earth sensor. 
(4) Replacement of all Continental Device diodes in 
(5) Use of two smaller standoff terminals in sensor to 
prevent a possible cold-flow condition on some 
wires. 
(6) Insulation and sealing of the backside of the con- 
(7) Modification of paint pattern on Ranger ZX and 
Spare 1 Earth sensors so that the temperature of the 
sensor would be cooler in flight. 
CRES material. 
Earth sensor. 
nector in Earth sensor. 
6. Sun Sensor 
1. Description 
The Ranger Sun sensors are optical devices using a 
shadowing technique on cadmium sulfide photoconduc- 
tive detectors. There are two pairs of primary Sun sensors 
and two secondary Sun sensor assemblies on each Ranger 
spacecraft to provide a combined &-sterad field of view. 
Each primary Sun sensor contains a single detector cell; 
each secondary Sun sensor contains four detectors, used 
only while the spacecraft is searching for the Sun. Once the 
Sun has been acquired, only the primary Sun sensors are 
required to keep the spacecraft oriented toward the Sun. 
The Sun sensors deliver position error signals in the 
pitch and yaw axes to the attitude control logic, and thus to 
the spacecraft control jets. This orients the z-axis of the 
spacecraft toward the Sun. A positive pitch or yaw angular 
deflection of the spacecraft from the direction of the Sun 
would give a negative error signal in that particular axis. 
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Fig. 44. Sun sensor schematic 
Fig. 44 is a schematic of Sun sensor operation. The 
letters of the cells shown, which can be considered as 
variable resistors, are for Sun orientation of the yaw axis 
of the spacecraft. If the photoconductive strip on the cell 
is completely exposed to the Sun, its resistance would be 
about 1 0 , ' ~ ;  if it were half exposed to the Sun, its resist- 
ance would be about 6 X 10Q; and if it were dark, its 
resistance would be greater than loin. 
As seen in Fig. 44, the detectors are connected in a 
bridge circuit. The Sun sensor output signal is a voltage 
developed across a load resistor (RL). In the spacecraft, 
this load will be the input resistance of a switching ampli- 
fier and telemetry impedance (which are both in parallel). 
For most laboratory tests (except for flight calibration) the 
load resistance is 50 kn. The spacecraft load resistance 
for Rangers VI and VI1 is 99 kn and for Rangers VlIZ and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I EO -1 I RL 
IX is % Ma.  The positive and negative voltage supplies to 
the Sun sensors are 16.8 v. 
An analysis of the circuit (Fig. 44) leads to the following 
equation for the primary and secondary voltage outputs 
while the spacecraft is trying to orient itself with respect 
to the Sun: 
After the spacecraft has acquired the Sun, the above 
equation reduces to: 
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Note that the above equations represent yaw Sun acqui- 
sition only, and that the equations would be the same for 
pitch Sun acquisition except for different letter subscripts. 
Because of the shadowing method on the semiconduc- 
tor, the resistances of the cell as a function of angle from 
null arc very c!osely approximated by 
where A@ is the angular deviation of sensor from null in 
degrees. 
The sign on the exponent is opposite for two opposed 
detectors. Although the constants A and b vary with the 
particular cell chosen, paired detectors with these con- 
stants approximately equal have been obtained through a 
matching process. The nominal values are A = 6 kc and 
b = 0.962 deg-'. Using these forms for R t  and Rr, the 
voltage output as a function of angle from null becomes 
2% sinh (bae) 
A 2 cash (b.iB) t - 
RL 
E ,  = 
Figure 44 also shows the \.ohage output from either the 
pitch or yaw SUQ sensors versus angular displacement 
from the Sun for primary and secondary configurations. 
2. Fabrication 
Figure 45 shows a complete set of four primary and two 
secondary Sun sensors, whose housing is machined out of 
6061-T6 aluminum alloy; the parts of the housing are then 
black anodized and assembled. -The cadmium sulfide 
detectors are the CL6OS photocells from the Clairex 
Corporation. 
The Rangel- Block TI primary Sun sensors were designed 
to improve the null stability by a factor of two over the 
Block I primary Sun sensors. The main change was an 
0 I 2 
INCHES 
I 
Fig. 45. Complete set of Ranger Sun sensors 
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approximate doubling of the distance between the detec- 
tor cell and the shadow bar in the support housing of the 
sensor. The changes originally made for the Block I11 
Sun sensors are: 
(1) Nominal scale factor changed from 16 to 18 v/deg. 
( 2 )  Sun sensor excitation voltage change? fr~rr! 4- and 
- 16vto f and- 1 6 . 8 ~ .  
(3) Miscellaneous hardware changes. 
The following weight changes were made: 
(1) Block I1 
(a) Primary Sun sensors: 0.1 lb each. 
(b) Secondary Sun sensors: 0.07 lb each. 
(a) Primary Sun sensors : 0.106 lb each. 
(b) Secondary Sun sensors: 
( 2 )  Block111 
0.077 (pitch); 0.082 
(yaw). 
One of the early design problems involved a rather large 
thermal shock received by the cells while in flight. The 
secondary Sun sensors, mounted on the back side of the 
solar panels, may undergo a significant temperature 
change between injection and Sun acquisition while the 
spacecraft is in the Earth's shadow after removal of 
the shroud. Unpotted detectors in their housings were sub- 
ject to a thermal shock of 18"F/min from 250 to - 100°F 
with no damage or change in characteristics; however, 
the glass detector cracked in the potted units. 
The problem of mounting the Sun sensor detector was 
solved by the use of quad rings, which brought support to 
bear on the strongest section of the glass detector envelope 
rather than complete support as provided by the potting 
compound. By using the quad-ring mounting, a Sun sensor 
assembly can survive an extreme temperature range from 
- 100 to + 125°C without failure. 
After close scrutiny under a 40-power microscope, 
17 out of 100 Clairex cadmium sulfide cells were rejected 
because the solder joints connecting the cadmium sulfide 
element to two wires used for external electrical con- 
nection appeared questionable. Six of these 17 cells were 
then subjected to TA tests by JPL. 
It was decided that the cells should be mounted in a 
flight manner using quad rings and standard primary cell 
housings. At the environmental facility, a fixture was made 
to hold the cell assemblies and to fit the standard 
mounting jigs, which would give accurate levels of shock 
and vibration to all the cells. 
For this test, an excitation voltage was applied to the 
cells and a photo-flood lamp was used to illuminate them. 
(This is not a standard procedure for environmental test- 
ing, but in this case would permit the detection of any 
intermittent failures during the test.) The light used was 
sufficient to give a resistance of 1500 o for each cell, or . vvv LaLll 3Lli~g ol' C V ~  ceiis in series. A 5-amp meter 
and a 10,000-0 load were put in series with each string. 
A scope was used to measlire the output across the 
10,000-0 loads to detect any intermittents because the 
response time of the meters was too slow. 
7e;M n C-.. _n ,L -L.---  
The cells were first given two TA shocks in each of three 
planes; they were then subjected to three planes of TA 
vibration, after which they were shaken at double TA level 
(maximum capability of the shaker). There was no indi- 
cation of failure, intermittent or permanent, at any time 
during these tests. 
A visual inspection of these cells was given after com- 
pletion of these tests; no change was found in their physi- 
cal characteristics. It was concluded that the cells would 
have been satisfactory for flight. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
A constant problem in testing primary Sun sensors is 
having an acceptable sky condition. There are many diffi- 
culties inherent in the problem of simulating an extremely 
bright, collimated light; therefore, most of the Sun sensor 
testing has been done with the Sun as the source. Because 
of the intensity requirements and the fact that there can 
be no clouds to interfere with tracking of the Sun, the 
test schedule must be thoroughly planned. 
Two facilities have been provided for Sun sensor testing: 
One facility, at Palos Verdes, California, uses a two-mirror 
heliostat Sun tracking system to provide a collimated Sun 
bundle at a constant position. This facility tested all the 
Sun sensors prior to delivery of the Sun sensors to JPL for 
assignment to the various spacecraft. Once the Sun sensors 
were formally delivered to JPL, the primary Sun sensor 
testing was then performed at the JPL test site at Chilao, 
California. This facility uses a two-mirror coelostat system 
to provide a collimated Sun bundle at a constant position. 
This bundle is directed through a tube into a trailer to a 
Leitz optical dividing head which rests on a stable tripod. 
Both systems include a boresighting telescope and motors 
to drive the tracking mirrors. The overall accuracy of 
both pointing systems is better than 10 sec of arc. The 
sensors in both systems are tested by mounting them on a 
dividing head and positioning to known angles, while 
monitoring the outputs. 
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The following test equipment (other than the Sun track- 
ing system and its associated test equipment) is used in 
Sun sensor testing: thermocouple indicator, an L and N 
resistance bridge, a dynamics voltmeter, two 16.8-v DC 
power supplies, temperature control box for optical test 
fixture, an optical test fixture assembly with an angle 
generator (at Palos Verdes) or with a Leitz optical dividing 
head (at Chilao), an operating test fixture, GSE light 
hoods, a photocell holding fixture with a thermal control 
apparatus and switching panel, a load resistor, and the 
various environmental holding fixtures. 
4. Qualification for Flight 
The photocell detectors are given a temperature match- 
ing test before they are assembled into a Sun sensor. The 
primary Sun sensor pair is calibrated to a master primary 
Sun sensor pair. The primary Sun sensors are then quali- 
fied for flight by the following tests: 
Performance tests. 
(1) Short-term stability tests. 
(2) Photocell linearity tests. 
(a) Light-intensity tests. 
(b) Voltage excitation tests: symmetrical and asym- 
(c) Temperature tests. 
(d) Long-term stability tests. 
(e) Bum-in tests. 
metrical. 
Environmental tests. 
(1) Type-approval tests. 
(2) Flight-acceptance tests. 
Flight calibration tests. The secondary Sun sensors 
receive ambient, bum-in, TA, and F A  tests. 
a. Performance tests. All performance tests use the 
heliostat to track the Sun. Table 19 shows the testing 
schedule for primary Sun sensors and the percent of flight 
units subjected to the various tests. 
A short-term stability test consists of a pair of primary 
Sun sensors mounted back-to-back on a dividing head and 
rotated 0, +0.01, and +5 deg with respect to the mechani- 
cal null position of the planes formed by the mounting 
pads of the primary Sun sensors and the Sun. At each 
angular position, the voltage output signal from the pair of 
primary Sun sensors is recorded across a 50K load resistor. 
Table 19. Testing schedule for primary Sun sensors 
Tes? 
Front null offset (null offset at k O . 1  deg) 
Front null offset (null offset at *O deg) 
Slope through null 
Saturation 
light-intensity variation 
Excitation voltage (symmetrical) 
Excitation voltage (asymmetrical) 
Temperature (rymmetricol) 
Flight-acceptance environment 
Type-opprovol environment 
Long term, null offset, null slope 
Resistance at null 
Sun sensor burn-in 
Flight units 
tested, % 
~~ 
100 
100 
100 
100 
25' 
10- 
10' 
100 
loo 
1 ob 
2' 
100 
100 
*Al l  percentoges ore random romple unless otherwise specified. 
bone complete spacecraft shipset for each design. 
The p p s e  nf the light-intensity variation test is to 
determine the performance of the Sun sensor under vary- 
ing light conditions; thus, the amount of sunlight striking 
the Sun sensor is changed by filters which have 50 and 
30% light attenuation. Five short-term stability tests must 
be performed for each filter setting. 
The symmetrical voltage excitation test consists of a 
+ and - 18.8-v excitation for Block I11 units and a + and 
- 18 v for Block I1 units. It also consists of a + and - 
14.8-v excitation for Block I11 units and a + and - 14 v 
for Block I1 sensors. Five short-term stability tests are 
performed at each excitation voltage. 
The temperature test consists of testing the Sun sensors 
at 40°F and then at 140°F (the high temperature used for 
Block I1 units) and at 160°F (the high temperature used 
for Block I11 units). Five short-term stability tests are 
made at each temperature for each temperature cycle. 
The test consists of three temperature cycles for a total of 
15 short-term stability tests at each temperature. 
All primary and secondary Sun sensors have a 100-hr 
burn-in under ambient conditions prior to environmental 
testing. Five short-term stability tests are performed 
before and after the burn-in test. 
A Sun sensor must be capable of operating and perform- 
ing satisfactorily after subjection to all specified T A  tests. 
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TA tests 
Start 
After bench 
handling 
After drop 
After tranrporta- 
tion vibrotion 
After humidity 
After shock 
After static 
acceleration 
After flight 
vibration 
After thermal 
vacuum and 
thermal shock 
Table 20. TA test summary for Block 111 primary Sun sensors 
Null offset, 
deg 
o.o0733/n nni71 
0.00596/0.00689 
0.00664 10.00689 
0.00571 10.01 124 
0.00532/0.01136 
0.01 83310.00494 
0.01 052/0.00580 
0.00221 1-0.00234 
-0.000471 -0.00826 
Null offset change 
(from preceding test), 
de9 
-0.001 3710.0051 8 
0.0006010.00000 
- 0.00093 10.00435 
-0.00039/0.00012 
0.013011-0.00642 
-0.0078 1 10.00086 
-0.00831 1-0.00814 
-0.00 2681  -0.0059 2 
Null offset (RMSI, 
de9 
A nnn-.. I -  -A -  d .  
V.V"V/ 41  u.lJuu4 I 
0.00071 /0.00080 
0.00076/0.00065 
0.001 00/0.00105 
0.001 61 10.00059 
0.00064/0.0005 1 
0.0020410.00067 
0.001 6510.00049 
0.00143/0.00107 
Scale factor, 
vldeg 
. - -- .* - -- 
l c r . 3 Y l  11.10 
18.84118.90 
18.52 11 8.65 
18.611 8.71 
18.45116.53 
18.58118.63 
18.7011 8.77 
18.6611 8.69 
19.51 19.59 
Percentage change 
scale factor (from 
preceding test), 
deg 
1.3461 1.070 
- 1.6971 - 1.325 
0.43210.322 
-0.8071 -0.962 
0.706 10.54 
0.64610.752 
-0.2171-0.427 
4.314.82 
kale factor (RMS), 
vldeg 
0.1 zosio. io59 
0.1 50710.1 784 
0.0498/0.0928 
0.1 30310.1 230 
0.057910.1889 
0.1 19910.0276 
0.1 080l0.1308 
0.0541 310.2487 
0.106710.1348 
NOTE: 
( 1 )  The numerator represents the average value for primary Sun sensor S/N RO4A; the denominator represents the average value for primary Sun sensor pair S/N ROSA. 
(21 TA tests are listed in the order of performance. 
A Ranger Block I11 Sun sensor shipset, which contains 
four primary and two secondary Sun sensors, had success- 
fully completed TA testing by November 1963 with only 
one deviation: The secondary Sun sensors would not sta- 
bilize below -91°F because of the inability of the units 
to radiate heat generated by the Sun sensor cells and the 
test lights. At that time, the primary Sun sensors reached 
a minimum temperature of -38°F. TA test results for 
the primary Sun sensors can be seen in Table 20. 
All flight Sun sensors must operate and perform satis- 
factorily after subjection to the FA test specifications. 
Table 21 gives FA test results for the Block I11 Sun sensors. 
Five short-term stability tests are performed for each 
condition with the exception of the temperature perform- 
ance test.which is temperature cycled three times with five 
short-term stability test runs made at  each temperature 
cycle. A RMS calculation is made for each series of five 
short-term stability tests. Tables 22 and 23 contain sum- 
maries of short-term stability tests performed on Blocks 11 
and 111. The average value and its 1-sigma dispersion 
value have been summarized for the various test condi- 
tions for null offset, RMS null offset, scale factor, percent 
difference from scale factor, and RhlS scale factor. The 
percent difference change in scale factor for the perform- 
ance tests and after the FA tests have been compared to 
the initial short-term stability tests. The percent difference 
from scale factor after the FA vibration test and after the 
FA space temperature test for the Block 111 sensors'is 
with respect to the test's conditions immediately preced- 
ing those tests. All the tests except for the long-term tests, 
which were done at the Chilao test site, were performed 
at the Palos Verdes test facility. The percent difference 
from scale factor for the long-term tests is with respect 
to the last tests performed at the Palos Verdes site. 
The same pairs of primary Sun sensors are not involved 
in post 2.3- and 3.5-yr tests. Those primary Sun sensors 
had been subjected to many different conditions during 
that time interval. 
The test data in Tables 22 and 23 are well within the 
attitude control design requirements for the Ranger pri- 
mary Sun sensors, The null offset tolerance for the primary 
Sun sensor during midcourse and terminal maneuvers is 
&0.16 deg, 3 sigma, and the scale factor tolerance is 
&lo%. The flight Sun sensor excitation voltage tolerance 
is k0.25 v. 
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Table 21. Test data summary for null offset (RMSI, Block 111 primary Sun sensors 
Column test 
conditions 
Initial short-term 
stability tests 
40°F temperature 
short-term stability 
tests 
160°F temperature 
short-term stobility 
tests 
After 1 00-hr burn-in, 
short-term stability 
30% light attenuotion 
short-term stobility 
tests 
50% light attenuation 
short-term stobility 
tests 
2 1  excitation 
voltage short-term 
stobility tests 
*14.a-v excitation 
voltage short-term 
stability tests 
%i 5.8-,-1 7.a-v 
excitation voltage 
short-term stobility 
tests 
After FA space 
temperoture 
After FA vibration 
short-term stobility 
After FA and 
perforation tests, 
short-term stability 
After 1 yr short-term 
stability tests 
- 
lumbm 
If pain 
tested 
14 
14 
14 
13 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
12 
12 
12 
a 
dumber of 
stability 
tests 
ihort-km 
125 
210 
210 
65 
20 
i0 
10 
10 
10 
60 
60 
60 
40 
Null off set, 
deg 
-0.001 1410.00410 
0.0003610.00354 
-0.0031 510.00244 
- o . o o ~ ~ ~ ~ o . o o a i  0 
-0.00372/0.00259 
- 0.000210.0043a 
-0.0000710.0144 
0.00331 10.0143 
0.002010.0185 
-0.0032110.01215 
Null offset (RMS), 
d.9 
0.001 2~10.0ooa~ 
0.001 7410.00192 
0.001 35/0.00071 
a.oooa510.00053 
0.001 30/0.00055 
0.001 210.0002a 
0.00205/0.00134 
0.00074/0.00043 
Scale factor, 
V I  d.g 
NOTE: 
The numerator represent, the average value; the denominator repraents the 1-sigma deviation from the average value. 
Scale factor 
change, 
x 
f 1.74412.263 
- 1.70612.446 
f2.69a12.369 
f0.65810.7294 
-!-0.707S!Q.4952 
f 11 3510.3536 
- 12.410.424 
+1.125/0.163 
+ 0.4 a 75 I 1.975 
i-0.24710.5ao 
$3.63213.229 
+1.963/1.513 
RMS scale factor, 
vldeg 
0.1 166/0.0680 
0.1 3a910.146; 
0.1 341 10.076; 
0.1 22910.0673 
o.oa4410.0274 
0.1341 10.02a: 
0.096310.02 15 
0.1 074l0.0135 
0.1 22010.092r 
o.oai 310.044t 
0,072610.033: 
0.074410.034; 
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Table 22. Test data summary for Ranger Block II and 111 primary Sun sensors 
Column test conditions 
411 dato summary except 
TA tests 
nitiol TA short-term 
stability tests 
40°F temperature short- 
term stability tests 
160°F temperature short- 
term stobility tests 
2 1  8- a d  2 1  8.8-v 
excitation voltoge short- 
term stability tests 
k 1 4 -  and k14.8-v 
excitation voltage short- 
term stability tests 
-17, f l 5  and -17.8, 
+ 15.8-v excitation 
voltage 
30% light attenuation 
short-term stability test 
50% light attenuation 
short-term stability tests 
After FA and perforation 
tests, short-term stability 
After 1 -yr short-term 
stability tests 
NOTE: 
Uumber 
,f pairs 
tested 
38 
38 
35 
21 
7 
7 
7 
10 
10 
35 
14 
Number of 
short-term 
stability 
tests 
~~ 
1955 
260 
525 
315 
35 
35 
35 
50 
55  
180 
70 
Null offset, 
dag 
0.001 39/0.01207 
0.0001 4/0.00389 
0.00236/0.00462 
0.002 16/0.00665 
0.00067/0.00335 
0.001 42/0.00363 
0.0574/0.00632 
0.00151 /0.00278 
0.00005/0.00452 
-0.00014/0.01 16 
-0.00170/0.01018 
RMS null offset, 
de9 
0.001 30/0.00088 
0.001 65/0.00133 
0.001 66/0.00106 
0.001 14/0.00054 
0.001 79/0.00143 
0.001 6510.00080 
0.00093/0.00046 
0.00093/0.00030 
0.00086/0.00051 
ka le  factor change, 
% 
$1.700/1.682 
-4.332/4.519 
+ 1 1.4710.7804 
- 12.30/0.8930 
+0.4336/1.9016 
+0.678/0.4789 
+0.7044/0.5745 
+1.343/2.526 
+ 1.400/1 .E94 
RMS scale factor, 
V I d w  
0.1494/0.1479 
0.1659/0.1638 
0.1 156/0.0522 
0.0892/0.0330 
0.1 202/0.0538 
0.0991 /0.0536 
0.1 21 2/0.0404 
0.101 3/0.0575 
The numerator represents the average value; the denominator represents the 1-sigma deviation from the average value. 
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* 
Table 23. Test data summary for Block II primary Sun sensots 
Test conditions 
Initial short-term 
stability tests 
40'F temperatun? 
short-term stability 
tests 
140°F temperature 
short-term stability 
tests 
1 60OF temperature 
short-term stability 
tests 
30% light attenuation 
short-term stability .--.* .-.a 
50% light attenuatior 
short-term stability 
tests 
*tt a-v excitation 
voltage short-term 
stability tests 
*14-v excitation 
voltage short-term 
stability tests 
- 17- and + 15-v 
excitation voltage 
short-term stability 
tests 
After FA perforation 
short-term stability 
tests 
After 1-yr short-term 
stability tests 
After 2 % -yr shart- 
term stability tests 
After 3 ' /~- /2-yr  short, 
term stability tests 
- 
lumber 
If pairs 
tested 
- 
24 
21 
14 
7 
6 
7 
5 
5 
5 
23 
6 
4 
a 
Uumber of 
rhoti-term 
stability 
tests 
135 
315 
210 
105 
30 
35 
25 
25 
25 
120 
30 
20 
40 
Null offset, 
dhg 
0.001 3310.00333 
-0.0002010.00345 
0.0020310.00371 
0.001 3210.00339 
0.001 74 f 0.00399 
0.05922 f0.00643 
-0.001 21 f0.00626 
0.00033 f 0.00735 
-0.00725 f 0.01 02 
o .ooos~~o.o i  3a 
RMS null offset, 
dw 
0.001 35 f0.00093 
0.001 5910.00077 
0.001 45/0.00055 
0.001 27lo.00058 
0.001 4910.00062 
0.00092 f0.00054 
0.00171 f0.00091 
o.ooo~a10.0~029 
0.001 2310.00029 
Scale factor, 
vldeg 
16.53f0.7122 
16.91 10.7067 
I 6.oa10.5915 
15.0010.43aa 
16.2610.4244 
16.4710.6ai3 
17.aoio.as46 
14.0310.1175 
16.66 f 0.7372 
15.9410.5315 
15.3411.1 25 
NOTE: 
The numerator represents the  coverage value; the  denominator represents t h e  I-sipma deviation from the  overuse  value. 
Scale factor 
change, 
x 
-k 1.671 1.215 
-3.301 10.5479 
-9.5a412.61 5 
0.6923 f 0.3051 
0.7050f 0.653, 
- 12.261 1.070 
+0. 15701 2.254 
+Oh493 f 2.221 
-1.03711.3aa 
Scale factor (RMS) 
v f  deg 
0.1 26010.0711 
0.1 564 10.1520 
0.1 29610.0369 
0.229510.2642 
0.1088 fQ.0666 
0.1 i3ai0.0463 
0.1 234 f 0.061 0 
0.081 910.036a 
0.1 195 f 0.0470 
0.1 14a10.0624 
0.1 153 f 0.0797 
0.096a1~.03sa 
0.090910.0602 
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The following formulas have been used: 
xj Average value = = - N j . 1  
Root mean square deviation = EMS = 1 sigma 
(100) 
X - X ref 
X ref Percent difference = % A  = 
- Eo 1-" . ,0  - Eo /+0.10 Scale factor = S F  1 + , 1 , 1 0  - 
0.2 
Once the primary Sun sensors have been installed on 
the spacecraft and the secondary Sun sensors have been 
installed on the solar panels, the Sun sensors should be 
given the Sun sensor verification test. Essentially, the test 
consists of a resistance measurement on each detector 
cell when the cell is dark and when it is illuminated with 
the test light hood. The cell should be greater than 1 M a  
when it is dark and about 5 kn when it is illuminated 
with the test light hood. 
Figures 46 and 47 are typical examples of pitch and 
yaw Sun sensor flight calibration curves, respectively. 
These particular calibration curves were used to support 
the Ranger I X  flight. These data were taken at the Chilao 
test facility with a 680-kn load resistor, which simulates 
the resistance of the Ranger IX flight switching amplifier 
and telemetry load. 
b. Life test. There have been a number of tests that 
could be termed life tests performed on the Clairex 
CL605. A DC potential of 24.5 v was placed across each 
of six cells tested so that during full solar illumination 
each cell dissipated approximately 100 mv of power. 
The Ranger Sun sensors never dissipate over 75 mv per 
cell. Only the electrical connections to a terminal board 
were protected from the weather. After 4 yr of continuous 
light-dark cycling, the cells showed no degradation in 
mechanical or electrical properties, 
A 10.5-mo life test was conducted on the Mariner Mars 
1964 TA primary Sun sensors. A Xenon arc lamp solar 
simulator, providing approximately a one-fifth solar con- 
stant with a 0.5-deg diameter was used as a Sun source. 
Because of the limited size of the simulator light bundle, 
only the yaw primary sensor was tested. An excitation 
PITCH ANGLE, deg 
Fig. 46. Sun sensor flight calibration (pitch) 
YAW ANGLE, deg 
Fig. 47. Sun sensor flight calibration (yaw) 
voltage of +16 v DC and a load of 50 kQ were used to 
simulate flight conditions. Total operating time was 
7692 hr. Except for simulator power supply problems 
totaling 144 hr, the sensor was continuously illuminated 
throughout its total operating time. Throughout the test, 
sensor null stability was continuously monitored. Bi- 
weekly readings of sensor null output and scale factor 
were recorded. All sensor output changes were attributed 
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to simulator changes. No noticeable degradation of the 
CL605 cells was observed during or after the test. 
The Mariner &ght to Venus can also be considered a 
life test. Four primary Sun sensors and nine secondary 
Sun sensors were on the spacecraft with no cell failures 
after 130 days of continuous operation of the primary 
Sun sensors. The secondary Sun sensors were energized 
during only the search phases of the flight. 
Mariner Mars can also be considered a life test for the 
0 5  cells. This spacecraft contains four primary Sun 
sensors and 12 secondary Sun sensors. No cell degrada- 
tion has been observed. 
The total time of these life tests on 0 5  cells amounts 
to 256,508 hr of cell operating time without any cell fail- 
ures, or an equivalent of one cell operating for over 29 yr 
without experiencing a failure. 
5. Hardware Limitations 
During midcourse and terminal maneuvers, the pri- 
mum temperature limit is 140°F. During the noncritical 
phases of flight, the lower temperature limit can be 
reduced to 14°F. 
--.u*, r n c w l l  - Clln u_. c o n c n r  --__-”_ lnwm _- .. -_ tPmpPrptiira __... is 40°F; the maxi- 
6. Operations Summary 
flight Sun sensors at the time of launch. 
Table 24 shows the operating time on the Block I11 
Table 24. Operating time at time of launch 
Opemting time on each 
hr 
Mission primary Sun sensor, 
Operating time on each 
sacondory Sun sensor, 
hr 
Rangcr VI 
Ranger VI1 
Ranger Vll l  
Ranger I X  
454 
73 0 
504 
454 
149 
152 
149 
149 
~ ~ 
7. Reliability 
The most vital problem was the shorting of the two 
detector cell leads on the Proof Test Model spacecraft; 
this would have been catastrophic for the spacecraft if 
it had occurred in flight. Failure reports have been writ- 
ten against the Block I11 Sun sensors as a result of 
FA testing. 
8. Engineering Change Requirements 
A brief description of Engineering Change Require- 
ments made on the Block I11 Sun sensors is given below. 
(1) Deletion of RTV fill in secondary Sun sensor wiring 
cavity. 
(2) Change from allocated to actual weights of assem- 
blies. 
(3) Deletion of solithane conformal coating on C coil 
of primary Sun sensor. 
(4) Application of solithane conformal coating between 
Teflon sleeving and cell as well as terminal. 
(5) Extension of effectivity to include Ranger VZZ and 
Spare 1 secondary Sun sensors. 
C. Sun Shield 
1. Description 
rm P- .Ll. - -_---  c-.- ..l.:..1.a lllt: oalul SCllSUL dull J,.LIcIIU is a e:.% pcsi”,c?,ed me- 
chanical device whose function is to shade most of the 
Earth sensor housing from sunlight while the spacecraft 
is acquired on the Sun for cooler Earth sensor tempera- 
tures; to shield the Earth sensor’s optics from direct sun- 
light while the spacecraft is oriented toward the Sun in 
order to permit the Earth sensor to search for and to 
track the Earth at smaller Earth-probeSun angles; and 
to shade the photocathode surfaces of the PMTs inside 
the Earth sensor from the Sun during the midcourse 
maneuver. 
The Sun shield is mounted on top of the antenna gear 
box, and is cocked in position so as not to interfere with 
the spacecraft shroud. At approximately 1 hr after launch, 
after the shroud has been ejected from the spacecraft, 
the Sun shield is actuated when a cam, located on the 
antenna actuator, moves the lever ann on the Sun shield 
when the high-gain antenna first rotates out of its nested 
position; the shield remains in this actuated position for 
the rest of the flight. 
To achieve more efficiency and reliability, the internal 
actuation mechanism of the Earth sensor Sun shield was 
redesigned for Block I11 (Fig. 48). There was also a slight 
weight change involved with the redesign: the Block I 
and I1 Sun shield weighed 1.2 lb compared with a weight 
of 1.28 lb for the Block I11 shield. 
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Fig. 48. Earth sensor Sun shield 
2. Fabrication 
For the most part, tlie Sun shield is machined from 
5036-Hl12 aluminum alloy material. After the shield and 
the shaft of the shield weldment havc been machined, 
they are welded together. After the machining and weld- 
ing operation, the component parts are black anodized 
and certain areas arc' electrofilmed. The component parts 
are then assembled, and a specially tested and qualified 
low-light-reflecting black cloth is 1)onded onto the shield 
in its critical rcflcction area; it is then functionally and 
environmentally tcstcd. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
It is important that inspections are performed on the 
Sun shield during fabrication and at certain designated 
periods thereafter. 
4. Qualification for Flight 
After the Sun shield has lwei1 assembled, it is tested 
and qiialified as a flight unit. Thcsc tests consist of func- 
tional checks, a run-in tcst, F A  cnvironmental tests, and 
pericdical functional checks after the unit has been as- 
signed to a given spacecraft. A separate Sun shield, the 
TA unit, must also pass morc stringcwt tests in order to 
qualify the design of tlic shield for flight. 
a. Type-approoal testing. The Sun shield must operate 
and perform satisfactorily after having been subjected to 
all of thc T A  tests and must pass a fiinctional test before 
and aftcr cach of thc following T A  tests: handling shock, 
transportation vilxation, humidity, shock, static accelera- 
tion, low-frcqucncy vibration, complex wave vibration, 
temperaturc test, and thermal shock. The Sun shield is 
required to actuate during the TA thermal vacuum test 
and during the TA thermal shock tests; it must pass the 
functional test at the minimum and the maximum tem- 
perature of the temperature test using the Sun shield 
actuation test fixture. This requires putting the Sun shield 
into its stowed position at atmospheric pressure after each 
actuation. The Sun shield also has to remain in its stowed 
position during shock, static acceleration. low-freqiiency 
vibration, and compiex wave vibration in order to pass 
these tests. 
b. Flight-acceptance testing. All flight Sun shields must 
pass the FA tests and a functional test before and after 
the FA vibration and temperatiire test. It must remain in 
its stowcd position diiring the vibration test in order to 
pass the test, and must pass the functional test at the 
minimum and maximiurn temperature of the temperature 
test using tlie Sun shield actuation test fixture. This 
requires putting the Sun shield into its stowed position at 
atmospheric pressure after actuation at the minimum 
temperature. 
c.  Functional checks. The functional check on the 
spacecraft is ensuring that the Sun shield comes to rest 
i!i its actuated position against a 1-g field after being 
released from its stowed position. \\%en the Sun shield 
is o i i  thc spacecraft, a functional check is also made to 
check the rch i sc ,  of thc pin latch in the shield. This is 
accomplishctl b y  rotating the actiiation cam into its posi- 
tion when the high-gain antenna is nested while the 
shield is in its actuated position. 
d .  Run-in test. The run-in test, which is performed be- 
fore the environmental tests, consists of 30 actuations for 
flight Sun sliields and 100 actuations for the TA unit. A 
functional check is made before and after the run-in test. 
Once a flight Earth sensor Sun shield has been assigned 
to a certain spacecraft, it is fmictionally checked many 
times on the spacecraft; i t  is also ttlsted and given a visual 
examination just before the last system test in Pasadcna, 
California, and just before thc final systcm test at Cape 
Kennedy, Florida. 
The test cyuipinent used for Sun shield testing consists 
of a fixture to hold the shield for the ambient functional 
tests ; the Stin shield actti at i on tcs t fixtiirc, which con si s t s 
of a holding fixturc, a DC drive motor, and a cain arrange- 
ment; and the various c~nvironmcntal mounting fixtures. 
The Ranger Block I11 TA Sun shield successfully passed 
the Ranger Block 111 TA testing, although it experienced 
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one failure that was later corrected. The Sun shield failed 
TA vibration after having passed TA bench handling, 
TA drop test, 100-actuation run-in test, TA transportation 
vibration, TA humidity, TA shock, and the TA static 
acceleration test. After the second axis of the TA vibra- 
tion, the Sun shield failed to actuate because a bushing 
came out of the Sun shield when actuated. Examination of 
the hole in the weldment in which the bushing was press- 
fitted showed that some material on the side walls of the 
hole had been removed when the bushing was installed 
initially. The bushing was then staked into the weldment; 
the Sun shield then successfully passed another 100- 
actuation run-in test, TA vibration, TA space tempera- 
ture, and the TA thermal shock test. 
A Sun shield of the same design built by JPL had suc- 
cessfully passed TA vibration testing some months before 
as part of a design verification test. Consequently, it 
seems as though the Sun shield failure after T A  vibration 
was due to poor workmanship when the bushing was 
press-fitted into the weldment rather than to poor design. 
To avoid the possibility of a similar occurrence on another 
unir, aii iiighic Sun shieids have been reworked by siakiug 
the bushing. 
5. Hardware Limitations 
a. Handling and shipping. The Sun shield must not be 
kept in the stowed position when it is not in test or fight 
because fatigue could occur in the actuation spring. 
b. Requirements. Each flight Earth sensor Sun shield 
receives approximately 50 actuations before it is assigned 
to a spacecraft; after assignment, it is actuated approxi- 
mately 12 times. Each Sun shield in flight has had 
approximately 62 actuations performed on it, although 
in actual flight it actuates only once. 
6. Reliability 
There was a malfunction in the TA testing as a result 
of poor workmanship in installing the bushing that failed 
into the Sun shield weldment; there were no Nortronics 
malfunction reports on flight Sun shields. The only sig- 
nificant malfunction at JPL, other than having to change 
slightly the design of the cam, was the flight Sun shield 
that would not always actuate against a 1-6 field. This 
was caused by a slight out-of tolerance condition in two 
machined parts of the Sun shield that caused a slight 
binding action after many actuations. 
In summary, the Block I11 Earth sensor Sun shields 
performance has proved to be extremely reliable and has 
operated satisfactorily on all Ranger fiights. 
7. Engineering Change Requirements 
A brief description of the Engineering Change Re- 
quirements performed on the Block I11 Sun shield is 
given below. 
(1) General redesign of actuation mechanism of Sun 
shield for Block 111. 
(2) Redesign of Sun shield cam to correct an interfer- 
ence condition between Earth sensor and Sun 
shield while on spacecraft. 
(3) Change of allocated to actual weights of assembly. 
(4) Stake bushing in shaft of Sun shield. 
(5 )  Two changes on Sun shield installation drawing. 
D. Jet Vane Actuator 
1. Description 
 ne actuator is a gearless DC ioi-qiiei- i ~ ~ i i i i k ~ g  %2 
mamp of current at 12 v DC in order to generate 2 oz-in. 
of torque; it weighs 0.5 lb. 
-. 
Four jet vane actuators are mounted in a ring (Fig. 49) 
around the exit plane of the vernier propulsion motor. 
Their function is to hold vanes in the exhaust stream of 
the 50-lb-thrust vernier propulsion motor and to deflect 
its gases to apply torques to the spacecraft for the auto- 
pilot function. The actuators are required to function 
during only the midcourse maneuver of the Ranger space- 
craft. 
A jet vane actuator itself is a limited angle torquer 
with an amplitude of +25 deg between limit stops. A 
dual infinite-resolution potentiometer is used for the feed- 
back element as well as the telemetry readout for position 
angle. The actuator has a flat response in reference to 
sinusoidal input out to 10 cps. 
2. Fabrication 
No unusual problems or specialized test equipment 
were required to fabricate and test or calibrate this ac- 
tuator. 
3. Qualification for Flight 
a. Type-approval testing. As a result of TA testing, 
there was a mechanical damage to the shaft and bearing 
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Fig. 49. Jet vane actuator ring assembly 
of the actuator. This requircd a design change limiting 
the amplitude of thc shaft at resonance. After this change 
was made, the actuator was again put through T A  testing; 
no further problems were encountered. 
b. Flight-acceptance testing. The actuators were 
mounted in clusters of four on their mount ring and put 
through FA testing; some actuators failed because the 
leak rates went out of tolcrance. The seals were reworked, 
the FA testing repeated; in these cases, successful passing 
of the FA procedures was experienced. 
The actuator then holds that position until next com- 
manded to move. A torque limiting clutch protects the 
actuator against damage due to accidental back driving 
and possible damage in ground handling test procedures. 
It has the following performance characteristics: 
(1) Pozcer. The actuator operates on 26-v, 400-cps 
power with less than 4-w input. 
(2) Clirtcli. The clutch is set between breakaway limits 
of 19 and 24 ft-11). 
( 3 )  Fceclback. Feedback is an infinite resolution dual 
potentiometer. One side is used for servo control; 
the other side is used for telemetry readouts. 
(4) Output shaft speed. The maximum slewing speed 
of the actuator should be 3 rev/hr. 
a. Performance characteristics. The antenna actuator 
is used to carry the high-gain antenna on the Ranger 
spacecraft. Its function is to point the antenna toward the 
Earth as commanded by the control systcm. The actuator 
is a simple geared servomechanism completely housed in 
a sealed aluminum gear box, which is polished to a mir- 
ror finish in order to provide thermal control; it performs 
a spacecraft structural function in that its output shaft 
directly carries the boom that supports the high-gain 
antenna. The Earth sensor is also precisely aligned and 
mounted to the same antenna carrying boom (Fig. 50). 
c. Life testing. The possible limiting elements in the 
actuator were the potentiometer and the stop pin. An 
actuator was put through 40,000 cyclcs of impact against 
the stop pin with no rcsulting damagcx. Some noise did 
appear on the potcntiomcter; however, this was repaired 
b y  cnsuring that the potcntiometcr was carefiilly Iiiln-i- 
cated at thc time of assembly. 
E.  Antenna Actuator 
1. Description 
The actuator performs as the drive mechanism for a 
limiting type servo. Upon command, it runs until it 
reaches the updated limit at which time the power is cut. 
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2. Fabrication 
The fabrication of the actuator presented no unusual 
problem, since it was an extremely conventional type of 
gear train and housing. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
There were no particular problems involved in testing 
and calibrating the actuator. The potentiometer was 
zeroed in accordance with the zero setting of the boom. 
The actuator tested for conformance to its specified 
parameters using standard type test equipment. 
4. Qualification for Flight 
a. Type-approval testing. The actuator passed the 
Ranger TA test program with no problems, no rework, 
and no design changes required. 
b. FA testing. Each actuator went successfully through 
flight acceptance with no restarts required for any of the 
actuators used on Block 111. 
c. Life testing. One actuator was run continuously 
Giidci maxkum tcrm,r?e !nad fnr 64 hr with no measurable 
degradation of any of its operating components. 
PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH 
F. Gas 
1. Description 
The function of this subsystem is to generate torques 
and hold the spacecraft at the proper attitude for various 
flight requirements. These requirements include reducing 
the separation tumbling rates to a value below 0.9 
mrad/sec about each of three orthogonal axes relative to 
the spacecraft; turning the spacecraft through the Sun 
and Earth acquisition and reacquisition searches; stop- 
ping rotational motion during the cruise mode of flight 
at the prescribed limits of orientation as detected by Sun 
and Earth sensors; orienting the spacecraft for midcourse 
and terminal maneuvers in response to gyro turn com- 
mands; and holding stable orientation during the descent 
to the lunar surface. 
Turning the spacecraft requires, in general, a change 
in angular velocity, i.e., an angular acceleration. Since 
torque is the product of an inertia and the angular accel- 
eration experienced by that inertia, good design would 
provide pure torques as a means of generating the 
angular velocity change required. This can be accom- 
plished only by two equal and opposite parallel forces 
separated by some distance. Two equal torques about an 
PITCH YAW ROLL P ITCH 
f-* REGULATOR R:kFJES y-1 REGULATOR 
NEEDLE VALVE 
PRESSURE PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCER TRANSDUCER 
I 
INLET 
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE 
TRANSDUCER TRANSDUCER 
PRESSURE 
VESSELS 
Fig. 51. Semi-redundant gas actuator subsystem 
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axis can be provided with unequal forces and corre- 
sponding moment arms, but the resultant is a couple 
plus a net force through the center of gravity. This tends 
to change the trajectory of the spacecraft and is, there- 
fore, undesirable if large enough to be significant. Equal 
and opposite forces have been provided about the rn!! 
axis t~ givc a ptii-e coupie. However, the structure of the 
spacecraft did not permit this arrangement about pitch 
and yaw axes. Yaw torques are provided by one small 
thrust at a long arm, about 28 in., and one larger thrust 
at a short arm, about 11 in. All pitch thrusters are ori- 
ented in the same general direction with no approach to 
a couple. 
Thrust is generated by ejecting stored nitrogen gas 
through nozzles in response to solenoid actuated valves. 
By using 12 valves, two identical half systems provided 
complete redundancy in turning the spacecraft in both 
directions about all axes. The minimum acceleration capa- 
bility of one half system was established at 0.24 mrad/ 
sec? to permit the necessary commanded turns without 
gyro saturation. 
Figure 51 shows the simplicity of the system and how 
it is divided into two halves; the hardware and pliimhing 
IX mounted on the spacecraft bus as shown in Fig. 52. 
The system's operation consists of storing nitrogen gas at 
high pressure (3650 psig maximum at 100°F) in a tita- 
nium alloy pressure vessel, reducing the pressure through 
a pneumatic regulator to 15.0 k1.2 psi above ambient 
for distribution to the solenoid valves, and actuating the 
solenoid valves by signals to providc a reaction thrust in 
the proper direction by expulsion of the low-pressure 
nitrogen through a nozzle. 
The pressure vessel temperature and pressure are ob- 
tained by telemetry to monitor total gross performance 
of the system. Figures 52 and 53 show details of plumbing 
and the arrangement of the regulator and pressure trans- 
ducer with a thermal shield removed. 
Fig. 52. Gas subsystem installed on handling frame 
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Fig. 53. Gas subsystem installed on handling frame 
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I Ranger VI1 
The only specification requirement of the subsystem 
was to provide angular velocity changes by accelerating 
the spacecraft about each axis as commanded for the 
nominal 66-hr mission. The required accelerations were 
0.60 i0.06 mrad/sec2 for Rangers VI and VI1 and 0.72 
k0.18 mrad/sec2 for'Rangers VI11 and IX. The change 
in this requirement between R n n g r  VI1 szc! R m g ~ ;  VlII 
was due to an acceleration about the roll axis which was 
20% low (established by careful analysis of Ranger VI1 
data). No detrimenta1 effect to flight characteristics was 
involved by the increased upper limit. A possible increase 
in gas usage was so small as to be negligible and was 
more than offset by a reduction in usage with the derived- 
rate mode in cruise. The low value did not compromise 
the actual performance of the Ranger VI and VI1 mis- 
I 
sions, but could have been serious if the loss of one half 
system had occurred. 
Nozzle 
throat 
diameter, 
in. 
1 
A review of the basic spacecraft dimensions indicated 
that only a calculated mass moment of inertia I , ,  about 
the roll axis was available. Subsequent measurement of 
~ t :  rioof Test iviodei showed that value to be 20% low, 
but was not available in time to use in Ranger VI11 noz- 
zle design calculations. The new sizes were based on an 
arbitrary thrust increase of 20% about the roll axis, plus 
a 20% increase in the acceleration requirement for all 
axes. 
LL . n 
Moment of inertia Angular acceleration, Meosund angular acceleration, 
(measured or com- rad/sec2 X lo-' rad/sec2 X lo-' 
Thrust, Torque, pu'ed), slug-N 
in.-lb and center-of- Midcourse Rata nductions Terminal arm, in.  gravity location,* Predicted commanded and commanded 
Ib 
in. turn acquisitions turn 
In this system with fixed thrust generators, compensa- 
tion for the changes in spacecraft inertia because of 
+Pitch 0.0256 0.01 14 29.85 0.340 97.62 +OS82 0.54 to 0.66 +0.59b Sun: +0.46 
0.0256 0.01 14 29.85 0.340 = 4-0.13) -0.57b Sun:( +0.55 
-Pitch 0.0263 0.0120 28.08 0.337 (7 = -0.98) -0.574 Sun: -0.37 
0.0263 0.0120 28.08 0.337 (r = +473.36) Sun: -0.60 
+Roll 0.0225 0.0089 26.39 0.235 67.60' f0.579 0.54 to 0.66 +0.45 No value 
-Roll 0.0225 0.0089 25.97 0.231 (7 = -0.98) -0.570 -0.48' Rate: -0.59? 
0.0225 0.0089 25.97 0.231 (F = +0.13) 
0.0225 0.0089 26.39 0.235 (F = +473.36) 
+Yaw 0.0268 0.0124 32.51 0.403 117.98 f0.570 0.54 to 0.66 Not Rate: 0.40 
0.0467 0.0358 11.21 0.402 (F = +0.13) performed Sun: 0.50 
-Yaw 0.0267 0.0124 32.30 0.401 (F = -0.93) -0.567 to 0.52 
0.0458 0.0349 11.47 0.400 (L = +473.46 
Table 25. Comparative data 
Not 
performed 
Not 
performed 
Not 
performed 
Control 
axis 
0.54 to 0.66 
0.54 to 0.66 
0.54 to 0.66 
+0.59b Rate: 0.47 Not 
-0.56b Sun: -0.43 
Sun: +0.47 performed 
+0.48' Earth: 0.28 Not 
- 0.48 ' 
performed 
Not Rote; 0.44 Not 
performed Sun: 0.49 performed 
+Pitch 
-Pitch 
+ Roll 
- Roll 
+Yaw 
-Yaw 
0.0256 
0.0256 
0.0263 
0.0263 
0.0227 
0.0225 
0.0227 
0.0225 
0.0269 
0.0467 
0.0269 
0.0460 
0.0118 
0.01 18 
0.0 1 25 
0.0 1 25 
0.0094 
0.0092 
0.0094 
0.0092 
0.01 32 
0.0379 
0.0 1 32 
0.0371 
30.00 
30.00 
28.1 6 
28.1 6 
25.75 
26.60 
25.75 
26.60 
32.52 
11.16 
32.67 
11.34 
0.354 
0.354 
0.352 
0.352 
0.24 1 
0.246 
0.24 1 
0.246 
0.428 
0.423 
0.430 
0.421 
94.79 ' 
= +0.09) 
(7 = -1.02) 
(F = 4-473.08) 
66.73' 
(F = 4-0.09) 
(F = 4-473.08) 
117.80' 
(g = 4-0.09) 
(7 = -0.97) 
(r = +473.17) 
IF = -1.02) 
+0.622 
-0.61 8 
f0.609 
- 0.609 
+0.603 
-0.60 1 
? Questionable data 
Computed values. 
Correct values of angular acceleration leading to change of specified requirement. 
Incorrecl values of angular accelerotion leading lo measurement of moment of inertia obout roll axis on PTM spocecraft. 
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position changes and mass expulsion of control systems 
cannot be provided. For this reason, the nozzle design is 
based on thrust requirements for the commanded turns. 
Pitch and roll thrusts are based on spacecraft geometry 
prior to the midcourse motor burn; yaw thrust is based 
on the geometry of terminal conditions. Comparative data 
are tabulated in Table 25. 
2. Fabrication 
Many unique fabrication features are embodied in the 
construction of this subsystem. One sigdicant aspect is 
the step toward eliminating leakage at joints by welding 
the fittings and tubing together into a permanent unitized 
assembly, which also reduces contamination. Subsequent 
disassembly and reassembly operations have also been 
virtually eliminated by the welded joints, and the unitized 
construction permits the unit to be pressurized at all 
times after assembly. 
Another feature involved the use of all stainless steel 
tubing in a very thin walled size for the low-pressure 
section. It is not possible to bend the 0.25- by O.Olfi-in.-OD 
wall tubing by usual methods because of its tendency to 
collapse and wrinkle. This problem was overcome by 
filling each piece with pitch, making the bend on a pre- 
cision tube bender, and then melting out the pitch before 
cleaning the tubes. 
Each interchangeable half system was constructed on 
an assembly fixture, which duplicated the spacecraft 
Nozzle 
ColMd (hrwt Thrur), 
axis diornehr, Ib 
in. 
+Pitch 
-Pitch 
+Roll 
- R d l  
+Yaw 
-Yaw 
- 
+Pitch 
-Pitdl 
+Roll 
- Rall 
+Yaw 
-Yaw 
- 
Table 25. Comparative data (Cont'dl 
0.0293 0.01 47 
0.0293 0.01 47 
0.0293 0.01 47 
0.0293 0.0147 
0.0285 0.01 40 
0.0285 0.01 40 
0.0285 0.01 40 
0.0285 0.01 40 
0.0305 0.01 58 
0.0573 0.0445 
0.0305 0.01 58 
0.0573 0.0445 
0.0293 
0.0293 
0.0293 
0.0293 
0.0285 
0.0285 
0.0285 
0.0285 
0.0305 
0.0573 
0.0305 
0.0573 
0.01 52 
0.01 52 
0.0 1 52 
0.01 52 
0.0 1 44 
0.0 1 44 
0.0 1 44 
0.01 44 
0.01 65 
0.0460 
0.0 1 65 
0.0460 
Meosumd angular accekrotion. 
rod/s.c' x 10- 
Angular accohmfion, 
rod/soc' X 10- 
27.74 
27.74 
29.74 
29.74 
26.62 
25.68 
25.68 
26.62 
32.1 6 
11.42 
32.04 
1 1.58 
29.97 
29.97 
27.98 
27.98 
26.65 
25.70 
25.70 
26.65 
32.43 
1 1.30 
32.3 1 
11.45 
0.408 97.6 
0.408 (F = +0.09) 
0.436 & =  - 1 . 1 1 1 )  
0.436 (L = +473.82) 
0.373 65.5 (81.6)' 
0.360 (F = +0.09) 
0.360 ( y =  -1.111) 
0.373 (F = +473.82) 
0.510 1 17.98 
0.508 (Z = +0.09) 
0.509 G = -1.05) 
0.515 (I = +473.89) 
0.455 
0.455 
0.425 
0.425 
0.384 
0.370 
0.370 
0.384 
0.535 
0.520 
0.532 
0.526 
f0.746 I 0.54 to 0.90 
-0.696 
+0.932 0.54 to 0.90 
(4-0.748) 
-0.932 
(-0.748) 
+0.720 0.54 to 0.90 
-0.725 
Ranger IX 
97.6 +0.778 
(? = +0.08) 
(r = +473.35) 
(F = +0.08) 
(I = $473.35) 
(Z = +0.08) 
& = -1.096) -0.726 
81.6 +0.770 
(F = -1.0961 -0770 
122.36 +0.719 
= -0.84) -0.720 
(? = +473.52) 
0.54 to 0.90 
0.54 to 0.90 
0.54 to 0.90 
? Quesiionoble data. 
Computed values. 
e Incorrect values of angular acceleration lsodinp to mwwremenr of moment of inertia about roll axis on PTM spacecroft. 
C o r m t  values of onpulor acceleration Iwding to change of s m c i f i d  requirement. 
Data 
not 
analyzed 
+0.642 
-0.646 
Not 
perfarmed 
+0.85 
-0.75 
+0.77 
-0.925 
Not 
performed 
Sun: +0.848 
sun: -0.705 
Sun: -0.465 
Sun: +0.560 
Earth: -0.778 
Not 
performed 
Not 
performed 
Sun: -0.506 Not 
Sun: +0.657 performed 
I 
Sun: +OS93 
Sun: -0.513 
Earth: -0.91 
First: +OJ5 
- 0.70 
Scamd: 4-0.84 
- 0.70 
Not 
perfarmed 
+OS8 
-0.66 
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mounting surfaces and supported the light-weight gan- 
gling plumbing (Fig. 52). Assembly to the fixture and 
welding of the joints were performed in a carefully con- 
trolled cleanroom in an effort to limit particulate contam- 
ination to metallic particles of 5 p or smaller and plastic 
particles of 25 p and smaller. The fillet welds where the 
tubing emerges from the fitting sccket sic s h w i i  ill Fig. 
53. Assemblies were welded together after all parts were 
ultrasonically cleaned and checked for cleanliness by 
microscopically examining the residue from a rinse solu- 
tion collected on a filter paper and the dried part itself. 
Purging with argon gas was continued until the dew 
point of the exit gas was less than -100°F and until less 
than 7 parts/million of free oxygen was present. Welding 
was accomplished in a sequence which always welded 
first the joint farthest upstream of the flow of purging 
argon. A very low argon flow rate was necessary during 
welding to eliminate aspiration of the outside atmosphere 
at the joints to be welded. This eliminated heat tinting of 
the tube ID, which was considered to be a potential 
source of contamination. Immediately upon completion 
of welding, the system was purged of argon and pres- 
surized to 200 psig with dry nitrogen. Except during re- 
pair in a cleanroom equivalent to the fabrication facility, 
the system was maintained at this pressure at all times. 
To minimize system weight, the plate upon which most 
of the components are mounted was made a shear plate 
as part of the spacecraft structure. 
The electrical cabling was built into the assembly 
so that complete control of all functions was available at 
a single connector. (This was advantageous in the sub- 
system test phases of the program and whenever a prob- 
lem arose on the spacecraft.) Disconnection from the 
spacecraft control was accomplished by unplugging a 
connector at each half system; all functions were then 
available to a test cable connector. 
Prior to assembly of operating components, i.e., sole- 
noid valve and regulators, a significant operating history 
was required. By the time completion of the FA testing 
of the subsystem was reached, 10 to 15% of the total life 
cycles of these units had been used. Experience indicated 
that this extensive testing eliminated infant mortality 
failures from flight hardware. It is possible that this 
experience was a function of the particular valve designs, 
which consisted of tungsten carbide ball poppets operat- 
ing against hardened stainless steel seats with no lubrica- 
tion of the sliding parts other than the nitrogen gas. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
This discussion is limited to testing which occurs before 
the environmental FA testing of the subsystem assembly. 
All tests in this category are covered by specification re- 
quirements. Three types of tests are required as necessary: 
(1) Safety tests for those items which store high- 
pressure gas in quantity. 
(2 )  Performance tests to prove that the unit is a good 
operating item and meets the requirements set 
forth for its use. 
(3 )  Cleanliness tests to show freedom from contam- 
ination. 
a. Safety tests. Probably the most important tests are 
those that establish the safety of a pressure vessel and 
the limits of further proof testing. These are well covered 
by JPL specifications limiting the permissible materials 
and requiring the minimum burst pressure to be 2.2 times 
the working pressure of the vessel. The design of other 
high- and low-pressure components is based on a factor 
of safety of 4 although they are not necessarily subjected 
to burst tests. The regulator, pressure transducer, and fill 
manifold, as well as the pressure vessel, undergo proof 
tests to 1.5 times the working pressure or more; the 
welded subsystem is subjected to this same test for a 
minimum of three cycles immediately after completion. 
In this system, the proof pressure was 5475 psig. 
b. Cleanliness tests. Since the internal cleanliness of 
the system has a great bearing on its performance, clean- 
liness checks to the 5- and 25-p level are made at many 
points in the fabrication and test cycle. As component 
pieces of all assemblies are cleaned, a distilled water 
rinse is filtered; an estimate of the total number and size 
of particles on the grid-marked filter paper is made by 
counting a sample number of squares under a microscope. 
Cleaning is repeated until the count is within the require- 
ment of no metallic particles over 5 p in size and no 
plastic particles over 25 p in size. At assembly time, each 
piece is examined microscopically for cleanliness. After 
assembly of operating units such as valves or regulators, 
nitrogen gas is run through the unit and through a down- 
stream filter. Again, the count of particles collected on 
this filter must be within the stated limits. The absence 
of any significant hydrocarbons is verified by examining 
each piece for characteristic fluorescence under ultra- 
violet light before assembly. Once the assembly is made, 
the unit is protected from contamination by careful han- 
dling. This required maintenance of a minimum of 
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200-psig pressure in the vessel. Pressurization required 
a filter with O.Sp pores located in the fill manifold. This 
filter unit is in place at all times including FA testing and 
is removed only after final pressurization during launch 
preparation. All charging gas must pass through this filter 
and must also have a dew point of -60°F or lower. 
The dew point at the end of the charging line is checked 
every time it is to be connected to the inlet port of the 
fill manifold. 
c. Performance tests. Performance tests are repeated 
frequently as a means of exercising the hardware to keep 
it operational and to verify that degradation has not taken 
place. Such tests are specified for the operating sub- 
assemblies and are performed at the vendor’s plant with 
JPL quality control coverage prior to shipment and again 
upon receipt of the hardware by the assembly facility. 
Certain of these tests are repeated immediately after a 
subsystem has been fabricated and at intervals during 
and after FA testing. Some degradation is expected dur- 
ing these operations and is limited by careful selection of 
permissible leak rates of the units. Jet valves and regula- 
tors may have a leak rate up to 1.0 cm./kr when accepieG 
at the assembly facility and may leak up to 3.0 cm3/hr 
at completion of FA testing. 
Performance tests are run on such subassemblies as jet 
valves and regulators to be sure that they are received 
from the vendor in good working order and to verify that 
consistent results of test instrumentation are obtained by 
both vendor and assembly testing facilities. These tests 
include a check of opening and closing times, pull-in and 
drop-out currents, and leakage of jet valves and pressure 
regulation at one valve and five valve flow rates through 
0.020-in.-diameter orifices; and leakages, cracking, and 
reseat pressures of the relief valve of the regulator. The 
required values are: 
Jet valve. 
Opening time: 15 msec (maximum). 
Closing time: 7 msec (maximum). 
Pull-in current: 62 mamp. 
Internal leakage: 3 cm3/hr (maximum). 
Regulator. 
Regulated pressure: 15.0 k1.2 psig. 
Internal leakage: 3 cm3/hr (maximum). 
Relief pressure: 22 psi (maximum). 
Reseat pressure: 10 psi (minimum). 
External leakage: none. 
At this point, the only calibrations were those involving 
the pressure and temperature transducers. This calibra- 
tion is repeated prior to spacecraft environmental tests at 
JPL and serves as the final calibration of these trans- 
ducers for flight. 
4. Qualification for Flight 
Three major types of testing were conducted to qualify 
this actuator for flight. Each complete subsystem was sub- 
jected to a FA environmental test series composed of a 
vibration test simulating the launch phase, and a long 
time vacuum-temperature test simulating performance 
requirements in outer space. A TA test of one flight-type 
system subjected it to a series of environmental tests 
representative of all the environments that the actual 
hardware would face from the time of assembly to impact 
on the Moon and in the approximate sequence in which 
they would normally occur. These tests include transpor- 
tation vibration and handling shock, humidity, static 
accc!erztic?rt, \ihratinn at a level 1.5 times the FA level, 
vacuum-temperature, and thermal shock tests for a longer 
duration and at greater extremes than the FA test require- 
ments. The final test was a life test of the TA system to 
verify that the life requirements of the specifications were 
being met and that the mission would not be jeopardized 
by wearout failures. 
a. Type-approval testing. The TA environmental tests 
were designed to evaluate the ability of the system to 
withstand the expected life usage and provide some mar- 
gin of reserve to cover unknown levels of greater extremes. 
For the gas actuator, certain tests were eliminated. 
A bench drop test was out of the question because, since 
the unit was not self-supporting, it could not help but be 
fatal. The explosive atmosphere test was not made be- 
cause no switching contacts are used in the system. 
Sterilization was not a requirement. The unit and sup- 
porting vibration test fixture weighed over 450 lb, which 
was beyond the capacity of the shock test device. Another 
deviation of the testing was to perform the handling drop 
test last in order not to delay all the other tests if the 
fragility of the system were below this requirement. The 
5-ft-radius of the centrifuge meant that, during the static 
acceleration along the yaw axis, a 1.5-g gradient occurred 
so that one pitch valve was subject to an acceleration of 
0.75 g less than the 3 g specified and the other 0.75 g more. 
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Serial Number 57 was designated as TA specimen fol- 
lowing malfunction in FA test vibration and subsequent 
replacement of a tube, damaged by a welding burn- 
through which had not been reported, and replacement 
of three jet valves contaminated by particulate residue 
from the burnthrough. 
Transportation vibration and handling shock. The trans- 
portation vibration test was conducted at the Norair 
Environmental Laboratory in Hawthorne, California; The 
Hawk shaker and the MSE shaker were used as test 
apparatus. Although the Hawk is a vertically driven 
shaker and the MSE is horizontally driven, both are 
driven hydraulically with electronic input. 
The shipping container construction and padding were 
in accordance with JPL specifications. The gas subsystem 
was secured in the container in a normal shipping con- 
figuration and the container securely fastened to the 
vibration platform. 
The vibration spectrum covered was a low-frequency 
sinusoidal waveform from 1.3 to 5.0 g and 2 to 500 cps. 
The elapsed time for each axis of vibration was 60 min. 
The gas subsystem was pressurized to 200 psi, the normal 
shipping pressure. 
There was no performance test requirement during the 
transportation vibration. 
After vibration in each axis, the shipping container was 
uncovered and the gas subsystem examined. There were 
no visible signs of damage. 
The before transport vibration performance test was 
conducted with all functions performing normally. The 
after transport vibratiodbefore humidity performance 
test revealed that there was no recorder response to pres- 
sure in the vessel. After making several checks, it was 
ascertained that the pressure transducer had an open in 
the resistance winding. The decision was made to attack 
a new pressure transducer in parallel to the malfunction- 
ing one and to continue with the humidity phase of the 
T A  environmental test while the chamber was available. 
After satisfactory completion of the humidity test, the 
new pressure transducer was permanently attached to 
the gas subsystem by cutting out the malfunctioning trans- 
ducers and welding in the newly tested one. This neces- 
sitated repeating the transportation vibration test. 
The transportation vibration retest of the gas subsystem 
was conducted as described. The same parameters ap- 
plied to the retest. The before test was performed with 
all components functioning normally except yaw valve 5, 
which was leaking in excess of the specification. There 
was a considerable amount of resonance at 8 cps. After 
each axis of vibration, a visual examination was made of 
the shipping container and the gas subsystem. There was 
no evidence of damage to either. 
The after test was performed with all components func- 
tioning normally except yaw valve 5, which was leaking 
in excess of the specification. 
Humidity. The humidity test was conducted at the 
Norair Environmental Laboratory in Hawthorne, Califor- 
nia. A 12-ft humidity chamber was used for the test. I 
No performance tests were required during the humid- 
ity test; however, it was required that the system be 
pressurized to nominal launch pressure, 3500 psia at 
75°F. This was a deviation from the specification, which 
required that functional test be performed during the 
humidity test. 
The before humidity test was performed with all func- 
tions normal. The pressure transducer mounted in parallel 
to the malfunctioning unit was in operation during this 
test. The required chamber conditions were stabilization 
at 70"F, then a humidity raise to 95%. After stabilization, 
the temperature was raised to 100°F and 95% humidity. 
This environment was maintained for 30 min. 
The after humidity test was performed with all com- 
ponents functioning normally except yaw valve 5, which 
was leaking in excess of 3.00 cm3/hr, the maximum allow- 
able after FA testing, but not in excess of the 5.00 cm"/hr 
allowable after TA testing. The gas subsystem was re- 
turned to the cleanroom for the replacement of the mal- 
functioned pressure transducer. 
Static acceleration test. The static acceleration test was 
conducted in Hawthorne. The 5-ft centrifuge was used 
to perform this test. 
The test requirements were 3-g acceleration in two 
orthogonal directions and 14-g acceleration in the direc- 
tion of the launch. The time of test was 5 min in each axis. 
There was no performance requirement during the 
static acceleration test; the gas subsystem was pres- 
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surized to full system pressure of 3650 psi. Exam- 
ination of the test specimen between each axis revealed 
no evidence of damage or malfunction as a result of the 
static acceleration test. 
During the after test, it was observed that the pressure 
regulation (flow characteristics) test at 3500 psig exceeded 
specified tolerances when five valves were actuated. The 
value recorded was 13.75 psi. The allowable per the speci- 
fication is 15 psig 21 .2  psi. Continued TA testing revealed 
a steady degradation of pressure regulation. A valve 
bubble check revealed that yaw valve 5 and pitch valve 6 
exceeded the maximum allowable leakage of 3.00 cm3/hr. 
Vibration (1.5 times that of FA level). The vibration 
test was conducted in two areas: The low-frequency 
vibration was conducted on the MSE shaker; the high- 
frequency vibration was conducted on the Ling shaker. 
The vibration spectrum covered was a sinusoidal wave- 
form at 1 to 15 cps at a maximum level of 3 g. 
The gis s&system Wzg secllred to the Vibration fixture 
and subjected to three axes of vibration. It was not neces- 
sary to monitor any functions during the test; however, 
the testing was done with the system fully pressurized to 
3650 psig. Each axis was vibrated for approximately 3 
min. After each axis of vibration, the gas subsystem was 
examined for any damage. There was no visible evidence 
of damage as a result of vibration at the low frequency. 
The high-frequency vibration spectrum was taken from 
the standard JPL tape for TA testing of systems weighmg 
over 10 Ib. The spectrum covered random noise from 2 
to 14 g; the duration of the test for each axis was 636 sec 
(Fig. 54). Vibration in the roll axis was completed with 
IO' 2 4 6 IO' 2 4 6  d 2 
FREQUENCY. cps 
Fig. 54. Typical test level: y-axis (TA level) 
no apparent damage to the system. Examination after the 
vibration in the pitch axis revealed a broken lead at pitch 
valve 6. The wire lead was repaired and the pitch axis 
vibration repeated. During the second vibration, one 
screw holding the pitch valve 6 manifold loosened; the 
second screw failed because of high-tensile loads on the 
screw. Pitch valve 1 manifold screws loosened and one of 
the leads to the valve revealed several broken strands. 
The broken screw was replaced and the loosened ones 
tightened. The wire lead to pitch valve 1, with the broken 
strands, was left as it was until it actually failed. Later, 
this specimen was modified to the new wire routing; 
however, to permit continued testing, a mockup of the 
pitch valve assembly, manifold. and tubing was made up 
and successfully tested to a level above the TA test level. 
Vibration in the y-axis (yaw) revealed no further dam- 
age. High pressure, temperature, and regulated (low) 
pressure were monitored on strip chart recorders. 
The before vibration performance data is the same as 
after static acceleration. The response time close was not 
a\la&L,!z l.,eczzse =f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ t ~ t i ~ f i  rtiffimilties. 
?'he after vibration indicated that the response time 
close was functioning normally for all valves, confirming 
suspected instrumentation problems during the previous 
test. This test also revealed degradation of the pressure 
regulation at 3500 psig with valves 1 and 5 actuated. 
A bubble check revealed valve leakage in excess of the 
specification. 
Vacuum-temperature and thermal shock. Requirements 
for these tests were as follows: specimen stabilization, 
-10°C; chamber pressure, 1W mm Hg (maintained for 
4 hr); temperature stabilization, 75"C, chamber pressure, 
lo-' mm Hg. The duration of the latter part of the tem- 
perature test was 116 hr. 
The thermal shock was conducted as part of the tem- 
perature test. The requirement was that when the test 
specimen was stabilized at 75°C with the chamber walls 
at LN, temperature, all heat sources were turned off. 
This allowed all heat to radiate to the chamber walls. 
This was maintained for 2 hr. At the close of the 2-hr 
period, the heat lamps were turned to the same setting 
as before the thermal shock and held until the test speci- 
men temperature had stabilized at 75°C again. Chamber 
vacuum of lo-' mm Hg or better was maintained through- 
out the test. 
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It was required that functional responses be recorded 
during the entire period of the temperature test. Step A, 
initial functional testing, was done before the vacuum- 
temperature test was started; Step B, final functional test- 
ing, was done at the conclusion. 
Steps 1 through 7, intermediate functional tests, were 
performed during the low- and high-temperature soak 
and during the transitional period from ambient to cold, 
then to hot. Flight pressure was maintained at 1500 psi 
negative to 75°F during Steps A, 1 through 7, and B. 
Each valve (except P1) was cycled for a maximum of 
1 sec once each hour during the test, except during the 
time required to perform Steps 1 through 7. P1 is excluded 
because the regulated pressure is monitored from P1. 
It was necessary to interrupt the test after 41 hr at 
stable high temperature (75°C). The reason for the inter- 
ruption was that the Tygon tube attached to P1 had 
become excessively hot and slipped off the nozzle. The 
repair was made and the test resumed. At the end of the 
116 hr at 75”C, temperature and pressure were brought 
to ambient and Step B performed. The chamber pressure 
was again lowered to lo-‘ mm Hg and Steps 1 through 4 
repeated. This deviation was necessary because Step 3 
was not done during the normal sequence of the test. 
When the temperature was stabilized at 75”C, after Step 
4, the thermal shock test was conducted. The test of pres- 
sure regulation revealed an “out-of-specification” condi- 
tion at 3500 psig with valves l a  and 5 actuated. This 
follows the degradation curve of the flow characteristic 
referred to previously. The after test revealed excessive 
valve leakage on R2 and Y5. 
Handling shock. An overhead crane, a pneumatic break- 
away jaw, and a suitable rope sling are used in accom- 
plishing this test. 
The test requirement was that the shipping container, 
with the gas subsystem secured inside, be dropped six 
times from a specified height. The container was sub- 
jected to six drops; the gas subsystem was removed from 
the shipping container and a performance test conducted. 
The after handling shock test revealed “out-of- 
specification” conditions in the following tests: 
(1) Pressure regulation (when the system is pressurized 
to 3500 psig at 75°F and valves 1 and 5 are actu- 
ated); regulated pressure drops below the allow- 
able minimum of 13.80 psi. 
(2) Response time close on R2: exceeds the maximum 
of 5.0 msec. 
(3) Leakage on R2, R3, and Y5: in excess of 3.00 cm3/hr. 
It is concluded that the gas subsystem successfully dem- 
oiijtrateil an abiiity to withstand the environments to 
which it was subjected. 
A post-TA vibration test was requested. The post-test 
conditions established were: 
(1) 200 psig in the pressure vessel. 
(2) The fill manifold replaced by a fill manifold plug. 
(3) All flight hardware on valves and equipment plate. 
(4) Monitor pressure transducer and pressure trans- 
ducer mounting bracket with a low-mass, three- 
axis accelerometer. 
(5) Monitor P6 valve with a low-mass, three-axis ac- 
celerometer. 
When these conditions were met, the specimen was 
subjected to a low-level sine sweep. It was evident that 
this low-level input was greatly amplified at the pressure 
transducer. It was decided to design and install a support 
bracket on the pressure transducer before further testing 
on the TA level. 
The newly designed and fabricated bracket was at- 
tached to the pressure transducer and secured to the 
equipment plate. After vibration, with the bracket and 
without it, it was found that the bracket made no appreci- 
able difference in damping the excessive amplification at 
the transducer. After analyzing this data, it was. decided 
to continue with the post-TA test as previously planned. 
The gas subsystem was subjected to vibration in the roll 
(2) axis. All functions appeared normal. Examination of 
the specimen after vibration showed that the pressure 
vessel had twisted in its mount. The second axis sub- 
jected to vibration was the pitch (.) axis. The pressure 
vessel was observed to rotate as in the previous axis. 
Total excursion of the vessel was approximately 15 deg. 
At the end of the vibration, the vessel remained radially 
displaced by several degrees, A wire lead on pitch valve 6 
broke during the test. The screws securing pitch valve 
6 to the holding fixture had loosened, causing severe 
vibration of the valve. 
The third axis vibrated was the yaw (y) axis. The pres- 
sure vessel was observed to rotate again, but not as much 
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as in the previous test. The wire lead on pitch valve 1 
had broken; this was the wire that had been noted pre- 
viously as having several strands broken. 
A tabulation of the results showed only relatively minor 
deviations from the specification limits at the conclusion 
of the tests. One valve was 0.3 msec over on response time 
close. This was not serious as the specification was relaxed 
2.0 msec to accommodate a variation in manufacturing 
of some later valves. That same valve was over specifica- 
tion by 2.5 cm3/hr on leakage; however, after some 
post-TA vibration tests, it was found to be back within 
specification limits. Also, the regulator was found to be 
0.4 psi below the specification under maximum pressure 
and load. This five-valve load would never occur in flight. 
It was expected that the pressure would soon be reduced 
by usage which would bring operation back into required 
limits. The unit had been degraded by the tests such that 
it regulated at approximately 0.9 psi below the original 
valve at the same high-pressure conditions. Table 26 
summarizes the test results. 
b. Flight-acceptunce testing. The purpose of the FA 
test is to ensure that a subsystem will operate as designed 
in a space-type atmosphere after sustaining severe vibra- 
tion environment. It is not proposed to duplicate the 
environments of a mission, but to cover a broad range 
of vibration frequencies and vacuum-temperature com- 
binations that will pinpoint any superficial weaknesses in 
the specific piece of hardware under test. The particular 
design is presumed to have already passed a TA test. 
Transportation vibration and handling shock. Initially, 
the vibration fixture alone was equalized flat from 15 to 
2OOO cps using a 1.5-g sine sweep and broad-band random 
noise at an overall level of 3 or 4 g RMS. Instrumentation 
was connected to monitor the pressure and temperature 
of the pressure vessel and the regulated pressure and 
temperature of the gas in the low-pressure system on 
continuous recordings. A schematic of the specimen and 
the test setup instrumentation is shown in Fig. 55. Figure 
56 shows the test fixture and a specimen in place on a 
slip plate oriented for vibration along the launch axis. 
Before vibration, the system is charged with dry nitrogen 
to the equivalent of 3650 and 100°F. The test input to 
the equalization system consists of one sweep up the 
frequency scale and down the scale for each of three 
mutually perpendicular axes at combinations of sine and 
random noise vibration at specified frequencies a d  g 
levels. This is recorded on a standard magnetic tape for 
playback to the driver for the test. 
The fixture was so designed that it could be laid on its 
back for the launch axis vibration and turned to two 
positions at right angles to each other in the upright 
position for vibration along the other two orthogonal 
axes. 
Vacuum-temperature. To ensure that proper operation 
will take place in a space environment, simulated condi- 
tions are provided in a vacuum chamber while operation 
of the system and checks of that operation take place. 
The unit is insulated from the weld handling fixture by 
Teflon shims, and the whole assembly is suspended from 
the chamber walls on three thin cables. With the pressure 
maintained at l(r torr or lower, deep space temperatures 
are simulated by operating the walls at liquid nitrogen 
temperature. Radiation heating is simulated by heat 
lamps. To give uniform heat distribution from the lamps 
over the localized chunks of the gas actuator, separate 
shrouds are fitted to the pitch and roll valve assemblies 
and to the equipment plate. During the test, with the 
exception of performance checks, five of the valves are 
operated in sequence; each one is operated once approx- 
imately every u) min. The sixth valve is held open 
c9nti;n~nasly so the regulated pressure in the system can 
be monitored, both by a gage in the chamber and a 
transducer to produce a permanent strip chart of the 
seven performance tests. 
For more complete determination of the flightworthi- 
ness of a system, a quantitative leak measurement was 
run before and at some time after the vibration test. A 
change of 25% helium and 75% nitrogen was used, and 
the leakage measured on a helium mass spectrometer leak 
detector. 
The program environmental test specification specifies 
only the particular environment that a unit must survive; 
it does not evaluate the operation or survival of the unit 
in that environment. This was done by running an ex- 
tensive performance test of the gas subsystem immedi- 
ately before and after each environment and by causing 
it to operate in a normal manner in those environments 
where it would normally be expected to operate. Any 
change in operating parameters from the specification 
was individually evaluated for acceptability, and only 
very small changes in parameters over that at acceptance 
valves and regulators were permitted. 
The tests run were: 
(1) Regulator internal leakage and pressure regulation 
for one-valve and five-valve loads at four inlet 
pressures. 
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Fig. 55. Gas actuator assembly test setup 
(2) Jet valve response time, open, close, and consist- 
(3) A quantitative leak test. 
ency, pull-in and drop-out currents, and leakage. 
Figure 57 shows the typical levels. Jet valve leakage was 
checked by bubbling the leak through isopropyl alcohol 
into a filled inverted graduated test tube. 
The greatest problem was that of contamination in the 
systems. Two major sources were identified and elimi- 
nated: The first was too liberal use of “Snoop,” a soap 
bubble type leak-detecting solution, at valve test nozzles, 
regulator vent openings, and other points where entry 
into the system was not over too long a path for a good 
wetting agent. A final conclusive test was run after con- 
clusion of the flight program by purposely putting this 
solution in a valve and checking the results against the 
same treatment with water and against previous failures. 
The second major source was a wire mesh filter placed 
at the inlet to each of the four valve manifolds. When 
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by the test fittings, which were improved to eliminate 
that possibility. An identical unit, assigned to the Mariner 
Project, was found to have an internal leak which pres- 
surized the case and created a hazard. All Ranger cases 
were vented, which changed the pressure readings from 
absolute to gage readings on Earth, but meant no change 
in outer space. 
Many failures (as just described) occurred during or 
after the vibration testing. In this event, the failed 
item was removed from the system, a new item installed, 
and the vibration testing repeated. Later in the project, 
a number of valves were FA tested separately so that 
rapid backup of the flight operations could be maintained 
whenever the spare subsystem was required. 
Fig. 56. Test fixture and specimen on slip plate 
Io' 2 4 6 10' 2 4 6 I d  2 
FREQUENCY, cps 
Fig. 57. Typical test level: x-axis (FA level) 
several valves were lost due to excessive leakage after the 
vibration environment in each of several systems, an in- 
vestigation disclosed that these filters were being rinsed 
only instead of ultrasonically cleaned. Even though 
Ranger VI1 was ready to ship, the gas actuators were 
removed and these filters cleaned in time for assembly in 
the normal schedule. It took many hours of ulbasonic 
agitation of these units in distilled water to bring the 
particulate residue down to an acceptable level. The vi- 
bration environment seemed most effective in showing up 
systems which contained contamination; the leak test of 
valves and regulator was the most effective method of 
detecting the location of that contamination. 
Another source of trouble was the pressure transducer. 
Several instances of burned spots on the windings were 
discovered; however, no obvious errors were discovered 
in test circuits. Small improvements and protective re- 
sistors were added, but subsequent failures occurred. 
Only one leak was found in Ranger parts: it was masked 
In some areas, excessively rigid requirements were 
maintained. This permitted evaluation of those compo- 
nents, namely jet valves and regulators, for missions 
where more rigid requirements would be in order. As an 
example of this, a jet valve was permitted a leakage of 
3 cm'/hr at launch time. Actually, if all other contingen- 
cies for gas usage were ignored, a leakage of approxi- 
mately 90 c m 3 h  per vaive was pvss"i1e. This pe~&+d 
use of items, which jumped out of specifica$on during 
the test sequence when engineering judgment indicated 
that the jump in leakage was not one of continuous in- 
crease, but had stabilized at a new level. No excess use 
of gas was ever encountered in the last four Ranger 
missions. 
e. Life testing. A life test was conducted on the TA 
unit after all the environmental testing was complete in 
order to be sure that the functional components would 
meet their respective life requirements and to determine, 
where-feasible, what additional margin was available. In 
addition to testing the single half system, two additional 
jet valves were tested throughout 310 cycles of operation. 
No planned environmental variations were included as 
part of the tests. 
The TA unit was set up in a rope net isolating barricade 
so that it could be charged periodically to full flight. 
A set of motor-driven cams was used to cycle the jet 
valves. Each valve was cycled once per second in se- 
quence and the open time set approximately 70 msec in 
order to cause the regulator to operate for each valve 
actuation. The gas jetted through each valve, passed 
through a millipore filter, and then on to a pressure 
switch, which in turn operated individual counters to 
keep track of the operations. The filters were changed 
every 25,000 cycles and the particulate contamination 
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counted. At this same interval, a complete performance 
check of the system was made so any gradual change 
could be noted. Each pressurization of the unit would 
provide gas for approximately 9800 cycles of each valve. 
This also provided about 30 cycles of pressurization, 
causing a full swing of the pressure transducer wiper. 
Figurc 55 Auws the system with filters and pressure 
switches connected. 
The regulator was operated in this manner with 
approximately 1,500,OOO opening and closing cycles and 
completed the test with leak rates well within the speci- 
fication limit of 500,000 cycles. 
One of the jet valves exceeded the specification leak 
rate of 5 cm"/hr somewhere between 150,000 and 175,000 
cycles and was removed from the test. The other five 
valves continued operation to 300,000 cycles and were 
still operating in an acceptable fashion. A detailed analy- 
sis of the failed valve was not made; however, from the 
fact that the quantity of fine particulate contamination 
was very high throughout the test and that the opening 
time doubled, it was concluded that wear and galling of 
the plunger and poppet took place until failure occurred. 
This failure mode has been observed on other valves 
where a particle wedges between the plunger and its bore 
- . I -  -vc.ar of the piated surfaces. These wear parti- 
cles then flow downstream and lodge between the tung- 
sten carbide ball poppet and its closely fitting hardened 
stainless steel guides and cause galling of the guides, 
buildup on the ball, and sometimes sticking to the poppet, 
usually in the closed position. With leak rate beyond 
measure in this valve and the opening time doubled, it 
was suspected that the poppet was stuck partly open and 
the plunger restricted from free operation by the exces- 
sive contamination measured at the outlet. 
InJ r C n r C . -  .---- 
A worst-case analysis of gas usage was reported in 
Ref. 1, p. 145. From a nominal total storage of 4.18 Ib at 
launch time, only 0.23-lb reserve was estimated to remain 
at the mission end in this case. In actuality, no failures 
were found in analysis of the flight data, and the system 
Fig. 58. Gas subsystem showing filters and pressure switches connected 
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performed significantly better than the nominal case with 
respect to gas usage. Telemetered data of temperature 
and pressure was not fine enough to show any usage. 
Calculated use is tabulated below along with the initial 
charge of nitrogen: 
1 1 Initial 1 Calculated I Kominal use 
Ranger VI1 
Ranger VlII 0.115 
Ranger IX 4.20 0.133 
Three special tests were conducted. The first has been 
described and was the helium mass spectrometer quan- 
titative leak test performed before and after vibration on 
every system. 
‘A’hz:: Brewlire transducers failed several times during 
vibration, special vibration runs were ma& OZ the T4 
system to check transmissibility of the fixture and mount- 
ing of the transducers. Also, a bracket was fabricated to 
hold the cantilevered end of the transducer in close rela- 
tion to the shear plate supporting this equipment. KO 
significant reduction in transmissibility to the transducer 
was achieved and that approach was abandoned. 
Finally, an additional set of three axes of TA level vibra- 
tion tests was run with the fill manifold, a 1.35-lb, nearly 
solid, block of steel, replaced by its flight plug and only 
200-psig pressure in the vessel. It was observed that the 
pressure vessel rotated approximately 15 deg in its mount 
during any axis of vibration. This resulted in a special 
adjustment of the Belleville springs holding it in place 
for any vibration test at pressures below 1500 psig. 
The advantage of lightness (a complete half system less 
gas in the vessel weighs 12 lb ) meant that the unit could 
not support itself. Construction on a weld-handling fixture 
provided a means to handle the unit and simple structure 
to put in a shipping container as shown in Fig. 59. This 
weld-handling fixture was also designed to adapt to the 
vibration test fixture (Fig. 54) with about 200 bolts pro- 
viding a good measure of solidarity. Another fixture, the 
“transfer fixture,” attached to the gas actuator outside of 
the weld-handling fixture, provided means of trans- 
ferring the unit to the spacecraft bus without causing 
unwanted strains in the plumbing and cables. Figure 60 
shows the system supported by this fixture. 
Fig. 59. Gas subsystem installed in carrying case 
Transportation of the unit on the weld-handling fixture 
was limited to hand carrying or riding the padded bed 
of a pickup truck around the Laboratory at a Eimph limit. 
All other transportation was accomplished with the unit 
in its shipping case. This is a large wooden crate with an 
inner plywood box lined with a water tight film and 
siipprted hy  4 in. of rubberized hair padding on all sides 
(Fig. 59). 
5. Hardware Limitations 
In general, hardware limitations are not known be- 
cause testing to destruction was not undertaken; how- 
ever, limits in some areas were established. Some items 
received environmental loads far above specification input 
requirements without failure. 
With respect to the vibration environment, there is 
considerable gain in the 385-1b fixture used to support a 
complete half system and also in the structure of the 
subsystem. The pressure transducer was instrumented to 
measure g loading along three mutually perpendicular 
axes and was found to be loaded to approximately 30 
times the TA input level across the transducer axis and 
approximately 20 times the input level along the trans- 
ducer. This means that the unit sustained successfully 
loads of 135 to 270 g for short time intervals in a direc- 
tion across the cylindrical axis of the transducer and 90 
to 180 g along the axis at certain frequencies. 
,4 pitch valve manifold was instrumented with a single 
accelerometer and was found to be loaded to 150 g per- 
pendicular to the cylindrical axis of the valve. This load- 
ing sometimes caused failure of an electrical lead at the 
soldered terminal until the length of the service loop was 
drastically shortened. 
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Fig. 60. Gas subsystem installed on transfer frame 
The temperature limits of the unit were not reached in 
any testing; however, an upper limit of 135°F during 
flight was established from the standpoint of pressure 
vessel safety. A fully charged pressure vessel will reach 
4000 psi at this temperature, which is the limit with a 
specified minimum burst of 8030 psi. Regulator icing 
could be produced if the changing gas was not dry 
enough. 
In flight (as noted previously) pure couples are not 
provided about pitch and yaw axes; this fact results in a 
small velocity increment along each of these axes being 
generated each time a pair of valves fkes. These changes 
are not significant to the accuracy of the Ranger trajec- 
tory because of small magnitudes and the very small 
amount of gas used. 
It has been customary to require a 4 to 1 factor of 
safety on pressure vessels where personnel are concerned. 
In this case, this is observed during most testing by limit- 
ing pressures in the system to 1800 psi or less. It was felt 
that TA testing should be done at a pressure that would 
be expected during that environment and that valid F A  
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vibration tests should be done at full flight pressure. In 
these cases, a protective barricade was used for personnel 
protection. 
Definite limitations exist in the handling of this sub- 
system in two areas: those of cleanliness and the inability 
of the unit to support itself mechanically. Cleanliness is 
maintained by the careful assembly procedures already 
described and the careful control of the charging gas, 
including the very small pore filter in the fill manifold. 
In the last stages of the program, several difficulties 
were traced to too liberal use of soap bubble leak detect- 
ing solutions which seemed to enter the jet valves by 
creeping around the ball poppet and then concentrating 
collections of fine particulate contamination in critical 
areas until failures occurred. 
6. Operations Summary 
Significant operating time of the major components of 
this subsystem can be measured only by a count of the 
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number of operating cycles of a valve or regulator. These 
operations can conveniently be divided into four areas: 
(1) Redelivery and acceptance cycling. 
(2) System checkout and FA testing. 
(3) Spacecraft systems testing. 
(4) Actual flight operations. 
As mentioned previously, a signficant portion of the 
life of the regulator and valves was used prior to and 
during assembly into a system to avoid infant mortality 
failures. This amounted to 50,OOO cycles for jet valves and 
80,OOO cycles for regulators. During the system checkout 
and FA tests, only a few cycles of operation occur except 
during the thermal vacuum testing where each jet valve 
is opened about every 20 min or about 126 cycles during 
the @hr test. The total for this period will probably aver- 
age about 150 cycles. Here each jet valve operation is of 
considerable duration, permitting the assumption that the 
regulator operates each time a valve operates, or 
150 X 6 = 900 cycles 
rm i n e  spacxxdi systems tests ~cz~id!;? FLC tn 1 0 0  
cycles per jet valve and consist of three space vacuum 
mission tests, six systems tests, one subsystems test, and 
one spares verification test. This totals some 11,OOO cycles 
of a jet valve. For Rangers VZ and VZZ, the on time of 
each operation was variable and, in general, long enough 
to cause the regulator to operate; on Rangers VZZI and ZX, 
with derived-rate control systems, each valve pulse was 
limited to an on time of 20 msec. Here approximately three 
operations would be required to cause the regulator to 
operate,so its usage would be only one-third the valve 
operations, or say 22,OOO cycles rather than the 66,OOO 
cycles expected. 
Reduction of fIight data in the Rangers VZZZ and IX 
mission report lists actuations of 978 and 768 in pitch, 
265 and 222 in yaw, and 1s and 151 in roll. Again the 
regulator will operate about one-third of the time or 467 
for Ranger VZZZ and 380 for Ranger ZX. 
On occasion, extra cycles were added to evaluate mal- 
functions. An example is cited for Ranger VZZZ: High 
leakage was discovered on one yaw valve and some 6035 
cycles were added to clear it and establish confidence that 
its flightworthiness was intact. 
The totals shown in Table 27, while large, do not 
approach the required 250,OOO-cycle life requirement of a 
jet valve or the 500,000-cycle life of a regulator. By actual 
test, these figures have been bettered. A 300,000-cycle 
value is quite reasonable for a valve as shown by seven 
Table 27. Summary of estimated valve and regulator operations 
Pre-delivery and 
acceptance cycling 
System operation 
ond FA 
Spacecraft systems tests 
Flight operations 
Pitch 
Yaw 
Roll 
Regulator 
Special test 
Yaw 
Totals 
Pitch 
Yaw 
Roll 
Regulator 
life test 
life roquirements 
Rangor VI1 
50,000 
150 
1 1.000 
764 
416 
192 - 
61.91 4 
61,566 
61,342 - 
300,000 
250,000 
Rqulator 
80.000 
900 
66,000 
- 
- 
- 
2,392 
- 
149,292 
1,500,000 
500.000 
Rangor Vlll 
Each iot valw 
50,000 
150 
1 1.000 
978 
1 75 
106 - 
6,035 
62,128 
61,325 
61,256 - 
300,000 
250,000 
Rogulotor 
80,000 
900 
22,000 
- - 
- 
467 
6,035 
- - 
- 
109,402 
1,500,000 
500.000 
Ranger IX 
Each iot valvo 
50,000 
150 
1 1,000 
768 
123 
81 - 
61,918 
61,273 
61,231 - 
300,000 
250,000 
Rogulatar 
80.000 
900 
22,000 
- 
- - 
380 
- - 
103,280 
1,500,000 
500.000 
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out of eight test units, and a regulator operated 1,500,OOO (4) Provision for new nozzle design with greater thrust. - 
(5) Provision of holes to mount pressure vessel protec- after two TA vibration tests with no measurable degra- 
dation in performance. tive shrouds prior to launch. 
7. Reliability 
This discussion is concerned with the problem and 
failure reports generete?. bet~eer, the tiiiie a gas actuator 
subsystem was completed and the time installation on the 
spacecraft was complete. Of a total of 25 reports, 15 are 
listed initially as problems and 10 as failures. 
Eleven of these problems were a matter of minor assem- 
bly problems and mechanical interferences, which had 
little bearing on the function of the subsystem and were 
easily eliminated. The next large group of failures related 
to the pressure transducer where six failures occurred 
during this time. At least two other failures of this nature 
occurred before and after the period covered here. The 
final analysis seemed to indicate that lack of cleanliness 
and handling care by the manufacturer resulted in the 
later problems, but a completely conclusive answer was 
not found. Four of the eight remaining items were random 
single items such as a short, a failed temperature trans- 
ducer, and a broken lead (which occurred twice on the 
same unit) before an adequate solution was determined. 
The other four failures occurred in jet valves and a regu- 
lator and were, in general, caused by contamination in 
the system. Many other failures by this cause occurred 
earlier in the manufacturing process and, when combined 
with the pressure transducer problems, made up the 
prime trouble source. The significance of cleanliness and 
problems involved in achieving and maintaining the 
proper degree cannot be over emphasized. This may be 
a function of the particular designs of moving parts used 
in this assembly, but all mechanical devices face this 
problem. The final cleanliness achieved through care is 
shown by the perfect flight record. 
8. Engineering Change Requirements 
The major engineering change to this subsystem oc- 
curred between Rangers V and VI when the flared tube 
fittings were replaced with welded joints at all possible 
points and the single system with ten valves was replaced 
by  two identical interchangeable half systems using a 
total of 12 valves to provide redundancy. A brief descrip- 
tion of other changes is given below. 
(1) Updating of weight allocations for attitude control 
(2) Provision of mounting facilities for transfer fixture. 
(3) Provision of clearance between plumbing and solar 
systems. 
panel brackets by chamfering corner of tee. 
(6) Piercing of pressure transducer case SO possible in- 
(7) Rerouting of leads to pitch and jet valves to permit 
(8) Revision of pressure vessel shroud to allow use over 
(9) Improved welding techniques to process specifi- 
(IO) Increase of jet valve closing time from 5 to 7 msec. 
(11) Increase of jet test nozzle orifice from 0.020- to 
0.030-in. diameter for use with derived-rate systems. 
(12) Increase of acceleration requirement from 0.60 
(13) Provision of lockwire hole in fill manifold replace- 
ment plug to anchor B nut safety wire. 
(14) Revision of curing procedure for bonding tempera- 
ture transducers to pressure vessel to obtain more 
reliable bonding. 
ternal leaks do not become a hazard. 
tie points close to solder terminals. 
thermal shields. 
cation. 
k0.06 to 0.72 +0.18 X rad/sec*. 
(15) Two hardware changes. 
G. Accelerometer 
1. Description 
The magnitude of the velocity increment, to be added 
during the corrective midcourse maneuver of Blocks I1 
and 111, was measured by means of a linear accelerometer 
and integrator combination. Since a digital computer was 
carried in the CC&S unit and the magnitude of the cor- 
rective velocity increment was transmitted digitally from 
Earth, a digital accelerometer subsystem was required. 
This subsystem was developed at JPL and was used in 
combination with the digital computer for midcourse 
motor shutoff. 
This digital accelerometer subsystem (Fig. 61) consists 
of a force balance accelerometer with a pulse-torqued re- 
balance loop to provide capture current to the proof mass. 
In this method of operation, the pulsing rate is directly 
proportional to the applied acceleration; each pulse pro- 
duced represents a constant value of velocity increase (or 
decrease, depending on the direction of the acceleration). 
In the Ranger application, this value, or scale factor, was 
0.10 ft/sec per pulse. 
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4 DC AMPLIFIER I 
I PROOF I I  4 1  
I I 
t I I 
I 
TORQUER 
The accuracy is determined to a large extent by how 
precisely the current pulses to the torquer can be gener- 
ated. The method for developing this pulse in the Ranger 
system is referred to as the “open-loop” system. Basically, 
this system uses an accurate frequency (from the computer 
clock) to control the pulse width and an accurate voltage, 
controlled from a precision Zener diode, to determine the 
pulse height. 
DECISION 
DEVICE 
4 )  1 PRECISION 
CLOCK PULSE 400- CYCLE 
dl SINE WAVE 
GENERATOR * LOGIC 
1 - 
The accelerometer pickoff is a capacitive type, which is 
excited with ux) kc from an oscillator in the eledronic 
package. This pickoff produces an error signal to the 
AC amplifier, which has a gain of ux). The output of 
the AC amplifier is coupled through a one-to-one trans- 
former to a double bridge demodulator. The demodulator 
reference signal is obtained from the same 200-kc oscil- 
lator as the accelerometer excitation. 
PULSE 
TRANSFORMER- SWITCH C- I 
The demodulator error signal is applied to a Schmitt 
trigger circuit, which is a decision device. This circuit will 
detect displacement of the proof mass, which for a pre- 
determined amount of acceleration, will develop a re- 
balance pulse. When the Schmitt circuit changes state, 
the logic circuit will then allow the precision clock pulses 
to pass through to the flip-flop. (In this circuit, the flip-flop 
is actually a trigistor.) The first positive clock pulse will 
cause the trigistor to conduct. At 1250pec later, a negative 
clock pulse turns the trigistor back to the nonconducting 
state. This on-off action of the trigistor is transformer- 
coupled to a low-leakage, high-speed transistor switch. 
The switch is supplied with a f8.4 v from a precision 
Zener diode. This diode voltage is stable to +0.1% over 
100°F temperature range. 
FLIP-FLOP 
A current limiting resistor is placed in series with the 
switch and Zener diode. The value of this resistor is varied 
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as a function of the accelerometer temperature to com- 
pensate for the change in accelerometer permanent mag- 
net torquer characteristic. This torquer has a gain function 
which changes rapidly with temperature. 
It will be noted from this description that pulsar of on!;. 
one poiarity can be generated. This provides capture in 
only one direction as the Ranger spacecraft can only 
accelerate in one direction. 
The accelerometer has a built-in eddy current damper 
associated with the proof mass. This damping is not 
sufficient for restraining the pendulum against vibration, 
so an additional rate feedback loop is applied around the 
accelerometer. This loop uses the same demodulated sig- 
nal as the decision device. This s i p a l  is amplified by a 
low-gain DC amplifier. The output is capacitor-coupled 
back to the torquer to produce a current proportional to 
the proof mass rate of motion. This circuit provides a 
damping increase of five. 
~ a % : a w ? % o ,  e e e z E ! e e e e  - _ - - -  0 - - -  
- N m O Y ) ( D l c ( D  
MEAN BIAS, pg 
Fig. 62. Accelerometer mean bias (null offset) 
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a. Performance. Accuracy for the digital accelerometer 
scale factor was 0.25% of applied, 1 sigma. While no 
system requirement was placed on the accelerometer bias 
(null offset) error, a control value of 100 pg, 1 sigma, was 
used by the cognizant group. 
The actual performance of the accelerometer subsystem 
is shown in Figs. 62-65, which were compiled from data 
taken during the entire Ranger Project. 
2. Fabrication 
The accelerometer module was fabricated in a single 
assembly containing the accelerometer transducer and all 
electronics. A modified version of the standard magnesium 
subchassis was used for the basic structure. 
After the initial prototypes, all systems were fabricated, 
tested, and calibrated. No significant major problem areas 
have been associated with the accelerometer subsystem. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
Test procedures on the accelerometer and the digital 
electronics module have been standardized since the 
: : a : s g e g a  x 
l - e e e e e e e  e 0 - - -  - N u + ; ; c r , F G  
N 
I -SIGMA DEVIATION OF BIAS. pg 
Fig. 63. Accelerometer standard deviation bias 
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inception of the Ranger Project. The only changes were in 
the instrumentation: The analog rebalance amplifier was 
changed in January 1962 to a design using newer planar 
transistors, and the Kin-Tel microvoltmeters were re- 
placed with more stable instruments manufactured by 
Dynamics Instrumentation Corporation. 
Because of the unidirectional rebalance nature of the 
digital module, it was not possible to obtain several 
important accelerometer parameters while in the digital 
mode. The principal missing parameters were the accel- 
erometer bias error (null offset) and the sensitive axis 
alignment angle. It was therefore necessary to perform 
several operations on the unit using an external analog 
rebalance amplser. Such measurements as bias, current 
scale factor, alignment angle, and frequency response are 
all obtained in the analog mode of operation. 
MEAN CALIBRATION ERROR FROM NOMINAL, X of nominal 
Fig. 64. Accelerometer mean digital calibration 
Equipment used in the analog mode consists of the 
Lietz optical dividing head, the Dynamics microvolt- 
meter, and the Tinsley vernier potentiometer. All of the 
bias data was obtained from the microvoltmeter readings 
0 
2 
I-SIGMA DEVIATION: DIGITAL CALIBRATION, % of nominal 
Fig. 65. Accelerometer standard deviation of calibration 
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rounded off to the nearest 10 iug point. Readings were not 
carried beyond this point because subsystem accuracies 
did not dernand it and because 1-pg resolution is obtain- 
able reliably only with the Tinsley potentiometer (and 
is a very time-consuming operation). 
Mcas-aement of digital parameters was confined to 
calibration (digital scale factor), threshold (finite amount 
of input acceleration reqiiired to obtain a rebalance pulse), 
and visual observation of the pendulum position signal. 
Numerous other functional electronic tests were made on 
the module, but never on a repetitive basis. 
The calibration measurement was of major importance 
from the system standpoint as it directly affected the mid- 
course velocity increment. Digital calibration was an 
all-inclusive number as almost everything in the acceler- 
ometer had an effect on the number obtained. Principal 
contributors were accelerometer analog current scale fac- 
tor, accelerometer bias, Zener reference diode voltage, and 
400-cps clock frequency. Most of these error sources af- 
fected the calibration in a 1-for-1 ratio; however, the bias 
error caused a 0.14% shift in calibration for each 100 pg 
of bias shift. The system requirement for digital scale 
factor accuracy was 0.25% of applied, 1 sigma. The 
applied value was 0.07 g. The measurement was obtained 
by tilting the accelerometer module in a Lietz dividing 
head to an angle 4 deg from the known horizontal sensitive 
axis position. This produced a g input close to the expected 
spacecraft midcourse acceleration level. The rate of puls- 
ing (approximately 22.4 pulses/sec) was then recorded on 
a special digital counter with a gate period of 1000 sec. 
This test method would yield a measurement accuracy of 
between 0.005 and 0.01% if performed carefully. 
4. Qualification for Flight 
Flight-acceptance testing was performed with the 
accelerometer module mounted in the same case (Case IV) 
as the gyros and attitude control system electronics. 
No power was applied to the module during vibration, 
as this is the normal boost phase operation. The compari- 
son of dividing head data taken before and after vibration 
and vacuum-temperature environments was the primary 
means of telling whether the module had passed FA and 
TA testing. 
One of the early type units was placed on an extended 
life test in March 1962 in such a manner that a pulse rate 
of 160 pulses/sec was developed in the digital mode. 
This unit remained in almost continuous operation until 
January 1965 with an accumulation of 24,332 hr of digital 
pulsing. A plot of performance during this time is shown 
in Fig. 66. This life test has supplied strong evidence that 
the flexure springs do not “wear out” because of the con- 
stant motion involved in digital rebalance systems. It will 
also be noted from Fig. 66 that a long-term trend is present 
in the bias error. This type of trend has been observed in 
other units not in constant operation. It is felt, therefore, 
that this trend is not caused by the pubing in any way. 
5. Limitations 
Principal limitations on the use of the Ranger digital 
accelerometer were vibration during operation and shocks 
above 100 g peak. 
Because of the low capture capability, which was + 1 g 
maximum, with no capture in the negative direction, the 
proof mass could not be restrained during any (even mod- 
erate) vibration condition. Special tests were performed 
at the beginning of the Ranger Project to evaluate the 
accelerometer performance with the midcourse rocket 
motor vibration. The motor-induced vibration proved to 
be less than 0.1 g, and therefore caused no problem to 
the accelerometer. No capture was attempted during boost 
vibration environment. 
Shocks cause the proof mass to slam against the stops 
within the instrument and have been known to cause 
significant null offsets when the peak shock level is above 
100 g .  
No severe handling problems were associated with the 
accelerometer, however, because the other half of the in- 
ertial sensor system was hand carried to ETR; the accel- 
erometer was taken by the same method at the same time. 
6. Operations Summary 
A decision was made in the Block I11 program to pro- 
vide a burn-in period for each flight module,during which 
the entire module was allowed to operate in the digital 
mode for 500 to 750 hr. Several data points were taken 
during this burn-in phase, thus providing information on 
long-term stability of the module. This burn-in period far 
exceeded the actual operating time accrued by the module 
during spacecraft system testing. 
7. Reliability 
During the Block I11 program, two accelerometer mod- 
ules developed large null offset shifts; these were ex- 
plained by mishandling at some point during the time they 
were away from the inertial sensor group. One instrument 
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TIME, hr 
Fig. 66. Performance during life test 
was returned to the manufacturer for internal examina- 
tion, which disclosed damage to the suspension flexures. 
As no place could be located where such damage was 
allowed to happen, the condition remained an anomaly. 
8. Engineering Change Requirements 
During Block 111, two Engineering Change Require- 
ments were introduced to the accelerometer module: a 
dimensional change to the module mounting flange in 
order to make it compatible with the hold-down screw 
dimensions; and a general upgrading to the Block I11 
design philosophy, e.g., addition of all Hi-Re1 components 
and rearrangement of components on circuit boards for 
better vibration support. 
H. Gyro 
1. Description 
The Ranger attitude control system requires angular 
rate and position information, used during the acquisition 
and cruise periods for stabilization of the system and dur- 
ing the maneuver period for midcourse correction, about 
each of the three major axes: pitch, yaw, and roll. This 
information is derived by a unique application of three 
single-degree-of-freedom, floated integrating gyros; these 
gyros are filled with a high-density, low-viscosity fluid, 
which permits operation of the gyros without heaters, and 
provides full flotation at 115°F. Both damping and 
precession axis restraint are accomplished by a torque 
feedback loop (Fig. 67). The restraint provided by this 
electronic loop remains relatively constant, independent 
of changes of fluid viscosity due to temperature. 
Three modes of operation are possible within the gyro 
(1) A conventional rate mode in which the rebalance 
currents to the three gyro torques are used to 
develop voltages which are proportional to space-' 
craft turning rates. This rate mode is used to damp 
spacecraft turns during the acquisition of the Sun 
or Earth. 
subsystem : 
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Axis 
Pitch 
Yaw 
Roll 
PICKOFF 
I 
Average 
-1.15 
-I- 6.9 1 
- 2.03 
GYRO-- ELECTRONIC PACKAGE- 
400 -cps SINEWAVE 
I 
Average compensated Deviations value 
AC PREAMPLIFIER t DC AMPLIFIER 
Average rates 
vs Iemparature 
RATE 
OUTPUT TO 
T SW!TC:::G 
I AMPLIFIER 
1 sigma = 0.063 
3 sigma = 0.109 
1 sigma = 0.403 
3 sigma = 1.21 
1 sigma = 0.364 
3 sigma = 1.09 
I DEMODULATOR 
-0.90 At 85 = 779.45 
At 100 = 779.25 
At 115 = 779.20 
At 130 = 770.73 
At 05 = 794.03 
At 100 = 794.56 
At 1 1  5 = 794.60 
At 130 = 794.30 
At 05 = 796.96 
At 100 = 797.20 
At 1 1  5 = 797.37 
At 130 = 796.93 
-0.002 
0.023 
 TORQUER 
RATE PLUS 
POSITION 
OUTPUT TO 
PUTOPILOT 
I I 
I 
GENERATOR CLOSES DURING COMMANDED 
TURNS ONLY 
Fig. 67. Single gyro loop 
(2) A mode in which the gyro gimbal is torqued by a 
precision current for a controlled length of time. 
Motion of the gyro gimbal produces an error signal 
to a switching amplifier in the attitude control 
system. Gas is then vented through the appropriate 
jets, thus causing the spacecraft to follow the gyro 
gimbal motion. In order to allow a wider range of 
motion for the gyro input axis, a large integrating 
capacitor is inserted into the rebalance loop during 
this mode. This capacitor stores a voltage propor- 
tional to the gimbal motion and allows greater gyro 
input range to be obtained. 
(3) A mode used to steer the spacecraft during mid- 
course maneuver. The rebalance loop is the same 
as the second mode; however, the precision com- 
mand current is removed. Gyro output signals are 
then sent to the autopilot and jet vane actuators 
in d e r  t~ keep the spacecrah on the correct head- 
ing during the midcourse motor burn period. 
a. Performume. Two parameters were dominant in 
establishing the performance of the gyro subsystem and 
its effect on the spacecraft: the gyro fixed drift rate, 
referred to as the fixed torque (Ft), and the commanded 
turn rate. Both were of primary importance in performing 
an accurate midcourse maneuver. 
The GG49 gyro, as used in the Ranger system, has a 
relatively large fixed torque, due to reaction torques de- 
veloped within the Dualsyn pickoff -torquer. Gyros were 
acceptable for use in the system at fixed torques as high 
as -+-12 deg/hr, although none were actually used higher 
than 8 deg/hr. This large fixed component was then 
bucked out by adding a small current to the torquer in the 
opposite direction. The current was adjusted to bring the 
apparent fixed torque to near zero; thus, it is obvious that 
what is important is not the magnitude of the fixed torque, 
but its long-term stability. 
Tables 2 3  through 31 show the performance of the four 
systems flown on Rangers VI through ZX. The RMS of all 
fixed torque 1-sigma deviations for the 12 gyros involved 
is 0.278 deg/hr, well within the allowable tolerance for 
the system. 
Table 28. Ranger VI gyro package 
I Fixed toraue, dedhr I Commanded turn rate, deg/hr 
Deviations of 
all rates 
1 sigma = 0.154 
3 sigma = 0.462 
1 sigma = 0.166 
3 sigma = 0.498 
1 sigma = 0,193 
3 sigma = 0.579 
Pit& 
Yaw 
-6.29 
-5.96 
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Table 29. Ranger VI1 gyro package 
I Commanded twm m, &/hr Fixed torque, aO/k i 
Axis 
Deviations 
A-g. compon.6.d 
VOlln 
A v w g .  mhs 
vs tempuatwm 
At 85 = 796.59 
At 100 = 796.78 
At 115 = 796.95 
At 130 = 796.59 
At 85 = 794.12 
At 100 = 794.20 
At 1 15 = 794.05 
At 130 = 794.01 
At 85 = 819.06 
At 100 = 819.30 
At 115 = 819.17 
At 130 = 819.01 
1 sigma = 0.190 
3 sigma = 0.570 
+0.143 
+0.030 
4-0.1 57 
1 sigma = 0.091 
3 sigma = 0.273 
1 sigma = 0.108 
3 sigma = 0.324 
1 sigma = 0.113 
3 sigma = 0.339 
1 sigma = 0.071 
3 sigma = 0.213 
1 sigma = 0.450 
3 sigma = 1.350 
Table 30. Ranger VI11 gyro package 
Cammandad turn rate, &g/k Fixed torqw, d.g/hr 
Axis 
Pitch 
A v w g .  
~ ~~~ 
Deviations of 
all mks 
1 sigma = 0.209 
3 sigma = 0.627 
A m g .  mks 
VI hmpomtum 
A$ B = 802.45 
At 100 = 802.70 
At 115 = 803.02 
At 130 = 802.99 
At 85 = 791.50 
At 100 = 791.80 
At 115 = 791.80 
At 130 = 791.94 
At 85 = 794.15 
At 100 = 794.30 
At 115 = 794.24 
At 130 = 794.15 
valln Deviations 
+6.09 
+6.32 
+4.18 
1 sigma = 0.440 
3 sigma = 1.320 
+O.ZiW 
- 0.042 
+O.l80 
1 sigma = 0.185 
3 sigma = 0.555 
1 sigma = 0.140 
3 sigma = 0.420 
1 sigma = 0.280 
3 sigma = 0.840 
1 sigma = 0.199 
3 sigma = 0.597 
Table 31. Ranger IX gyro package 
Axis 
Deviations Av.rog. roks  
VI fempomtum 
Deriah'ons of 
all m h s  
Pitch 
Yaw 
Roll 
-6.81 
-3.56 
4-6.42 
1 sigma = 0.171 
3 sigma = 0.513 
-0.178 
-0.370 
+0.061 
At 85 = 784.50 
At 100 = 784.46 
At 1 1  5 = 784.42 
At 130 = 784.05 
At 85 = 780.48 
At 100 = 780.48 
At 1 15 = 780.47 
At 130 = 780.03 
At 85 = 782.85 
At 100 = 782.92 
At 115 = 782.63 
At 130 = 782.21 
1 sigma = 0.138 
3 sigma = 0.414 
1 sigma = 0.192 
3 sigma = 0.576 
1 sigma = 0.123 
3 sigma = 0.369 
1 sigma = 0.074 
3 sigma = 0.222 
1 sigma = 0.176 
3 sigma = 0.528 
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Commanded turn rate is nominally 720 deg/hr; how- 
ever, again, the stability, rather than the exact value, is 
what is important. This rate is expected to be very tem- 
perature sensitive; thus, a temperature compensation 
circuit is built into the command current regulator using 
the gyro temperature sensor. The actual rate is a product 
of the pattern field cixrrect (r.omiiia1: S.6  mamp) and the 
command current (nominal: 7.2 mamp). The stability of 
the rate produced is therefore critically dependent on 
two current variables as well as the gyro torquer, which 
acts as the multiplying device; nevertheless, the RMS of 
all rate deviations for the four flight systems involved 
was 0.168 deg/hr out of a nominal 720 deg/hr. The vari- 
ation of rate with temperature is also shown in Tables 28 
through 31. A temperature transducer was attached to 
the gyro package and was used to telemeter the actual 
temperature in flight. The maneuver rate used was the 
one nearest to the actual temperature at the time. 
In summarizing the performance, it can be said that all 
design goals were met or exceeded with a gyro subsystem 
of minimum complexity and requiring a minimum of 
power. 
2. Fabrication 
The gyro subsystem is fabricated in two parts: the gyro 
package, which contains the three Honeywell GG49-El9 
floated rate integrating gyros; the 12 General Electric 
Bi-Polar Tantalum integrating capacitors; some relays; 
and the capacitor cycling circuitry, and the electronics 
module, which contains the three gyro rebalance ampli- 
fiers, the pattern field and command current regulators, 
and some associated relays. 
The entire subsystem was fabricated and initially cali- 
bratcd by the Nortronics Division of the Northrop Corpo- 
ration. Flight-nccc,ptance testing and final calibration was 
accomplished at JPL by Nortronics and JPL personnel. 
The principal difficulties with the gyro were solved 
early in the Block I1 portion of the Ranger Project. These 
involved a change in the type of wire used in the Dualsyn 
(the combined torquer-pickoff used in the GG49 gyro) to 
permit sterilization at 195”C, and the reduction of the 
clearance between the gimbal pivot and jewcl to de- 
crease the gyro response time, No recurrcnce of thcse 
conditions was observed during Block 111. 
There was one minor problem, first noticed at ETR 
during prelaunch operations of Rangcr V I ,  regarding the 
slow runup characteristic of the gyro at low ambient 
temperatures. The bearing preload within the gyro in- 
creased to such an extent at 50°F that no positive indi- 
cation of motor sync was available to the blockhouse 
observer. In order to evaluate this condition, an intensive 
program, which confirmed this ccndition, was conducted 
a t  JPL. As a result, all remaining gyros in the Block I11 
system were checked for runup capability at 50°F and 
low supply voltage. Ten gyros were returned to the 
vendor; five were confirmed as being out of sync at 50°F 
and 22-v-RMS supply. In addition, operational procedure 
changes were made at ETR; the problem did not recur. 
Early in Block 111, a number of the special 1020-pf 
tantalum integrating capacitors failed. The failure mode 
was a large increase in the capacitor leakage current. 
In an effort to obtain a true hermetic seal on the capaci- 
tor feedthrough terminals, a change was made from the 
former Block I1 capacitor design to a new type. After an 
aging period, this new design began to allow a small 
quantity of the electrolyte within the capacitor to leak 
up around the tantalum riser rod and cause an electrical 
leakage path to be formed from the rod to capacitor case 
to the other riser rod. 
Because of the relatively large number of failures 
encountered in a short time, it was decided to abolish all 
capacitors and purchase a new design of the same capaci- 
tor, which was being qualified for use in the Minuteman 
Project and which was also being considered for Mariner 
Mars 1964. The capacitor subassembly was a part of the 
gyro package that could be detached as a unit. New 
capacitor banks were fabricated using the latest capacitor 
design; the failure rate for leakage dropped to zero 
through the remainder of the gyro program for Block 111. 
3. Testing and Calibrations 
Testing of the gyro subsystem involved three major 
phases: acceptance testing of the gyros, servo calibration 
of the gyros and electronic modules together, and envi- 
ronmental testing of the entire assembly. 
Acceptance testing of the gyros was performed at JPL 
and at Nortronics during the course of the Block 111 
program. This test phase involved several days of repeti- 
tive “Heading” tests using a Leitz optical dividing head 
for llositioning the gyro input axis and an integrating 
digital voltmeter to read out the gyro rebalance current 
obtained. The gyro was positioned SO as to pick up dif- 
ferent components of Earth rate with the output or pre- 
cession axis both vertical and horizontal; a total of eight 
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sets of rebalance currents was obtained. These sets were 
fed into a small digital computer for reduction to obtain 
the important gyro parameters of torquer scale factor, 
fixed torque, mass unbalance spin axis component, and 
mass unbalance input axis components; they were then 
observed for absolute values and for any drift trends 
during the acceptance test phase. 
The gyro was also subjected to a series of "Tumble" 
tests, in which the gyro was rotated slowly and accu- 
rately about its output axis (aligned to the Earth's polar 
axis) by a special machine. This test gave a dynamic 
indication of mass unbalance components and also indi- 
cated any small changes in stiction, flotation, or other 
similar irregularities in the gyro's behavior. 
The electronic module received a number of functional 
electronic tests over a wide temperature range and was 
then mated to the gyro package. The entire subsystem 
was then placed in a temperature-controlled chamber 
mounted on a servo table. A rate and position loop was 
closed from the gyro output through the servo table and 
its electronics and back to the gyro. 111 this i;'.z:3~er, it 
was then possible to test accurately the commanded turn 
rate of each of the three gyros at four different tempera- 
tures and two different gyro orientations. Rates obtained 
from this test were used in calculating the duration of 
the spacecraft commanded turn during the midcourse 
maneuver. This test was performed many times, typically 
before and after environmental testing and before ship- 
ment to ETR. A similar test was performed at ETR at a 
single temperature (115°F) prior to installation into the 
spacecraft. 
4. Qualification for Flight 
The gyro subsystem was qualified for fight by sub- 
jecting the entire subsystem to normal FA vibration 
testing, combined in the same spacecraft case with the 
modules of the attitude control system. During the FA 
shake test, the outputs from the three gyro rebalance 
amplifiers were monitored by a strip chart recorder for 
any sudden changes in output or discontinuities in the 
data. 
The entire case was then subjected to the FA vacuum- 
temperature environment. During this prolonged test, the 
entire subsystem was carried through all of its operating 
functions; again, the output of the gyro rebalance ampli- 
fiers was recorded. None of these tests showed gyro per- 
formance degradation. 
Special test equipment and procedures are required to 
produce the gyro performance data; therefore, the entire 
gyro subsystem is also run through a complete series of 
heading and servo calibration tests both before and after 
the environmental test sequence. 
5. Hardware Limitations 
The chief limitation which the gyro subsystem places 
on spacecraft operation is in regard to temperature. The 
normal spacecraft temperature range for electronic mod- 
ules was 32 to 150°F. The gyro subsystem was calibrated 
and compensated only over the temperature range of 
85 to 130°F. The decision to operate within this tempera- 
ture range was due to the fact that no gyro heater power 
was available for use in an active temperature control 
loop. Only the passive temperature control provided to 
the case was available. During the flight phases of opera- 
tion, this passive control was very predictable and al- 
lowed the gyros to operate very close to their design 
temperature. 
The second point of limitation is concerned with han- 
dling of the gyro padizgc. ??.e very-lnw-viscosity flota- 
tion fluid within the gyro does not provide any damping 
to the gimbal. This means that when no capture power 
is applied, the gimbal is free to rotate back and forth 
against the internal stops in a random manner. If this 
condition were allowed to exist for a long time, it would 
be possible to damage the gyro by breaking the stops or 
pivot and jewel suspension system. To reduce this pos- 
sibility to a minimum, it was decided at the start of the 
Ranger Project to hand carry the gyros during each long 
portion of their transportation as well as from the vendor 
to JPL. The gyros are not shipped with the spacecraft 
on the trip to ETR. No gyros have ever been damaged or 
undergone any significant shifts during these transpor- 
tation periods. 
1. Hectronics Assembly IV 
1. Description 
The electronics assembly IV (Case IV) contains all of 
the inertial and electronic components of the attitude 
control system, with the exception of the Earth sensor 
electronics. It consists of the following subassemblies: 
a. Switching amplifier. The switching amplifier utilizes 
rate and position signals to control the gas valve actua- 
tors; its input-output characteristics are such that a 
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Fig. 68. Hysteresis switching amplifier 
no-output region, or “dead zone,” is provided so that the 
gas jets will not be on continuously. There were two 
types of switching amplifier used on Block 111: the hys- 
teresis (Fig. 68), which had a voltage deadband and a 
hysteresis (used on Rangers VI and VU) and the derived- 
rate type (used on Rangers VI11 and I X ) .  The derived-rate 
type (Fig. 69) differed from the hysteresis type in two 
significant areas: 
(1) The amplifier was a “minimum-on-time” amplifier 
instead of a hysteresis amplifier, which resulted in 
all valve firings (with the exception of saturated 
conditions) having a predetermined on time. 
(2) The amplifier has circuitry to transfer the rate 
inputs to the switching amplifiers from the gyros 
to the derived-rate networks. These networks pro- 
vide rate feedback for the system by the integra- 
tion of the valve actuations. As may be seen by 
comparing Figs. 68 and 69, the derived-rate switch- 
ing amplifier is more complex, which necessitates 
an increase in the number of components used; 
however, the overall reliability of the system is 
enhanced by its ability to function in cruise with- 
out the gyros, the gyro power supply, or the syn- 
chronizer for three-gyro power unit. 
During bench testing of the switching amplifiers, 
61 measurements were made or observed on the derived- 
rate type switching amplifiers; 39 were made or observed 
on the hysteresis type. A review of all test data and 
applicable tolerances revealed that no out-of-tolerance 
conditions existed. 
b. Autopilot. This subassembly (Figs. 3 and 6) is used 
for controlling the spacecraft attitude during motor burn. 
It uses four jet vanes located downstream of the mid- 
course motor nozzle. These jet vanes are conthously 
adjusted during the motor burn period, and non-zero 
angles of the jet vanes pr~dzce  ccr,tio!!ing torques about 
the three respective axes. As seen from Figs. 3 and 6, 
fom jet vanes are utilized: two ( +x and -x) are aligned 
along the pitch axis; two (+ y and - y )  are aligned along 
the yaw axis. Control about these axes is obtained by 
deflection of the vanes along their respective axes. Roll 
control is obtained by controlling all four jet vanes. Each 
jet vane loop uses an actuator, a feedback potentiometer, 
and an amplifier. 
The autopilot subassembly contains four DC power 
amplifiers for position control of the jet vane actuators 
and one DC inversion amplifier for roll signal inversion 
of the -x and - y  actuator channels. The inputs to the 
amplifiers are rate and position signals from the gyros 
and position feedback signals from the jet vane actuators. 
The subassembly also provides the excitation for the 
potentiometers of the jet vane actuators. 
c. Command switch and logic (CSbL).  This subas- 
sembly (Fig. 70) was designed into the Block 111 attitude 
control system in order to provide an interface for the 
central computer and sequencer (CC&S) and to accom- 
modate circuit additions for increasing the reliability of 
the commanded turns and for adapting to the derived- 
rate switching amplifier. It consists of the following: 
(1) Relay control of CCGS relay excitation. The excita- 
tion to the CC&S relays is relay controlled so that 
commanded turns can be programmed by the 
CC&S, but inhibited by a real-time command 
(RTC 8). In the event that the CC&S relay excita- 
tion has been removed, it can be restored through 
the use of a real-time command and a subsequent 
CC&S “capacitor cycle” stored command. This 
capability was designed in order to safeguard 
against anomalies which result in commanded turns 
of undesirable magnitude or direction. 
( 2 )  Relay control of gyro command current. The gyro 
torquer inputs are switched through relays in order 
to safeguard against external anomalies that may 
result in a commanded turn being issued in more 
than one axis at a time. In the event that com- 
manded turns are issued in two axes at once, the 
CS&L relay logic would transfer such that a single 
turn in the third axis would be the result. 
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Fig. 70. Command switch and logic 
( 3 )  Relay control of secondary Sun sensor excitation. 
The switching of the secondary Sun sensor excita- 
tion was transferred from the antenna drive elec- 
tronics subassembly in Block 11 to the CS&L in 
Block 111. 
(4) Sun sensor power supply. The precision Sun sensor 
power supply was relocated in the CS&L in Block 
I11 from the switching amplifier. The power supply 
in the hysteresis switching amplifier was retained 
because the power supply voltage was needed 
within the switching amplifier. The derived-rate 
switching amplifier did not require its continuation. 
( 5 )  3.2-kc inccrtcr. A 3.2-kc inverter was used to supply 
the excitation for the modulators and demodula- 
tors of the derived-rate switching amplifiers. On 
Rangers VI and VII, which did not use the derived- 
rate system, the inverter was flown unloaded. 
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d.  Antenna control electronics. The antenna control 
electronics subassembly contains electronic circuits, which 
operate in conjunction with the Earth sensor, the antenna 
actuator, and the roll attitude control, The antenna con- 
trol electronics subassembly is shown in Fig. 71 and con- 
tains the following circuitry: 
( 1 )  Roll and hinge demodulators. 
( 2 )  Roll-search gcncrator. This was changed during 
the Block I11 effort. The Ranger VI and VI1 roll- 
search generator was - 11.4 v; the Ranger VI11 and 
IX roll-search generator was -8.2 v. The change 
from the Ranger VI and VI1 value was required in 
order to accommodate the high input impedance 
of the derived-rate switching amplifier. 
( 3 )  Preset angle circuit. The angle selection circuit con- 
sists of an array of resistors connected to the 
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Fig. 71. Antenna control 
contacts of a counter. The resistors are also con- 
nected across the antenna actuator hinge poten- 
tiometer excitation inputs and form half of a bridge 
circuit, the other half of which is the antenna hinge 
potentiometer wiper. As the counter switches 
through its eight positions, the resistors are switched 
through eight combinations. The ratio of the po- 
tentiometer wiper arm voltage required to null the 
hinge error amplifier to the excitation voltage 
determines the preset angles. 
The counter advances one position each time 
that a -26-v pulse appears at the antenna hinge 
override input. At  roll maneuver command, the 
counter advances one position and connects the 
exit angle resistors to the angle selection circuit. 
Regardless of the position of the counter at power 
shutdown, upon application of power the counter 
will always reset itself to the first position. 
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( 4 )  Antenna actuator amplifier. In conjunction with the 
hinge error signal and the hinge demodulator, the 
antenna actuatdr is controlled by the antenna drive 
amplifier. A relay amplifier controls the actuator by 
opening and closing the returns of the extend and 
retract windings of the antenna actuator motor. 
e. Three-phase inverter. The 4OO-cps, three-phase in- 
verter is supplied to the electronics assembly IV'by the 
secondary spacecraft power section aqd performs the 
function of supplying three-phase sine wave power to 
the gyros, modulators, and demodulators of the attitude 
control system. The inputs to the inverter are three 
square waves displaced 120 deg in phase with respect to 
each other. The input is then amplified through a driver 
stage and then amplified through a subsequent power 
amplifier. The power amplifier uses an output transformer 
which has four separate windings on the secondary. The 
outputs of the power transformer are combined (a stepped 
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square wave is obtained) and filtered to a sine wave. The 
inverter power is unswitched SO that the gyros will run 
whenever spacecraft power is turned on. 
f. Single-phase inverter. The single-phase inverter is 
supplied by the secondary spacecraft power section and 
is a DC-to-Ac inverter. The AC output is obtained by 
converting the regulated DC scurce t G  AC by means of a 
flux oscillator and transformirig the AC to the designed 
level. The inverter contains circuitry that permits syn- 
chronization to be established by means of an external 
synchronizer for frequency control. The inverter also has 
a free-running capability. In the event that the synchron- 
izer signals fail, the inverter will continue to operate at 
a slightly lower frequency. The output of the inverter is 
switched through a latching relay to either the Earth 
sensor power supply or the Earth sensor heater. The 
power is transferred to the Earth sensor power supply by 
the Earth-acquire command, and as a backup command 
the roll override real-time command (RTC 1). 
g. Attitude control converter. The attitude control con- 
verter is also supplied by the spacecraft power section 
and is a DC-to-DC converter which supplies seven DC 
outputs to the attitude control system. The DC outputs 
are obtained by converting the regulated DC source to 
AC by means of a flux oscillator, transforming the AC to 
the desired level, and then rectifying it back to DC. The 
converter is synchronized, and has free-running capabil- 
ity. The converter has two pairs of outputs which are 
switched: one pair to power the midcourse autopilot 
subassembly and the other to power the attitude control 
system (Fig. 72). 
DC CONVERTER (I) ACQUIRE OMMAND SUN *3 I 
(2) BACKUP COMMAND 
I 1- I 
SYSTEM (f26 v) 
- 2 6 ~  FOR COMMANDS 
(1)MIDCOURSE POWER ON 
MIDCOURSE SYSTEM 
(f26 v) 
(11 ccas COMMAND 
(2) HYDRAULIC TIMER 
Fig. 72. DC converter power switching 
2. Qualification for Flight 
a. Type-approval testing. The electronics assembly IV 
unit used in TA testing was manufactured and tested 
under the same conditions and used the same procedures 
as all flight assemblies. As a result of several subassembly 
reassignmects, the ac-cekl "meter was repiaced with an 
accelerometer that had experienced a null offset after 
FA testing and that appeared to warrant observation over 
a long period of time. The power supplies were also 
replaced with updated Block I1 power modules. 
The laboratory functional test set was used throughout 
the testing program and was comprised of the various 
switching and monitoring functions plus instrumented 
valves, Earth sensor, primary Sun sensors, jet vane actu- 
ator ring, and antenna actuator. The power subsystem 
was synchronized with a modified Block I1 synchronizer, 
modified to be representative of Block 111. The plan for 
the TA testing is shown in Fig. 73. Individual tests are 
described below. 
Transportation vibration. After completion of the in- 
coming functional test, the unit was installed in the carry- 
ing and shipping container. The ring harness connectors 
on the case harness were placed in plastic bags and the 
harness tied back to simulate the "case closed configura- 
tion on the spacecraft. The container was installed in a 
cardboard box, lined with a double layer of rubberized 
horsehair, and placed on the shake table. No special mon- 
itoring devices were used. Since this was a nonoperating 
test, no instrumentation was required. 
The high-frequency portion of the test was performed 
without incident; however, the low-frequency portion 
was stopped after one plane of shake because the con- 
tainer appeared to be wobbling in its cardboard box. The 
box was opened and the rubberized horsehair was found 
to have packed so that the container was allowed to rock 
during the test. The unit was removed and returned to 
the lab for testing, which revealed that a yaw gyro had 
failed; the yaw spin motor would not start. 
Humidi ty .  After replacement of the gyro subassembly, 
and after obtaining a waiver to change the specified 
sequence, the TA program was resumed at the humidity 
test. Wet and dry bulb thermometer recordings were 
made during the test; the lab test rack and all associated 
test equipment required were used. 
No anomalies were noted during the test. The unit 
performed normally after the case was dried and returned 
to ambient conditions. 
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Shock. This test consisted of five shocks in each orthog- 
onal direction. The test was performed in the launch 
mode of operation. 
Pricr to mounting Case IV on the shock tester, the 
system was calibrated to obtain the proper magnitude 
waveform with a dummy case. The subassembly was then 
mounted on the fixture and the system calibration de- 
creased approximately 4% in order to provide for some 
margin from the dummy to the TA assembly. Aside from 
the control accelerometer, three accelerometers were 
added to the subassembly to record on magnetic tape 
the magnitude of the shock at several places. The lab 
test rack and a six-channel Sanborn recorder were used; 
gyro amplifier outputs and gyro torquers were recorded. 
Figure 74 shows the typical results of a single shock. 
All data were as expected; the unit performed normally 
during and after the test. 
Static acceleration. This test consisted of submitting 
the assembly to a static acceleration of 14 g for 5 min in 
three orthogonal directions. The unit was mounted on 
the static acceleration spin table, which was balanced 
with weights. No special instruments were installed. 
Since this was a nonoperative test for the assembly, no 
instrumentation was required. 
The spin table was slowly started, and its angular ve- 
locity gradually increased to the specified level (2.5 rev/ 
min to 117 rev/min in 7 min); the same procedure was 
used to stop the table. The unit performed normally after 
the test. 
Vibration. In each plane, the assembly was first mounted 
on the shake fixture, torqued to flight values (45 in.-lb), 
equalized, and then shaken. The test was performed in 
the launch mode of operation. 
Various accelerometers were attached to subassemblies 
and the fixture and recorded on magnetic tape. The accel- 
erometer locations are varied from plane to plane. The 
lab test rack and all required associated test equipment 
were utilized. The gyro amplifier outputs and torquers 
were continuously recorded during the equalization and 
the actual test. A voltmeter was set to continuously mon- 
itor the antenna preset angle. 
No abnormal indications were noted during this test; 
the assembly performed normally after vibration. 
Vacuum-temperature. The unit was mounted in the 
heat exchanger and installed in the space chamber. Cables 
and unit were isolated from the walls. The chamber had 
cold walls; the heat exchanger fluid was ethylene glycol 
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Fig. 74. Typical results of single shock 
and water. An aluminum foil cover was used over the 
top of the heat exchanger. 
Thermocouples were attached and recorded. The lab 
test rack, Sanborn recorder, and all required associated 
equipnicnt were used. The unit was installed on a 4-deg 
angle plane in order to evaluate the accelerometer. 
The assembly performed normally at the low ambient 
test; upon stabilization at tlie high ambient, a failure in 
the AC-to-DC converter required that the test be stopped 
and the chamber opened. Since it was not the intent of 
the test to evaluate tlie power supplies, the supply was 
replaced and the test reswned with stabilization at the 
high ambient; thc unit performed normally throughout 
tlie test. 
Post-TA tests. After the normal cycle of the program 
was completed, two tests were conducted: 
(1) The complete assembly was subjected to the cxplo- 
sive atmosphere test. The assembly operated nor- 
mally for the required turn-on and turn-off cycles 
at the various gaseous mixtures. 
(2) The assembly without the gyros, gyro electronics, 
and accelerometer was subjected to the trunspor- 
tation Gibrution test. For this test, the unit was 
mounted in its handling fixture and installed in the 
carrying case. It was then placed on the shaker 
without the cardboard box or packing material. The 
unit performed normally after the test. 
Dcriccd-rate T A  tests. In order to qualify the derived- 
rate switching amplifier for flight use, a flight-accepted 
switching amplifier was subjected to the following tests: 
(1) Hzrmidity. A temperature and humidity test was 
performed on the subassembly with the subassem- 
bly energized. The first test failed when a bench 
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test of the subassembly revealed that the roll 
clockwise channel was inoperative. Further exam- 
ination revealed that a resistor had opened. The 
component was replaced and the humidity test 
successfully repeated. Because there had been a 
previous failure of a resistor during spacecraft op- 
eration, an extensive analysis program was under- 
taken to determine the cause of the failures. Final 
analysis indicated that small pin holes existed in 
the insulating material, thereby allowing moisture 
to penetrate and become absorbed by the body of 
the resistor and subsequently, through electrolysis 
(which dissolves the nichrome element), the resistor 
would fail. Other factors which apparently affected 
the resistors included the high body temperatures 
during bum-in, the adhesive used for putting on 
serial numbers, and the derated operating power 
level. 
(2) Shock. The subassembly was shock tested success- 
fully on the subassembly level. 
(3) Static acceleration. The subassembly was subjected 
tc this t e s t  in a nonenergized condition. The test 
was preceded and followed by a bench test. 
( 4 )  Vibration. The vibration test was performed in 
three phases: (a) The subassembly was tested at 
the subassembly level. This configuration was used 
because retrofitting of the hysteresis type required 
that some subassemblies be tested on a modular 
level. (b) The subassembly was tested in a Case IV 
assembly so that FA testing of derived-rate systems 
could be covered by a TA test. (c) The subassembly 
was installed on the STM spacecraft and subjected 
to the spacecraft TA vibration tests. In (a) and 
(b) the subassembly was energized and monitored; 
in (c) the subassembly was nonenergized and was 
evaluated with a bench test performed after the test. 
In all tests, the subassembly performed normally. 
and a vacuum-temperature test, which used a vacuum 
chamber with cold walls, a circulating fluid heat ex- 
changer, and a radiation shield to reduce the radiation 
exchange of the case with the chamber walls. In all cases, 
the FA configurations and control point locations were 
required to be identical to the TA tests. During the vibra- 
tion testing, this requirement extended to the type and 
size of vibration exciter used. In addition, the cumulative 
testing time during vibration was limited to three com- 
plete cycles of the standard tape for any one axis. There 
was no limit on the vacuum-temperature test time. The 
cumulative test time limit for vibration testing required 
considerable planning and complete instrumentation re- 
cordings so that relatively detailed failure analyses could 
be conducted after a vibration failure or suspected failure 
without the necessity of repeating the plane of shake 
more than once. In general, low-level tests over limited 
frequency ranges were used to isolate and verify vibra- 
tion anomalies. 
The hardware configuration for FA testing was identi- 
cal to the flight configuration with the exception of the 
power supplies. All subassemblies and the case harness 
were torqued dvwii with the %ght hd-.viire (screws) tn 
flight torque values. The lab test rack was used throughout 
the testing program to provide a more uniform basis for 
evaluation between the various systems tests performed 
and the FA tests. The lab test rack contains non-flight 
hardware that is identical to the flight subassembly inputs 
and loads of the Case IV. In general, the testing consisted 
of a complete system test before and after the environ- 
mental test with modified system testing performed during 
the environmental test. During high- and low-temperature 
tests, the Case IV assembly was tested at power supply 
voltage limits to verify stable operation within the power 
supply limits. Nine complete FA tests were performed. 
In addition, there were subassembly tests performed to 
qualify the derived-rate switching amplifiers. 
Two failures were experienced during FA testing. The 
first occurred during the vibration testing. The anomaly, 
as observed during the test, occurred during the vibra- 
tion frequency range of 480 to 500 cps and appeared as 
a constant torque equivalent to 480 deg/hr from the roll 
gyro when shaken in the pitch axis. The gyro was re- 
placed; vendor examination indicated a higher than nor- 
mal aniso-elasticity. The second failure occurred because, 
during vibration, all but two of the subassembly mount- 
ing screws had worked loose. Recalibration of the torque 
wrench indicated a change in calibration such that the 
screws had been torqued to 13.5 in.-lb instead of 16 in.-lb. 
(5) Vacuum-temperature. The vacuum-temperature 
test was performed with the subassembly in a 
modular heat exchanger. The control method and 
the details are identical to the assembly level tests. 
The subassembly performed normally throughout 
the tests. 
b. Flight-acceptance testing. The fight-acceptance pro- 
gram consisted of two tests: a complex u;aoe &ration 
test, which was a sequence of band-limited Gaussian noise 
and combined noise and sinusoidal vibration with a test 
duration of 3 min and 32 sec in each orthogonal direction 
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ROLL 
SWITCHING - MODULATOR * 
AMPLIFIER 
(INTEGRATOR) 
- - I  
Post-FA tests. Post-FA testing of the gyro subsystem 
revealed that the mass unbalance along the spin axis of 
the yaw gyro had changed approximately 1.9 deg/hr/g 
from the pre-FA tests. Information indicated that 
2 deg/hr/g was the allowable limit; the subassembly was 
returned to the system for additional testing. 
A - . -1 MOTOR - 
I (AMPLIFIER) 
i A - TACHOMETER C- - 
c. Life testing. Upon completion of the post-TA eva!u- 
ations, the inertial suhassemblies were reassembled and 
the TA Case IV was started on a room ambient life test. 
The assembly used the lab functional test set which was 
used throughout the TA program. The test rack was 
modified to include voltage sensor circuits, which con- 
trolled the primary power to the test rack and turned it off 
in the event that any voltage changed value beyond pre- 
determined limits. The system was put into a cruise mode 
of operation, with the Earth and Sun acquired and the 
system on derived-rate control. The deadbands and 
other cruise and acquisition parameters were periodically 
checked. The inertial subassemblies (gyro, gyro elec- 
tronics, and accelerometer) were removed at 500, 1200, 
3000, and 4000 hr for evaluation; 6500 hr have elapsed to 
date. The data are normal without significant trends, 
4 - 
d. Worst-case analysis. A DC worst-case analysis was 
conducted of all electronic circuits. It was conducted 
r 
ROLL GYRO -+ - 7 - rt- GEARS - 
I 
with a Recon I1 computer using a SPARC program. The 
program evaluated all circuit components under varia- 
tions of temperature, power supply voltages, and com- 
ponent parameters. As a result of the investigation, two 
resistors were found to be operating at power levels 
greater than the recommended rlprated Ieve!~  hen sub 
jected to worst-case conditions. These two resistors (one 
in anteniia control electronics, six in switching amplifier) 
were replaced with resistors with higher power dissipa- 
tion ratings. I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
e. Special tests. A series of special tests was performed 
with the derived-rate switching amplifier to experimentally 
verify the compatibility of the derived-rate switching 
amplifier parameters with the system. A TA flight system 
unit was used with a flight type Earth sensor and the 
single-axis table mechanization of Fig. 75. 
SENSOR - 
As can be seen from Fig. 75, the gyro and Earth sensor 
packages were mounted on the single-axis table. The 
gyro was mounted so that it sensed the rate input of the 
table. The Earth simulator was mounted off of the table 
to provide an input to the Earth sensor. The Earth simu- 
lator was capable of simulating an Earth of various 
angle diameters, intensities, and phase angles. 
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The testing was categorized in two sections: The first 
section verified and studied closed-loop system acquisi- 
tions for various possible conditions of the Earth. These 
conditions (angular diameter, phase, intensity) were eval- 
uated at a normal gas subsystem acceleration constant 
and at a half (failure mode) gas subsystem acceleration 
constant. A typical acquisition is shown in Fig. 76. The 
second section was used to determine the capture thresh- 
old of the subsystem when it is in derived-rate limit 
cycle control and is subjected to acceleration disturb- 
ances. These thresholds were determined for various 
acceleration constants (a) and are listed below for an 
Earth of 1.9 deg (angular diameter), 90 deg (phase angle), 
and 0.2 ft-cd (intensity). 
0.30 
0.21 
Maintained 
control, 
deg/sec 
-0.29 
+0.31 
-0.19 
f O . 2 0  
-0.14 
+0.16 
Lost control, 
deg/sec 
- 0.30 
+ 0.32 
- 0.20 
+ 0.21 
- 0.15 
+0.17 
I 
EARTH: 
4 . 5 O  ANGULAR DIAMETER 
Oo PHASE ANGLE 
.cd ILL1 IN ATON 
ROLL POSITION, wad 
Fig. 76. Typical closed-loop system acquisition 
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Accelerometer 825.0 
Antenno control 374.6 
CShL 376.6 
Autopilot 931.3 
Switching amplifier 553.3 
(hysteresis) 
Switching amplifier NAB 
(derived-rote) 
As can be seen from the data listed, even the worst 
case examined (half gas system a = 0.27 mrad/sec2) was 
capable of maintaining acquisition with step inputs of 
acceleration equivalent to the roll-search rate. 
1654.0 816.0 
909.4 529.0 
875.3 527.0 
950.7 527.0 
NAB NAB 
416.3 715.7 
During general operation of the system, the roll scale 
factor was luund to be considerably lower than the design 
goal and resulted in a roll deadband at midcowse condi- 
tions of 8.8 mrad instead of 5 mrad. This condition was 
found to be caused by the harmonic distribution of the 
single-phase inverter. Since the single-phase inverter was 
well within its allowable limits, the calibration procedure 
for the Earth sensor was changed to allow for calibration 
with the flight inverter. During the two remaining mis- 
sions (Rangers VZZZ and ZX) ,  the large roll deadband 
error was eliminated prior to midcourse maneuver by 
plotting in real time the roll position and transmitting the 
execute command when the roll position was near zero. 
Subassembly 
Gyros 
Gyro electronics 
Accelerometer 
Antenna control 
CShL 
Autopilot 
Switching ornplifier 
(derived-rote) 
3. Hardware Limitations 
Since Case IV was delivered to the Spacecraft Assem- 
bly Facility as a unit, all of the transportation, handling 
procedures, and restrictions which applied to the gyro 
and the accelerometer were applicable to the assembly. 
In general, these restrictions required that angular rates 
and shocks be minimized. 
Time, hr 
Spare 1" Spore zb 
863.4 281.7 
779.3 281.7 
635.1 863.7 
552.2 257.6 
629.9 257.6 
622.1 257.6 
631.4 257.6 
As a result of an unexplained failure of a flight accel- 
erometer, an investigation was conducted of the shock 
characteristics of the torque wrenches that were used to 
assemble the case to the spacecraft. This investigation re- 
sulted in discontinuation of the use of Cal Roto torque 
wrenches in favor of the deflection gage type wrenches 
for the assembly of Case IV. Of concern was the magni- 
tude of the shock (50 to 100 g)  imparted to the assembly 
when the release mechanism of the torque wrench im- 
pacted. 
4. Reliability 
a. Subassembly running time. The accumulated run- 
ning times of all the subassemblies are given in Table 32; 
the spare hardware running times are given in Table 33. 
b. Component failures. A summary of all component 
failures from the time that the subassemblies are assem- 
bled to the time that they are committed to a flight 
assembly for flight acceptance is given below: 
(1) Hysteresis si~itcliing amplifier. 
(a) Five units: no defective components. 
Table 32. Flight hardware running times at launch 
Table 33. Spare hardware running times 
(b) One unit: a Zener diode was replaced when in- 
spection revealed a crack in the body. 
(c) One unit: Two transistors were replaced. The 
voltage drop across the transistors increased at 
cold temperatures. 
( 2 )  Antenna control electrotlics. 
(a) Nine units: no defective components. 
(b) One unit: shorted diode. 
( 3 )  Command stcitch and logic. 
(a) Eight units: no defective components. 
(b) Two units: a transformer had an open winding. 
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(4) Autopilot. 
(a) Four units: no defective components. 
(b) One unit: diode had lead separation problem. 
(c) One unit: transistor had fracture in collector 
lead near transistor body. 
(d) One unit: transistor was replaced. However, 
since replacement of transistor cured decrease 
in actuator gain problem, and the transistor 
check was subsequently normal, an insulating 
washer or associated solder joint was suspected 
of causing the problem. 
(5) Derioed-rate witching amplifier. 
(a) One unit: no defective components. 
(b) One unit: transistor had open base-to-emitter 
(c) One unit: resistor had broken lead. 
(d) One unit: two transistors replaced. One had 
emitter-to-collector short; other inoperative at 
elevated temperatures. 
(e) One unit: transistor had open base-to-emitter 
juii&G=, t r ~ ~ s f ~ m ~ r  w a s  replaced. 
(6) Case harnesses. 
(a) Eight units: no defective components; however 
initial connector inspection did reject connectors 
for do-nuts and incorrect insert material. 
junction; diode was shorted. 
5. Engineering Change Requirements 
A brief description of the ECRs generated during the 
Block I11 effort for electronics assembly IV is given below. 
(1) Case IV and system. 
(a) Seven miscellaneous hardware changes. 
(b) Polarity of jet vane telemetry signals. 
(c) Weights of system, subassemblies. 
(d) Weight of jet vanes, antenna actuator, Earth 
(e) System change from hysteresis to derived rate. 
(f) Midcourse motor alignment, antenna exit angle 
(g) Increase of acceleration constant. 
sensor, gas subsystem. 
to 180 deg. 
( 2 )  Command switch and logic. 
(a) Authorizing of subassembly. 
(b) Change in isolation resistors (value). 
(c) Addition of diodes to remove RTC 8 transients 
on capacitor charge circuit. 
(d) Change in capacitor values for high-temperature 
operation of inverter. 
(e) Change of diode types to improve voltage reg- 
ulation. 
(f)  Change in resistors (power rating). 
(3)  Antenna control electronics. 
(a) Telemetry change. 
(b) Deletion of Sun sensor excitation switching, 
(c) Count reversal of angle selection counter. 
(d) Modification of roll-search generator for 
derived-rate system. 
(e) Addition of filter to roll demodulator output. 
(f)  Antenna exit angle to 180 deg. 
(g) Replacement of resistors. 
generation of Earth gate signal. 
(1) Autcpi!nt 
(a) Circuit repackaging. 
(b) Removal of path guidance integrator; installa- 
tion of jet vane excitation supply. 
(5)  Switching amplifier (hysteresis). 
(a) Removal of Sun sensor power supply; increase 
of voltage. 
(6) Gyros. 
(a) Subassembly repackaging (Hi-Re1 parts). 
(b) Change in integrating cacapitor types. 
(7)  Gyro electronics. 
(a) Addition of telemetry isolation (resistors). 
(b) Change in gains of AC and DC amplifiers. 
(c) Subassembly repackaging. 
(8)  Accelerometer. 
(a) Subassembly repackaging. 
(b) Correction for tolerance buildup of machining 
tolerances. 
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Spacecraft 
V. TESTING 
Preset hinge Gas storage at 
launch, lb angle, deg 
A. Lab System Testing 
The testing scheme for the attitude control system 
reqiiires that d! major cciriponents [less gas subsystem 
and Sun sensors) be integrated and a system test be p r =  
formed prior to delivery. The flight gas subsystem is 
duplicated in the lab test rack so that flight type loads 
are presented to the switching amplifier. Once the system 
is delivered to the spacecraft, a spacecraft attitude con- 
trol system test is performed in which the spacecraft 
wiring, power, command, CC&S, and telemetry are 
integrated. This test enables one to verify the operation 
of the attitude control system in the spacecraft and its 
ability to accept spacecraft commands. After the com- 
pletion of this test, a spacecraft test is performed to 
evaluate the operation of all subsystems in a mission 
oriented procedure. The measurement data obtained by 
the various tests are shown below: 
(1) Prelaunch. 
(a) Gyro runup time. 
(b) All power supply voltages (AC and DC). 
(c) Gyro heading (fixed torques not compensated). 
(d) Preset angle counter (using RTC 2 and reading 
angle on telemetry and antenna actuator). 
VI. FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
A. Prelaunch 
During prelaunch operations, the correct antenna pre- 
set angle is selected by ground command. This angle is 
predetermined and is selected to supplement the Earth- 
spacecraft-Sun angle at Earth acquisition. Since the ori- 
(2) Sun acquire. 
(a) Gyro heading (fixed tnmqrres compensated). 
(b) Switching amplifier deadbands, nulls, saturated 
input condition. 
(3)  Earth acquire. 
(a) Roll-search generator. 
(b) Earth-gate timer. 
(c) Hinger servo deadband and hysteresis. 
(d) Derived-rate gains. 
(e) Minimum on time (on time pulse width). 
(4) Midcourse maneuver. 
(a) Capacitor charge, antenna to exit. 
(b) Accelerometer count. 
(c) Midcourse maneuver turns. 
(d) RTC 8. 
(e) Preset angle (second). 
(f)  Autopilot. 
(5)  Terminal maneuver. 
(a) Terminal maneuver turns. 
FOR BLOCK 111 MISSIONS 
entation of the spacecraft axes on the launch complex is 
known, the outputs of the three gyros can be correlated 
to the known Earth rate. In general, correlation of the 
gyro data was within 1 deg/hr of the Earth rate. The 
total gas storage at launch is tabulated below; the nom- 
inal gas weight at launch is 4.18 lb. 
Ranger VI 
Ranger VI1 
Ranger VI11 
Ranger IX 
135 
122 
135 
122 
4.18 
4.24 
4.21 
4.20 
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Spacecraft 
Ranger VZ 
Ranger VZZ 
Ranger VZZZ 
RangerZX 
Pitch Yaw 
- 170 <4 
- 370 to - 160 
-240 to -80 -28 to -8 
-124to -60 -5<T<O 
-a 
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B. Separation 
The spacecraft separation rates observed were within 
the 48mrad/sec specification limit and are tabulated 
below. While some of the rates exceeded the 9-mradhec 
limit of the telemetry measurement, they are known to 
be within the 48-mradhec specification. 
D. Earth Acquisition 
At approximately 2.5 hr after Sun acquisition, the 
power to the Earth sensor is switched from Earth sensor 
heater to Earth sensor power supply. At this point, the 
roll position error has been replaced by a roll search 
generator, causing the spacecraft to search in a negative 
direction. When a body of sufficient brightness enters 
the Earth sensor field of view, the search generator is 
switched out and the roll hinge error signals are switched 
in; the roll position and roll rate error signals are reduced 
to limit cycle values. As can be seen in the following tab- 
ulation, the Ranger VZZZ and ZX derived-rate system had 
a slower acquisition rate. The derived-rate system trans- 
fers to a derived-rate mode of operation after Earth 
acquisition. 
Separation rates, 
mrad/sec 
After solar panel 
deployment, 
mradhec 
Space- 
craft 
Ranger 
vz 
Ranger 
vzz 
Ranger 
vzzz  
Ranger 
zx _ _  
- 
Roll Pitch Yaw Roll Pitch Yaw 
1.6 
2.0 
- 1.5 
< -9 
1.5 
0.4 
1.5 
- 0.6  
a -
+ 0.4 
a -
+ 1.2 - 
< -10 
< -10 
- 6.6 
- 4.5 
a -
2.0 
a 
- 0.6 
a -
- 7.0 
a -
- 8.2 
Roll acquisition rates, 
mradhec Spacecraft 
Ranger VZ 
Ranger VZZ 
Ranger VZZI 
Ranger ZX 
~ 
-3.8 
-4.0 
- 2.4 
- 2.4 
aNo noticeable change. 
C. Sun Acquisition 
In response to the Sun acquire command, power is 
applied to the attitude control system. Upon this applica- 
tion of power, the system is in a configuration such that 
the switching amplifier is receiving position error signals 
from the primary and secondary Sun sensors (pitch and 
yaw) and rate signals from all three gyros. The Sun 
sensors are positioned so that the primary sensor field of 
view is 40 deg off the negative roll axis, and the sec- 
ondary sensor field of view is dr sterad. The spacecraft 
rates are increased or reduced to the acquisition rates, 
until the pitch and yaw rate and position errors are 
reduced to the limit cycle values. The roll rates are at 
this time reduced to within its limits. Acquisition rates 
are listed below; 
E. Cruise 
The performance of the system in the cruise configura- 
tion is basically that of limit cycle operation. The dead- 
bands of the limit cycle were within the nominal k2.8 
mrad in pitch and yaw, and a variable scale in roll (var- 
iable as the spacecraft to Earth distance increases and 
the angular diameter of the Earth decreases). The ex- 
ternal torques on the spacecraft were: 
Acquisition rates, mrad/sec 
Pitch 
Spacecraft 
Ranger VI  
Ranger VZZ 
Ranger VZZZ - 3.9 
Ranger ZX - 5.8 
Only the torques in pitch appear to be significant; 
these torques are caused by the high-gain antenna pre- 
senting an asymmetrical area to the solar radiation about 
the pitch axis. 
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' Ranger VI 
Ranger VI1 
Ranger VIII 
Ranger IX 
The velocity increment was nominal; as seen in the following tabulation, 
the design goal of the derived-rate system was considerably lower than the 
Ranger VI and VI1 configuration. 
I 
-0 -90 -90 
60 55 55 
17 17 20 
18 18 19 
I I Velocity increment, pad/sec I 
Spacecraft 
Ranger VI 
Ranger VI1 
Ranger VI11 
Ranger IX 
Turns, deg Acceleration constant, mrad/sec' 
Roll Pitch Rol1:start R01l:stop Pitch:start Pitch: stop 
- 19.91 - 111.34 - 0.48 0.45 - 0.57 0.59 
5.56 - 86.80 0.48 - 0.48 -0.56 0.59 
- a  - a  - a  11.6 151.75 0.76 
- 27.41 127.96 - 0.83 0.70 0.77 - 0.78 
F. Midcourse 
During the midcourse maneuver, the position sensors are switched out and 
the gyros provide rates and position signals to the system. The various mid- 
course parameters were as listed below. Of significance is the low acceleration 
constant in roll during Rangers VI and V l l .  The low acceleration constant was 
found to have been caused by an error in the assumed roll moment of inertia. 
In between Rangers VI1 and VIII, the roll moment of inertia was measured 
and a new nozzle design was effected. 
Spacecraft 
Ranger VI 
Ranger VI1 
Ranger VI11 
Ranger IX 
Sun acquisition, 
mrad/sec 
Pitch Yaw 
4.9 0 
4.0 0 
- 4.5 0 
- 4.8 0 
G. Reacquisition 
as given below. 
Reacquisitions are identical to the acquisitions. The acquisition rates were 
Earth acquisition 
roll, mrad/sec 
- a  
- a  
- 2.8 
- 2.7 
BAcquisitions were instantaneous. I 
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. 
Ranger ZX turns, deg 
Pitch Yaw Pitch 
+ 5.20 - 16.30 - 20.50 
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Ranger ZX acceleration constants, deg 
Pitch Yaw Pitch 
start stop start stop start stop 
0.75 -0.70 - 0.66 0.58 -0.70 0.84 
H. Terminal Maneuver 
The terminal maneuver configuration is similar to the midcourse configuration 
except that Earth lock is maintained. For Rangers VI, VZI, and VZZZ, the 
terminal maneuver was preceded by a command that left the attitude control 
system in the cruise configuration. Therefore, the attitude control system 
continued in a limit cycle of operation to impact. In Ranger ZX, the terminal 
maneuver parameters were as follows: 
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